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Glossary 
________________________ 

Ekphrasis*  Musical expression or inflection. 
 
Ektelesis* Lit. “execution.” Interpretive melodic realization of written neumes. 
 
Form  the organizational structure of a given composition  
 
Melos*  Fully realized melody, as chanted. 
 
Modality the use of ancient derivations of melodic scales, often to express different  

qualities or affects  
 
Phanar*  The neighborhood immediately surrounding the Patriarchate. Known to the Rum 

as “Phanar” (Turkish “Fener”). During the time it was occupied by Rum, its 
inhabitants were known as “Phanariots.” 
 

Phrasing a complete musical passage; melodic episodes  
 

Protopsaltis*  First cantor or psalmist of the Orthodox Christian church. The protopsaltis 
of the Church of the Ecumenical Patriarchate, the church of St. George, is 
officially known by the title “Archon Protopsaltis of the Great Church of Christ.” 
 

Psaltiki*  Commonly referred to as “Byzantine Chant,” this term refers to the vocal 
tradition of the Byzantine-rite Orthodox Church. 
 

Psaltis*  (pl. psaltes) A chanter or psalmist of the Orthodox Christian church 
 
Rum*   Meaning “Roman.” The term Greek-speaking peoples in Turkey, and Orthodox 

Christians in Arabic-speaking countries, use to refer to themselves. 
 

Texture used to describe the harmonic, melodic, and/or rhythmic relationship between  
voices (either vocal or instrumental): monophonic, homophonic, polyphonic, 
heterophonic 
 

Théseis*  (sing. Thésis) Melodic formulae of varying lengths specific to accent pattern, 
form, rhythmic genre, and mode. 

 
Yphos*  (lit. style). The term yphos has come to represent many of the oral and less 
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tangible aspects of psaltiki.  
 

*Definitions from: Khalil, Alexander Konrad. “Echoes of Constantinople: oral and written 
tradition of the psaltes of the Ecumenical Patriarchate of Constantinople.” Ph.D. diss., University 
of California San Diego, 2009: 1-264. ProQuest ID: Khalil_ucsd_0033D_10120. Merritt ID: 
ark:/20775/bb4403758b. Retrieved from https://escholarship.org/uc/item/6r2794cz.  
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Introduction 
________________________ 

The Tanzimat Era of the Ottoman Empire began in 1839 and ended with the First 

Constitution of 1876, distinguishing a period of unprecedented sociopolitical reform. Attempting 

to modernize Ottoman society and model legislative, social, and political trends in Western 

Europe, the Ottoman ruling bodies instituted a series of sweeping edicts, aimed collectively at 

transforming civil society throughout incorporated lands of the Ottoman Empire. The Rum 

Millet (the Greek Orthodox, Christian administrative district) remained an area that retained 

semi-autonomous political control and the ability to dictate religious policy for its self-contained 

religious community. Nevertheless, it was directly impacted by the expansive social changes.  

Music as an integral component of worship was exposed to the atmosphere of reform, 

and adopted a unique position as a pivotal source of identity, belonging, and expression during 

the period of modernization. In the larger 19th century, new waves of philosophy, ideology, and 

new encounters with religiosity swept from West to East, eventually arriving at the doorstep of 

Istanbul. During this era of nation building, ethnic groups turned inward, reconceiving their 

collective history and lived experience in the hopes of realizing a new state, built upon the 

foundational tenets of their nationality. Amidst this rise of nationalism, ethnic groups 

increasingly looked at their music as a marker of national identity and “self-image”.1 For various 

ethnic groups, their unique music history and music style was emblematic of their distinct 

identity, and they sought to promote this narrative as a means of legitimizing their national 

                                                
1 Merih Erol, Greek Orthodox Music in Ottoman Istanbul: Nation and Community in the Era of Reform, (Indiana University 
Press, 2015), http://www.jstor.org/stable/j.ctt18z4hb3, 41. “During the period [...], in numerous multiethnic and 
multiconfessional societies in Europe, minority groups considered reforming their liturgical musics, which they saw as part of 
their national selfimage. Also, it must be mentioned that in industrializing Europe both the essence of religious worship and the 
relationship of the various social strata with regard to religion were continuously being reinterpreted. In the context of these 
developments in Europe, but also as the direct and indirect result of the mid-century reforms, in this era religious identities began 
to be asserted in the Ottoman public space through new media, and more pompously than before.”  
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cause. In the case of the Phanariots, the Greek Orthodox community in Istanbul, the combination 

of the sweeping ideological sentiments from Western Europe and the onset of the Tanzimat 

sparked renewed interest in their national identity. To solidify their communal narrative, they 

turned to the longstanding religious and artistic tradition of Orthodox chant as a durable and 

deep-rooted emblem of their unique national identity, living and being Greek within the Ottoman 

structure.  

In the early nineteenth century, as romantic nationalism made music the natural 
representative and identifier of the nation, urban bourgeois groups and nationalist 
intelligentsias sought to rectify what they saw as the nation’s musical heritage, which 
became closely linked with the latter’s reputation. The rising concern of Istanbul’s Greek 
Orthodox middle class regarding its ecclesiastical music, considered and embraced as a 
marker of national and civilizational identity, should be seen in this context.2 
 
Greek Orthodox liturgical music has a rich musical and social history. While there exists 

a contentious debate over the possible relationship between Ancient Greek and Byzantine chant,3 

modern liturgical music and notation can be traced back to religious study in Byzantium.4 This 

monophonic, vocal tradition entered its current phase with the Three Teachers’ notation reform 

in 1814 (and Greek Patriarchate’s revision in 1881).5 In a century filled with clashing nationalist 

movements, (re)emerging cultural discourses, and socially dominating identity politics, the 

Greek Orthodox community and its tradition of liturgical music became a dynamic 

ethnoreligious battleground.  

As commercial interaction with Western Europe increased, the Phanariots’ economic 

clout rose, expanding their political and social relevance across Istanbul and the Mediterranean. 

As a result, the Phanariots strove to materialize these gains by forging an identity of duality and 

                                                
2 Ibid. 
3 Nick Nicholas, “Unicode Technical Note: Byzantine Musical Notation Version 10: January 2005,” 1.  
4 Ibid., 2.  
5 Ibid.  
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distinction. To accomplish this goal, they turned to the rich tradition of liturgical chant in order 

to cultivate a collective sense of cultural “Greekness” synthesized with sociopolitical 

“Ottomanness.” New clerical and lay institutions constructed in Istanbul assisted the Phanariots 

in their construction of a communal narrative that was built around their longstanding legacy of 

ecclesiastical music extending from the era of Byzantine Orthodox rule.  

The discourse and attitudes of the Istanbulite Greek Orthodox [...] 
regarding its church ritual and liturgical music took shape under the impact of 
two interrelated processes. The first was economic change, which not only created 
the Greek Orthodox middle class but also formed new class identities and 
markers of social differentiation. The second process was the articulation of a national 
discourse at the new institutions of the Orthodox Christian communities 
living in the empire and their search for and assertion of a definition of Greekness.6  
 
In analyzing the modern version of Orthodox liturgical chant, questions of the tradition’s 

relationship and interconnection with Ottoman musical conventions emerge. As part of the 

syncretic Ottoman political, religious, and cultural orientation, Ottoman court music synthesized 

political structures and religious ideals in the cultivation of a patchwork musical identity. Eastern 

European cultural exchange, identity, and collective memory have been influenced by a 

complex, dynamic interaction with the nexus of music, religion, and politics of the Ottoman 

Court. A component of Ottoman cultural power, the musical productions of the Ottoman Court 

extended into the Balkans and, in particular, the Phanar religious district of Istanbul (formerly 

Constantinople), the epicenter of Orthodox Christianity. The multi-layered encounter between 

Ottoman cultural identity, Ottoman musical conventions, and Eastern European subject 

communities illustrates overlapping layers of cultural interaction, identity formation, religious 

dialogue, and cross-cultural communication. Drawing from Merih Erol’s Greek Orthodox Music 

in Ottoman Istanbul: Nation and Community in the Era of Reform, we can analyze the musical 

                                                
6 Erol, Greek Orthodox Music, 41.  
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manifestations of the Greek Orthodox community’s political and social responses to the legal 

and political reforms in late nineteenth-century Ottoman Europe.7 Specifically, how did the 

atmosphere of reforms during Tanzimat impact the “politics of the liturgical music life” of the 

ethnoreligious community?8 

Cultural studies and related ethnographic, demographic, and anthropological scholarship 

have focused on the intangible dimensions of music and its interaction with the identity and 

religious practices of the Greek Orthodox community. While this theoretical underpinning has 

been examined and surveyed in scholarship, there is limited practical apparatus through which to 

analyze this unique, creative period of music and social transformation. Ethnomusicologists have 

distinguished musical audio recordings and manuscripts that comprise the core repertoire of the 

Greek Orthodox religious ceremonial traditions. Although the recordings took place after the 

period in question, the elements of the music remain, allowing for continued aural analysis, 

cross-cultural comparative study, and the retroactive construction of social and political life in 

the ethnoreligious Greek Orthodox community of Istanbul.   

Using these data and resources, we can “bridge the gap” to offer an applicable component 

to the already detailed sociological literature. Namely, they can reveal the sounds and 

performance practices that were indigenous to Greek Orthodox communities under the auspices 

of the Ottoman ruling political structure during the nineteenth century. As the physical and sonic 

manifestation of artistic and cultural change during the Tanzimat, research can reconstruct the 

soundscape of the liturgy and the musical environment of Phanar. It can also elucidate the 

                                                
7 Panagiotis C. Poulos, “Greek orthodox music in Ottoman Istanbul: nation and community in the era of reform by Merih Erol,” 
Review of Greek Orthodox Music in Ottoman Istanbul: Nation and Community in the Era of Reform, by Merih Erol, Middle 
Eastern Studies, 53:4 (2017): 673-675. Routledge Taylor & Francis Online, DOI:10.1080/00263206.2016.1260556.  
8 Ibid.  
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compositional and performance practices that characterized the Orthodox worship and the Greek 

religious community.  

Beginning with an overview of liturgical and musical reform during the nineteenth 

century, we can trace the history and development of the monastic chant tradition, underlining 

key musical elements that persist. During the era of reform, prevailing Orthodox institutions and 

personalities discussed the modern construction of the liturgical musical tradition, questioning its 

historic and current influences.9 On one hand, the proliferation of nationalist and irredentist 

discourses, fueled by potential inclusion of Ancient Greek and Byzantine timelines into the 

modern Greek identity, complicated community debates over the codification and instruction of 

liturgical chant.10 Additionally, in a period of increased dialogue between both the ruling 

Ottoman political structures and Western social, political, and artistic conventions, the Greek 

Orthodox community encountered difficulty in rectifying and engineering its own, contemporary 

musical identity.11  

A unique element of Orthodox liturgical chant is yphos, roughly translated to “style.”12 A 

rather ambiguous concept to define, yphos “is musical material that travels alongside actual 

performance and is communicated from one person to another.”13 Rooted in a longstanding 

tradition of practice, pedagogy, and performance, the continued efforts to preserve and 

“realize”14yphos in the nineteenth century illuminates “the Patriarchate’s strategy to enact the 

                                                
9 Erol, Greek Orthodox Music in Ottoman Istanbul: Nation and Community in the Era of Reform, 52.  
10 Ibid., 71.  
11 Ibid., 66.  
12 Ibid., 82.  
13 Ibid.  
14 Alexander Konrad Khalil, “Echoes of Constantinople: oral and written tradition of the psaltes of the Ecumenical Patriarchate 
of Constantinople,” (Ph.D. diss., University of California San Diego, 2009), 19.  
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role of preserver and protector of the musical tradition in the Eastern Orthodox Church and 

embody its promotion of the notion of yphos of the Great Church of Constantinople.”15  

Furthermore, the presence of a unique yphos not only defines Orthodox liturgical music, 

but it serves to contextualize nineteenth century expressions of Greek ethnoreligious identity. 

Erol writes that “Liturgical music often generates an affective and emotional experience of 

religious practice that serves as a means to strengthen the bonds within a community.”16 A 

musical and sociopolitical study on the pedagogy and practice of the yphos reveals the religious-

infused senses of community, identity, and belonging that are at play in nineteenth-century 

Istanbul, theoretically inspired and practically constructed by the particular sonic collective 

practice of chant and the experience of yphos.  

 Against the backdrop of the imposing political, cultural, and social historic Ottoman 

ruling institutions, the Greek Orthodox community existed in a distinctive space. Socially unique 

and religiously semi-autonomous, the Empire’s Greek subjects experienced a time period marked 

by clashing political institutions, localized autocephalous religious bodies, and reshifting social 

dynamics. Analyzing the growth and complexity of the liturgical musical tradition among the 

Greek Istanbulite community, yphos acquired an “infrapolitical” context, retaining its 

authenticity in form and obtaining a potential as a provocative instrument of self-identification 

and self-distinction.  

Infrapolitical action can be defined as “symbolic action”17 or namely, the “strategic form 

that resistance must assume under conditions of great peril.”18 In confronting oppressive political 

                                                
15 Erol, Greek Orthodox Music in Ottoman Istanbul, 82.  
16 Ibid., 45.  
17 Guillaume Marche, “Why Infrapolitics Matters,” Revue Française D'Études Américaines 131, no. 1 (2012): 3–18. 
https://doi.org/10.3917/rfea.131.0003.  
18 Edward Plant, “Primitive Resistance: An Advanced Concept?” Globalisation and the Politics of Resistance: 1-10. 
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institutions, infrapolitical action is deliberately circumspect, becoming a “hidden transcript.”19 

Using “cultural practices and discourses” instead of direct politicized actions, infrapolitical 

resistance “allows actors to retain, uphold, or perpetuate their capacity for agency when the 

political context precludes any serious chance of making tangible political gains.”20  

Sacred music of the Greek Orthodox religious community became a principal component 

of the formulated social identity under Ottoman control. The dynamic interaction between Greek 

Orthodox liturgical music and greater Ottoman society brings into focus the complex interplay 

between nineteenth century Eastern European politics, history, (historical) religion, and culture. 

While this cross-ethnic dialogue manifested itself in the hierarchical relationships between the 

Ottoman Empire and Balkan Orthodoxy, it also impacted the generation, practice, and 

performance of Orthodox musical traditions, themselves. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
19 Ibid.  
20 Marche, “Why Infrapolitics Matters,” 4.  
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Chapter I:  
The Tanzimat: Greek Orthodoxy and Music in  

Nineteenth Century Istanbulite Society 
 

Overview 
 

The Tanzimat (1839-1876) was a sweeping era of political and societal reforms, 

concluding in the Ottoman Empire’s First Constitutional Era.21 Throughout this period and 

shortly after, the Ottoman Empire grappled with pressing and emerging political, economic, and 

social issues: namely, industrialization and modernization, bureaucratization and governmental 

centralization, ideological movements and nationalist discourses, and shifting social norms and 

theories of identity.22 A microcosm of the greater Ottoman governing structure, the capital city of 

Istanbul existed at the crossroads of this burgeoning dynamic of cultural and social exchange. A 

window to the Western world, Istanbulite society mirrored the cross-pollination of art, culture, 

language, and identity that enveloped the Ottoman political establishment during this period of 

reform. One such prominent social minority, the Greek Orthodox community in Istanbul, was 

particularly impacted by the wave of secularism and political change, striking at the heart of this 

community’s sense of collective identity, cultural discourse, and sociopolitical belonging.  

Deeply ingrained in the collective consciousness of the historical Greek Orthodox 

experience in Eastern Europe is a complex and often misunderstood social history of ethnic 

heterogeneity, religious reciprocity, and political hierarchy. Under Ottoman occupation since the 

fall of Constantinople in 1453,23 Ottoman political, religious, and cultural legacies left an 

indelible mark on the lived social histories of Eastern European subject communities. As a result, 

                                                
21 “Tanzimat Reforms.” Religious Literacy Project. Harvard University. Accessed December 19, 2019. 
https://rlp.hds.harvard.edu/faq/tanzimat-reforms. 
22 Hanioglu M. Sukrü, A Brief History of the Late Ottoman Empire, (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2010).  
23 Ibid.  
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internalized vestiges of the Empire’s unique politico-religious bureaucracy significantly 

impacted the Greek Orthodoxy’s collective identity, group perception within Ottoman society, 

and “cultural memory.”24  

As the Empire underwent comprehensive legal and social shifts, in part catalyzed by 

external political and cultural influences, actors from within the boundaries of Ottoman control 

confronted long-standing political and administrative structures and institutions. In Istanbul, the 

proximity to Western Europe was particularly instrumental in facilitating cultural crossover 

experiences. Seated on the Mediterranean, Istanbul’s geographic location raised the frequency of 

interaction with the West. Accordingly, heightened exposure to European political, legal, and 

economic conventions allowed Istanbulite society to better comprehend their city’s geographic, 

political, and social position. Situated at the crossroads of European and Ottoman culture, 

Istanbulite society was a living environment in which both imported and localized artistic trends, 

sartorial fashions, and religious beliefs occupied a shared space. Combined with the temporal 

component of the Tanzimat reforms, Istanbulite society can be viewed as multinodal, a network 

of cultural forces amidst a period of political change.  

Within Istanbul, a city divided among lines of social classes and religious bodies, the 

lasting presence of the Ottoman Empire’s unique politico-religious bureaucracy reinforced and 

supplemented historically embedded power relations and religious hierarchy, and sociopolitical 

subordination. It was during the 19th century, a time of social revolution, nation-building, and 

proliferation of nationalist ideologies, that the Greek Orthodox community of Istanbul found 

itself contemplating its cultural identity. Centered in the Phanar district that seats the Ecumenical 

Patriarchate, the minority Orthodox Christian community sought to cultivate its own unique, 

                                                
24 James V. Wertsch, “Blank Spots in Collective Memory: A Case Study of Russia,” The ANNALS of the American Academy of 
Political and Social Science 617, no. 1 (2008): 58–71. https://doi.org/10.1177/0002716207312870.  
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national identity. In searching to reconcile a collective history and cultural identity with the 

modern realities of political, religious, and social life during the Tanzimat, the Orthodox 

community turned to liturgical music. On one hand, liturgical music embodies the myriad 

religious practices and spiritual traditions of the community. On the other hand, ecclesiastical 

music serves as the outcome of a longstanding, developed pedagogy, theory, and artistry. 

Therefore, Orthodox liturgical music became a pivotal component of the Istanbulite Greek 

community’s identity construction and social experience during Tanzimat.  

 
Ottoman Administrative Millets: The Empire’s Politico-Religious Organization 
 

The governing political orientation of the Ottoman Empire was a combination of  

“traditions of historic Islamic urbanization and nomadism,”25 the dynamic interplay of 

“indigenous and exogenous” political and religious factors, and historic Islamic legal 

scholarship.26 Organized in accordance to traditional Islamic divisions of the world, the Ottoman 

Empire embraced a tiered politico-religious partition of the world: the dār al-Islām (“territory of 

Islam”), the dār al-ḥarb (“territory of war”), the dār al-ʿahd (“territory of treaty”).27 This divided 

worldview, informed by divisions inherent to Islamic jurisprudence, was employed by the 

Ottoman Empire both in the Empire’s political self-perception and governance over subordinate 

territories.28  

This millet (religious community) system, a style of “semi-autonomous self government 

used [...] along traditional Islamic lines,” provided a bureaucratic delineation between the 

                                                
25 Manoucher Parvin and Maurie Sommer, “Dar Al-Islam: The Evolution of Muslim Territoriality and Its Implications for 
Conflict Resolution in the Middle East,” International Journal of Middle East Studies 11, no. 1 (1980): 10.  
26 Ibid.  
27 Sarah Albrecht, “Dār al-Islām and dār al-ḥarb,” in: Encyclopaedia of Islam, THREE, Edited by: Kate Fleet, Gudrun Krämer, 
Denis Matringe, John Nawas, Everett Rowson. 
28 Ibid.  
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Empire’s religious subjects.29 A system of Ottoman political control over Eastern European 

subject peoples, the millet system provided an “internal autonomy to include the Orthodox 

Patriarch as head of self-government for all Christians, responsible for taxation, justice, and other 

matters.”30 Combining Islamic world divisions with Ottoman authoritative capabilities, the millet 

system codified the separation and supervision of religious communities under Ottoman 

control.31 In exchange for safeguarded status as imperial subjects under the cloak of Ottoman 

rule, each millet organized the collection and payment of taxes to the Empire. This approach can 

be summarized as, “Every millet [...] was protected, was allowed a considerable degree of 

autonomy, and was responsible for collecting the moderate taxes owed to the sultan.”32 

In addition to the political bureaucracy and economic administration, the millet system 

instituted a form of subsidiarity in its creation of self-governing religious communities under the 

structural direction of the sultan.33 The Greek Rum millet (Roman nation), the largest in the 

Eastern European Ottoman sphere of influence, covered the geographic entity of the Balkans and 

housed the Orthodox Patriarch.34 Seated in the Phanar district of Ottoman controlled Istanbul, the 

Ecumenical Patriarchate housed a religious patriarch appointed by the sultan, himself.35 The 

vested religious rights of the patriarchate, derived from the traditions of the Byzantine Empire, 

                                                
29 Neil Paradise, “In the Lion’s Den: Orthodox Christians under Ottoman Rule, 1400-1550,” All Volumes (2001-2008) 67, no. 3 
(2006), http://digitalcommons.unf.edu/ojii_volumes/67.   
30 Ibid., 6.  
31 Ibid., 3.  
32 Robert Drews, “Chapter Thirty: The Ottoman Empire, Judaism, and Eastern Europe to 1648” COURSEBOOK: JUDAISM, 
CHRISTIANITY AND ISLAM, TO THE BEGINNINGS OF MODERN CIVILIZATION, Vanderbilt University, Nashville, 
Tennessee, 2.  
33 Memet Yetişgin, “The Ottoman Way of Governing Multi-Ethnic and Multi-Religious Communities,” (Kahramanmaraş Sütçü 
İmam Üniversitesi, 2007), 149. “The rulers, the Ottoman Turks, had created an efficient way of ruling the multi-religious groups 
by granting large rights to the religious leaders of the each community in return for obedience of their millets  to Ottoman law 
and order. The rights of millets were limited by both Islamic and Customary laws. As long as millets did not openly disobey these 
laws, they kept their own way of life” 
34 Ibid., 141. “[...] under the direct authority of the leading church officials, namely the Greek Orthodox and the Armenian 
patriarchs and Jewish grand rabbi, who were selected with the approval of the sultan and resided in Istanbul, where the Ottoman 
state kept track of their activities.” 
35 Drews, “Chapter Thirty,” 8.  
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were renewed by the Ottoman sultan.36 In particular, the Ecumenical Patriarch in Phanar was 

given considerable relative power over the law, politics, and society of Orthodox Christians in 

the millet.37 On top of this bureaucratic authority, the continuation of the patriarchate provided a 

strong cultural basin for the preservation of Christian identity and solidarity: 

As head of the Orthodox community, the Patriarch administered a separate Orthodox 
legal system, based on Justinian’s code, with the power to fine, imprison and exile. 
Although weaker and poorer than its Western equivalent the Vatican, the Patriarchate of 
Constantinople was more important for its flock. It was the symbol and institution which 
kept faith and hope alive after the conquest of Constantinople.38 
 
Due to the unique politico-religious network cultivated by the Ottomans,  

Greek Orthodox subjects, managed by the Phanar Patriarchate, retained the ability to live out and 

practice their Christian identity.39 In the Ottoman system marked by hierarchy, non-coercion, 

levels of “status”40 and “exemplary tolerance,”41 the millet system provided a self-contained 

sociopolitical structure and leadership: “each major religious group had governed most of its 

important affairs. Welfare, schools and most legal affairs had been left to the [...] millets.”42  

The millet system also saw a dynamic interaction between the internal minority 

community and greater Ottoman society. The system connected with the larger enterprise of the 

Ottoman Empire in the subjects’ paying of taxes (cizye), filling military and civilian service 

                                                
36 Yetişgin, “The Ottoman Way,” 142. “When Mehmet the Conqueror took Istanbul in 1453, he appointed Gennadios 
[Scholarus] as Orthodox Patriarch and granted rights that the Patriarchate had been granted by the Byzantine Emperors.” 
37 Ibid., 148. “Leaders of the various millets enjoyed wide jurisdiction over their members, who were bound by their own 
regulations rather than the Sharia (Islamic Law). The Ottoman state treated the millets like corporate bodies. It encouraged the 
perpetuation of their own internal structures and hierarchies by dealing exclusively with their leaders as opposed to the individual 
members. These structures included educational systems specific to each religious community. The millet became established as 
the prime focus of identity outside of family and locality, bequeathing a legacy of confusion in modern times between concepts 
of citizenship, religion and ethnicity.” 
38 Ibid., 144.  
39 Greta Steeber, “An Architectural Reflection of Community: A Study of the Patriarchal Churches in Constantinople/Istanbul as 
a Reflection of the Relationship of Christians and Muslims in the Ottoman Empire,” (Master's Thesis, Luther Seminary, 2012), 4.  
40 Yetişgin, “The Ottoman Way,” 147. “the Ottoman Empire, despite its some shortcoming, presented a place where almost all 
sorts of people had a safe enough environment to enjoy life.  Although the Muslims were the dominant people within the Empire, 
the ‘others’ had their own ‘inferior, minority status.’” 
41 Ibid., 145. “The millet system had made the Empire a state of exemplary tolerance in  which differing religious groups had 
lived together in relative peace and did not threaten the stability of the government.” 
42 Ibid.  
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roles, and working as language translators.43 Internally, the millet afforded its residents a relative 

exclusion “in their daily activities and their own economic, educational, cultural, social and 

religious affairs.”44 The communal nature of the millet assured a societal “cooperation”,45 an 

interpersonal “support for solving [...] economic, social and cultural problems” and a community 

“establishing strong ties” between the locale’s religious subjects.46 

Another system, the devshirme (“blood tribute”), involved the physical collection, forced 

conversion, and resettlement of young, Christian males from Eastern European territories.47 In 

many instances, these converts were subsequently funnelled into the Janissary military corps, the 

sultan’s most trusted and most regimented infantry.48 The devshirme represented “one way in 

which the military principle used prior conquests to strengthen the state.”49 Involving the politics 

of forced power over subject communities and the religious implications of conversion to Islam, 

the devshirme represented a complicated physical and emotional dimensionality of occupation. 

While forcefully abducted, the system provided a paved entryway to employment, and, in some 

cases, led to the acquisition of property under the timar system.50 Nonetheless, the blood tribute 

underscores a corporeal element of the politico-religious Ottoman domination and the exertion of 

                                                
43 Ibid., 148.  
44 Ibid. “In this system, all minorities freely engaged in their daily activities and their own economic, educational, cultural, social 
and religious affairs.” 
45 Ibid., 149. “Each member of the millet shared a common life without being assimilated by a larger community or culture. 
Within the millet, they shared both daily joys and miseries, which made them stronger against difficulties they faced.” 
46 Ibid.  
47 Konstantin Mihailović, Memoirs of a Janissary, Edited by Svat Soucek. Translated by Benjamin Stolz. (Princeton, NJ: Markus 
Wiener Publishers, 2010), 80.  
48 Drews, “Chapter Thirty,” 4-5. “A Christian community was required annually to surrender to the conquerors a quota of boys at 
least twelve years of age. Most of the Albanian boys were trained for the Janissary corps, an elite and well-paid standing army 
directly subject to the sultan. During their training the young Albanians necessarily converted to Islam (the sultan’s Christian and 
Jewish subjects were not allowed to bear arms). Through the seventeenth century most of the Janissaries were taken from Balkan 
Christian families.” 
49 Steven W Sowards, “The Principles of Ottoman Rule in the Balkans” Lecture No. 3 from Twenty-Five Lectures on Modern 
Balkan History (The Balkans in the Age of Nationalism), Michigan State University, 1996.  
50 Paradise, “In the Lion’s Den,” 8.  
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Ottoman political, religious, and cultural imperial might on the occupied subject communities in 

Eastern Europe.  

For centuries, these Ottoman administrative systems dominated political and social life 

both within the heart of the Empire in Istanbul and in the peripheral areas in the Rum millet. The 

Ottoman footprint has outlasted the political lifespan of the Empire itself, and has cultivated a 

politico-religious lens in which socio-political characteristics are interpreted and contextualized 

through their interrelationship with religion and religious identity. The dynamic interactions 

between the hegemonic Ottoman Empire and its subject peoples along the basis of religiously 

and politically inspired administrative traditions have affected various layers of societal 

formation and cultural identity in subordinate Eastern European and other minority communities.  

 

A “Frontier” Society: A History of Religious Distinction  

Understanding Ottoman politics, religion, and culture as sources of identity construction, 

community building, and agents of group socialization, provides a historical framework for the 

reclassification of the Ottoman-Eastern European relationship. Typically characterized as 

bifurcated and exclusionary, the politico-religious binary is often regarded as concrete and rigid, 

fixed according to religious discrepancies among subjects. However, in comprehending culture 

as constructive, malleable, and subject to internal and external pressures, we can reevaluate this 

alleged area of religious distinction and cultural differentiation, reassessing the perceived 

binarism between the Ottoman Empire and East Europe. Instead of an impenetrable barrier, we 

can reclassify the zone of contact as a permeable geographic and ideological “frontier society,” 

subject to an amalgamation of religious, political, artistic, and cultural forces.  
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In addition, the conception of a fluid, frontier society assumes the millet system as one 

that defines communities in “ethno-national” terms rather than that of “territorial nationality.”51 

As a result, religion can be interpreted as a constructive force for shared identity building 

throughout the ethnic community. Ethno-religiosity serves as a structuring element, one that 

allows Orthodox subjects to retain their distinction and forge a common understanding of social 

belonging. While the Ottoman political structure ensured religious tolerance, the Greek 

Orthodoxy went further to encourage solidarity. The Orthodox community utilized a shared 

historical ethno-religious conception of “Greekness” and Eastern European Orthodoxy to script a 

common narrative and contemporary identity under continued Ottoman hierarchy.52  

The Christian minority experience under Ottoman occupation is one of ideological 

confrontation, changing perception, and identity transformation. Taking place within the 

“frontier society” in the Balkans, the Orthodox Christian experience is constructed in relation to 

the politico-religious millet and devshirme systems imposed by Ottoman rule. Geographically 

and ideologically describing the crossover area between the Ottoman Islamic core and its 

peripheral territories of religious treaty, the frontier society describes the intermixing political 

and religious dynamics inherent to this social landscape.  

In this Rum millet, Christian subjects self-identified by means of their collective 

“religion” and respective “locality.”53 In the Greek Rum millet, the persistence of the 

Patriarchate, albeit under the supervision of the sultan post-1453, became a type of “rallying 

point for the Ottomans’ Christian subjects.”54 Within the millet system itself, Orthodox Christian 

                                                
51 Erol, Greek Orthodox Music, 20.  
52 Ibid.  
53 Drews, “Chapter Thirty,” 31. “Although the various Christian millets had national names, they were not national communities. 
The Greek (‘Rum’) millet, for all Orthodox Christians, included as many Slavic speakers as Greek speakers, and in the 
‘Armenian’ millet were not only Armenians but also Syriac Jacobites and other Monophysite Christian communities. The 
sultan’s subjects identified themselves not by nationality but by religion and locality.”   
54 Ibid., 9.  
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subjects enjoyed a degree of relative autonomy and control; as representatives of the Christian 

religious body in the Balkans, the Christians running the Orthodox Patriarchate “were employed 

among the whole Orthodox subjects to run churches and millet affairs.”55 In addition, the 

Orthodox community embraced a legal subsidiarity in the establishment of internally serving 

Christian judges, who answered to the Patriarch in the Phanar district.56 While the Rum millet’s 

legal tradition sought the incorporation of the Islamic qadi tradition, the Patriarch’s oversight of 

intra-Christian legal matters points to a level of independence and self-fulfillment.57 

Forged in confrontation to Ottoman Islam, Greek Orthodox Christian identity and 

religious culture materialized under the Rum millet, centering around the Ecumenical 

Patriarchate in the Phanar district.58 Interestingly enough, the Ottoman occupation was not 

entirely rejected. In fact, certain factions of Orthodox Christians in Constantinople favored an 

alignment with the Ottoman sultan rather than the Catholic Pope,59 drawing in part on the history 

of the Christian experience within the Empire’s political system, which will be analyzed in 

greater detail.  

As the Christian residents of then-Constantinople braced for the city’s conversion 

centuries before Tanzimat, the Greek Orthodoxy gradually developed an affinity with the sultan, 

                                                
55 Yetişgin, “In the Lion’s Den,” 150. “The millet system made no distinction among different ethnic communities. As long as 
different ethnic groups believed in the same faction of their religion, they were considered the same and were subjected to same 
sorts of treatments. These approaches to different groups regardless of ethnic and geographic distinctions curtailed creation of 
more real policies to deal with the problems.” 
56 Drews, “Chapter Thirty,” 31.  
57 Ibid. “The administration of justice depended also upon the millet. For Muslims, the court of the local qadi dispensed justice 
according to Sharia, although tempered by the sultans’ qanun law. Orthodox Christians often made use of a qadi’s court, but 
when judging between them the qadi did not apply Sharia law. Orthodox Christians who engaged in litigation against each other 
could also have their case heard by a Christian judge, who was ultimately responsible to the patriarch in Constantinople.”  
58 Steeber, “An Architectural Reflection,” 4.  
59 Drews, “Chapter Thirty,” 8. “On the eve of Mehmed’s assault on Constantinople some upper-class Byzantines had been in 
favor of subjecting themselves to the pope in order to receive military aid from the Catholic rulers of western Europe. But with 
memories of the Fourth Crusade and its aftermath still alive, most of the population saw Catholicism as a greater evil than an 
Ottoman victory. Loukas Notaras, the Grand Duke under the last Byzantine emperor, expressed this popular sentiment succinctly: 
‘It is preferable for us to see the Turkish turban prevailing in the midst of the city rather than the tiara of the Latin cardinal.’” 
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accepting a subordinate position within the established hierarchical politico-religious millet 

system as a means of ensuring the community’s survival and political shelter. In response, the 

Ottoman sultan returned the favor by preserving “the goodwill of Orthodox Christians, but did so 

by policies which over time resulted in centralization and bureaucratization.”60 However, even as 

the millet system imposed administrative constraints over the Ecumenical Patriarchate in Phanar 

and the Orthodox Christians in the Rum millet, Christian residents of the Phanar district, the 

Phanariots, acquired a privileged status, also called “the Phanariote Hellenes.”61 As previously 

discussed, this community of Phanar’s Greek urban residents were more likely to obtain 

prominent bureaucratic roles within the Ottoman administration.62 Adopting a self-perception as 

a relatively privileged class among the expansive millet’s subject peoples, the “favored” 

Phanarian Patriarchate steadily developed its own control over Eastern European Orthodox 

churches.63  

While this steadily increasing “centralization of Orthodoxy in Phanar[i]”64 created new 

avenues for Orthodox Christian relative power, control, and solidarity, the reality of augmented 

bureaucratization created a sheltering, hindering effect.65 Simply put, “the Ottoman empire was 

anchored in religion and the past.”66 As a product of its territorial expansion, this ideological 

sentiment pervaded the administrative systems in the Rum millet. With a historic political and 

cultural affinity to the bureaucracy of the Ottoman Empire, Orthodox Christendom and the 

frontier society, in general, experienced no such “Renaissance”: scholastic humanistic 

                                                
60 Ibid. “The vast and single ‘Rum millet’ included all Orthodox Christians, and was headed by the patriarch in Constantinople, 
who was honored with the title, ‘Ecumenical Patriarch.’”  
61 Ibid.  
62 Ibid. “[...] appointed to important political positions by the sultan and his advisors.” 
63 Ibid.  
64 Ibid.   
65 Ibid., 9. 
66 Ibid., 32. 
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developments did not approach the same depth and profundity as they did in Western Europe.67 

Contrasting this rebirth of antiquity and flourishing of art and culture, Orthodox Christianity 

remained fixated in its religious hierarchy and reciprocal power networks, a unique juxtaposition 

to the atmosphere of political reform and legislative transformation that was brought out by the 

onset of the Tanzimat.  

 

“Great” vs. “Little” Cultures: Ingrained Religious and Social Stratification 
 

Extending from the consolidation of power in 1453 and the prevailing politico-religious 

sentiment that defined governance for centuries, Ottoman society experienced a “center-

periphery cleavage along cultural lines.”68 The center, the court of the sultan (Sublime Porte), 

served as the political and religious core of the Empire’s political rule.69 At the sultan’s Ottoman 

Court, a particular type of court culture emerged: the “Ottoman way”.70  The elite members of 

the so-called “Ruling Institutions” (“the sultan’s palace, civil bureaucracy, and the military”) 

adopted a unique collective personality that diverged from the remainder of the Empire’s 

peoples.71 This particular “cultural orientation” was marked by a thorough command of “the 

complicated systems of customs, behavior and language”, the elements that comprised the “Great 

Culture” of the upper echelon of Ottoman society and politics.72 The “Great Culture” espoused 

by the upper class, a combination of fundamental Islamic teachings and Arabic and Persian 

linguistic conventions of the Empire’s predecessors, reflected the patchwork identity of the 

                                                
67 Ibid., 9.  “the revival of classical Latin literature, followed by the translation of classical Greek literature, was more or less 
confined to Catholic Europe.” 
68 Metin Heper, “The Ottoman Legacy and Turkish Politics,” Journal of International Affairs 54, no. 1 (2000): 66.  
69 Gözde Çolakoğlu Sarı, "WESTERN EFFECTS AND RESPONSES IN OTTOMAN COURT MUSIC IDENTITY DURING 
THE AREAS OF SELIM III AND MAHMUT II," The Journal of International Social Research 6, no. 26 (2013): 126. 
70 Heper, “The Ottoman Legacy,” 66.  
71 Ibid.  
72 Ibid.  
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Ottoman court.73 Synthesizing cultural histories, orthodox Islamic religious ideals, and social 

traditions from prior ruling political bodies, the Ottoman Empire fashioned its elite “Great 

Culture” as a dynamic, anthropological amalgamation of politics, culture, social norms, and 

religion.74 

Contrasting with this elitist lifestyle, the peripheral Ottoman “Little Culture” was lived 

out by the majority of the population, the many who lacked the means necessary to ascend the 

social ranks and enter into the imperial court culture.75 For Ottoman Muslims of the “Little 

Culture”, this specific cultural ethos was represented by, linguistically, the use of Turkish 

vernacular and, religiously, “allegiance to various heterodox Islamic groups.”76 For Ottoman 

Christian subjects, their speaking of an ethnic-specific dialect and adherence to Orthodox 

Christian doctrine was in and of itself a “culture” outside of the predominant Islamic framework. 

The presence of two levels of “culture,” one deemed more sophisticated and refined and the 

other to be of a lesser, diminutive status although encompassing more of the members of society, 

presents a sociopolitical dichotomy between the Ottoman Empire’s population.  

This cultural dichotomy is a defining feature of Ottoman politics and culture.77 The 

ranking of “Great” and “Little” cultures between stratified classes of society exemplifies the 

social hierarchy embedded in the Empire’s political administration and organization. Inextricably 

tied to religion, the varying degrees of Islamic influence in each “Culture” reveal the dynamic 

network of interactions between religion and politics and the effect of religion as a fundamental 

force in the construction of sociopolitical and cultural identities.78 Nonetheless, while differing 
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social and cultural levels were integral to hierarchical political identities, their composition by 

various political, cultural, and religious traditions reflects the overall synthetic patchwork 

identity of Ottoman society. “Great” and “Little” cultures were markedly defined by differing 

extents and degrees of linguistic capacity, political clout, and religious adherence. Nevertheless, 

the construction of both of these cultural identities, both central and peripheral, as a syncretic 

combination of politics, religion, and society speaks to the Ottoman tradition of blending and 

fusing cultural histories, religious traditions, and social realities.  

 

The Phanariots: A Bastion of Greekness at the Heart of the Empire 

 The Phanariots, the Greek Orthodox Christian community within the Ottoman Empire, 

were both consequential actors and subjects under imperial rule. Working within the Ottoman 

system, the Phanariots played significant roles as “autonomous rulers, intermediaries, merchants, 

purveyors, and courtiers.”79 However, the community deftly operated within Ottoman political 

institutions in order to both “further their own ambitions but also to maintain the work of 

Ottoman governance.”80 This posited a cognizant of their status as second-class citizens within 

the Ottoman religious and social spheres, yet underlined their desire to pursue greater civic 

power in an effort to enhance their marginal political control.81  

 The Phanariot community in the Ottoman Empire was structured on explicit and implicit 

levels. Explicitly, Phanariots occupied official administrative positions within the Ottoman 

hierarchy, which directly contributed to their augmented operational power.82 Implicitly, the 

                                                
79 Christine Philliou, “Communities on the Verge: Unraveling the Phanariot Ascendancy in Ottoman Governance,” Comparative 
Studies in Society and History 51, no. 1 (2009): 151-81. Accessed March 25, 2020. www.jstor.org/stable/27563734, 181.  
80 Ibid.  
81 Ibid., 168. “Christians and Jews, who enjoyed the in-between status of zimmi, or People of the Book, both protected and 
shunned as second-class subjects.” 
82 Ibid., 169.  
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social and geographical dimensions of Phanariot identity were revealed in their Greek cultural 

affinity as well as their population concentration in Istanbul and Orthodox principalities under 

Ottoman control in Eastern Europe.83  

On one hand, a distinct linguistic-identity building process emerged by which Phanariot 

retinues forged “symbolic, cultural and political connections” to Balkan Christian communities 

through shared Greek language, cultural conventions, and religious worship.84 On the other hand, 

the duality that defines the Phanariot experience was still evident in the community’s adherence 

to “proper” Ottoman modes of governance such as the use of imperial routes of personal and 

commercial transportation, official taxes, and annual holiday cash gifts (‘aidiye) sent to upper 

Ottoman officials.85 While the Phanariots continued to build fruitful, transnational linkages 

among the clerical and lay Orthodox networks in Eastern Europe,86 the Phanariot community’s 

political orientation within the Empire’s structure also showcased continued obedience to the 

political and civic infrastructure manifest in this Ottoman division of political, religious, and 

social life.87 In addition, the Phanariot community borrowed from standard forms of Ottoman 

                                                
83 Ibid. See pp. 176 for background and commentary on the origin myth for the Phanariot community. 
84 Ibid., 170.  
85 Ibid., 170-173. “There were not only multiple strata but also multiple processes of social mobility underway between these 
strata, all within the Orthodox Christian sphere. So far, this only reinforces the millet system paradigm that places Christians in 
separate, autonomous confessional communities, set apart from Muslims and from participation in Ottoman governance. In 
addition, however, to the social and ‘ethnic’ mobility practiced by humbler Orthodox Christians at work under Phanariot princes, 
the princes themselves were hard at work striving for Ottoman cultural and political status and linking up with the larger world of 
Ottoman governance.”  
86 Ibid., 177. “They used the empire-wide Orthodox Church apparatus for commercial enterprise and to facilitate the flow of 
information (as monks and clerics traveled regularly across the Empire and into Russian lands for alms or business with sister 
monasteries, bringing with them goods and information), and the autonomous realms of Moldavia and Wallachia could imitate 
Muslim ascendants to power. The Church also facilitated connections with the Russian Empire and its Orthodox Church.”  
87 Ibid., 174. “[...] A picture emerges of leading Phanariot dignitaries and their client-retinues as links between, first the 
Orthodox Christian Church and subject populations, and second, several aspects of Ottoman governance, including Court 
politics, the Sublime Porte, foreign relations, military administration, provincial administration, tax farming, and even guild 
affairs.” See Christine Philliou, “Mischief in the Old Regime: Provincial Dragomans and Social Change at the Turn of the 
Nineteenth Century,” New Perspectives on Turkey 25 (Fall 2001): 103-21 for “prohibitions on provincial dragomans' activities in 
tax farming and guild politics.”  
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literature (“advice literature”), architecture, and art forms, which displays a great deal of overlap 

and interplay between the community and the Ottoman social and cultural foundations.88 

Between the late 17th century and the onset of the Greek War of Independence in 1821, 

the Phanariots developed a unique political and social niche within the Ottoman ruling 

infrastructure.89 During this time period, the Ottoman Empire became distracted by both 

domestic disturbances originating from subnational groups as well as foreign threats from the 

neighboring Russian and Habsburg Empires.90 At times, the Phanariots effectively played these 

rivals off of one another, strategically using existing alliances with both Eastern European and 

Ottoman counterparts in order to advance their own group interests, giving rise to the “golden 

age of Phanariot networks.”91 In some cases, this two-sided approach drew the ire of Ottoman 

superiors; in the early 1800s, the sultan condemned the Phanariots for concentrating more on 

their own “clique’s” advancement, which undermined Ottoman governance.92 

While certain currents in the Phanariot community aimed to exploit apparent fissures in 

the Ottoman political system by aligning with Ottoman rivals or beginning to organize a Greek 

insurrection, many Phanariots rather used this critical period of transition to ascend the 

permissible ranks of Ottoman governance.93 The aforementioned Tanzimat reforms aimed to 

transform the Empire through a series of sweeping political and social centralization efforts.  

[The] major goals of these reforms were not only the centralization of political power but 
also the transformation of Ottoman subjects into an Ottoman citizenry and the 
concomitant integration of Muslim, Christian, and Jewish Ottoman citizens into one 
supranational political community.94 

                                                
88 Ibid., 173. “Furthermore, one need only look at the churches that Phanariot princes had built in Moldavia and Wallachia 
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The Tanzimat, containing an “integrationist” ideology, impacted nascent strands of 

nationalist identities within the borders of the multi-confessional Ottoman Empire.95 Recent 

scholarship proposes a new framework with which to analyze and discuss the Phanariots. In 

particular, as a community working within the prevailing Ottoman structure amid a period of 

transition and reform, not as a “subversive proto-nationalist faction or a cluster of elite 

families”.96 As a result, the Phanariots were as much an actor within the Ottoman Tanzimat as an 

affected group; they played a role in the process of Ottoman integration as “both [...] products 

and agents.”97  

 Until the Tanzimat, the Phanariot community’s sense of being within the Ottoman 

Empire developed into a unique strand. It was dually Greek and Ottoman, not exclusionary, but 

rather interdependent. At a more granular level, the collective psyche of the community seems to 

combine a nostalgia for the age of Byzantine power with emergent ideals of Western Europe’s 

Enlightenment, chief among them, utilitarianism.98 This synthesis of mindsets depicts how the 

Phanariots situated their belonging within the Empire while, at the same time, continually 

striving for marginal political and social power.99 Prior to the nineteenth-century, the Phanariots 

exercised increased influence over Ottoman political governance and social institutions. 

Operationally, members of the Phanariot ranks ascended the ladder of Ottoman bureaucracy, and 

functionally in Istanbul, the Phanariots assumed greater responsibility for urban planning, 

management, and city and regional governance.100 In particular,  
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 Phanariots were becoming more and more indispensable to crucial operations of Ottoman  
Governance, including foreign relations with European states, food provisioning for the  
capital city, provincial governance of strategic regions, and military operations by land  
and sea.101  
 
While the Tanzimat was ultimately fashioned as a large-scale, social mobilization of 

integration among the diverse inhabitants of the Empire, the centuries leading up to the reforms 

were marked by an ambiguous sultanic policy toward Ottoman minorities.102 Prior to the 

initiation of the Tanzimat, Ottoman political administrations equivocated in their attitude toward 

the Phanariot community, at times debating a separationist directive to draw more concrete lines 

between Ottoman civil groups.103 However, absent an official doctrine that either directly 

sanctioned or forbid integration of Phanariots within Ottoman political and civil society during 

the prior two centuries, the Phanariot community managed to achieve unprecedented political 

growth, as they still “took part in the performance of idealized relationships” underneath ruling 

Ottoman officials within the Empire’s extant bureaucracy.104  

The Phanariots’ ascension to power was due to their development of technical knowledge 

and expertise and their ability to fill a unique niche within pre-existing Ottoman organizational 

structures. Specifically, the Phanariots’ wealth and legitimacy extended out of  

their commercial activities and emergence as local elites [...], their accumulated 
knowledge of medicine and European languages useful to the Ottoman imperial project, 
and their political relationships and offices in the Orthodox Church, which had special 
authority over dispersed Christian populations in the Empire.105 

 
Four administrative positions in particular gave the Phanariots expanded authority within 

the Ottoman ruling establishments: imperial dragoman (interpreter), dragoman of the fleet, and 
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voyvoda of the “twin principalities” of Wallachia and Moldavia, vassal states of Ottoman 

imperial system in East Europe.106 These important positions were deemed the “crowning glory” 

of the Phanariot community for providing “near royal status.” Specifically, they offered 

exclusive access to the sultan and his inner circle, and near-autonomous control over taxation 

and civic affairs in the twin Danubian principalities.107 Nonetheless, the Phanariots’ dual identity 

continued to be realized in their positionality as simultaneously “autonomous rulers and 

administrative subjects,” ultimately beholden to the will of the sultan.108 

The Phanariots acquired control of these four important positions due to their unique 

positionality as Orthodox Christians within the Muslim Ottoman dominant political 

infrastructure. For example, as Muslim subjects were discouraged from learning secondary 

languages, Phanariot Greeks adequately filled this niche. They offered a professional service as 

dragoman on account of their ability to navigate between linguistic spheres (across the frontier), 

religious affiliation that allowed bilingualism, and still subordinate position to the ruling 

Ottoman bodies.109 The dragoman positions further elevated the status of their Phanariot role 

holders and their respective retinues. The duties of the dragomans involved correspondence with 

European diplomatic counterparts, the sultan’s court (Sublime Porte), and the Ecumencial 

Orthodox Patriarchate, while also allowing access to and control over naval planning and 

logistics.110 As official Ottoman policy at the time failed to explicitly prohibit Phanariot 
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involvement in civic affairs, these growth of these responsibilities “further integrated Phanariot 

networks into the larger area of Ottoman governance.”111 

The Phanariot community was centered in Istanbul, a window to the West located on the 

Mediterranean, and a thriving capital city of the Empire. Therefore, the city itself further 

provided the Phanariot community with their unique Greek and Ottoman duality as well as the 

physical location for their official activities. The latter centered on the conduct of diplomacy for 

the reigning sultan.112 The two voyvoda positions binded the Phanariots with their Greek 

counterparts in the Eastern European principalities, providing both a stronger cultural affinity of 

Greekness as well as an “interlinked patronage network” that extended throughout the region.113 

As a result of the Phanariots’ ability to traverse between cultural and, likewise, administratively-

separated regional spheres, the Phanariot political and civic ascendancy “brought a 

transformation in fundamental political relationships both within Ottoman governance and 

between the Ottoman Empire and emergent European and Eurasian empires.”114 

The Phanariots’ proximity to the epicenters of Eastern European and Ottoman decision 

making afforded them with unparalleled privileges. Sensing the inevitable rise of Phanariot 

patronage networks and linkages to European political affairs, Sultan Selim III instituted a policy 

of gradual inclusion. Phanariots could now be integrated into the Ottoman bureaucratic structure 

through codification of office positions, ranks, and other administrative details.115 While there 

still existed uncertainty surrounding Phanariots’ loyalty and the group’s political objectives, the 
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community continued to provide Ottoman authorities with indispensable diplomatic and 

intelligence services. These skills were prized amidst a time of increasing great power politics in 

Europe.116 The Phanariot network’s survival and success rested on the continuity of the 

“contractual relationship to the person of the sultan,”as generations of Phanariot stakeholders 

ensured that the “many-tiered relationship to the merchants, soldiers, and officials of the 

Ottoman system” remained fully intact.117 What began with “individualized personal connections 

to powerful officials” was converted into the group earning “their own formal power by 

performing military or diplomatic-political feats highly valued by the central state elite,” and 

extending the boundaries of their political control.118 

During the period of the Phanariots’ growth, their integration into the Empire’s political 

fabric was often an “inadvertent, [...] unintended consequence” of the sultan’s vacillating 

guidelines; however, the Phanariots nevertheless became “ever more relevant and useful to the 

project of Ottoman imperial governance.”119 As will be explored in Chapter II, the Greek 

Revolution in 1821 effectively stunted the Phanariots’ political acceleration since the 17th 

century, just after the sultan had finally moved to formally sanction an integration policy.120 

Following the sultan’s repressive clampdown, the Phanariot community was forced to recoil and 

turn inward, avoiding any actions or statements that could be perceived as rebellious in nature.  
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“In-Between”: Living Greek Orthodox in Istanbulite Society 
 

Over the course of the Greek Orthodox community’s residency in Istanbul, Christians 

developed a proclivity to identify as subjects within the Ottoman political structure, rather than 

as contrasting or opposing religious worshippers. Whereas doctrinal beliefs and religious tenets 

defined the ethno-religious Greek Orthodox community as Christian, and thus under the auspices 

of the patriarchate’s administrative and spiritual rule, Greek Christians increasingly oriented 

themselves–socially, politically, and economically–towards the Muslim East over the Christian 

West.121  

The long history of regulated inclusion in the Empire, the quid pro quo that established 

semi-autonomous millet rule and tolerance in exchange for financial compensation and political 

regulations, and the latent strength of the Greek Orthodox community within the Istanbulite 

sociopolitical structure complicates the viewpoint that, as Christian believers, the community 

existed as a unified Christian bulwark against Islamic rule throughout the Empire. As social, 

political, and religious lines are blurred, the Greek Orthodox community can come to be 

referenced as exhibiting a social “interstitiality.”  

The macro “in-betweenness” of Christian Istanbulite subjects is evident in their split 

religious identity and sociopolitical affiliation. This liminality is, in part, a byproduct of the 

Ottoman political appeal for comprehensive buy-in from the various millets. Whereas the Empire 

“began to appeal to religion as an instrument of integration and control” as a means of distilling 

competing identities into one, the persistence and strength of the Orthodox community was 

instrumental in pushing back against the sultan’s crusade for complete social unanimity.122 As a 

result, “religion gained further importance as the basis of social and political solidarity,” which 
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promoted that“the boundaries between religion and ethnicity were blurred.”123 Furthermore, the 

modification of these “the traditional religious structures” actually caused “religious and national 

identities [to] converge,” a feat that pushed back on the Ottoman-led effort for greater political 

centrality and social filtration.124 

Instead of the Ottoman millets being exclusionary, isolatory blocs, members of different 

millets actually possessed the capability to traverse between administrative districts, showcasing 

a lesser-known mobility, physically and financially, that existed in the 19th century Ottoman 

Empire.125 While outdated scholarship suggests a “view of rigid borders separating the millets,” 

deeper analysis shows the considerable “flexibility in Ottoman Christians’ and Jews’ use of non-

communal institutions in their everyday matters.”126 During the easing of restrictions and 

sweeping reforms of Tanzimat, it becomes evident that members of the Greek Orthodox 

community “exploited professional opportunities outside their communal institutions and 

networks and came into contact with individuals and institutions beyond their own 

communities.”127 When considering the whole of the Greek Orthodoxy, “different groups and 

individuals in different positions in the Ottoman administrative and social structure,” held 

“competing definitions and meanings of being a Greek Orthodox.”128 However, the upper tier of 

the Greek community, as senior decision makers within the Rum millet, are best representative 

of emerging trends during the period of reform.  

During the Tanzimat, prominent Greek Orthodox officials in Istanbul were inspired by 

the wave of political change, believing that the air of modernity captured and highlighted long-
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standing cooperation between religious communities. The Phanariots who occupied political 

leadership roles within the millet, “can be noted for their outwardly expressed wishes to 

participate in a unified Ottoman commonwealth including Muslims and Christians who enjoyed 

material and spiritual progress.”129 Praising the “blessed sympathy and integration of Muslim 

and Christian countrymen,” Greek Orthodox officials pointed out the legacy of coexistence 

between Ottoman subjects, “express[ing] their devotion to the state and the sultan, drawing on a 

sympathetic attitude toward Islam.”130  

However, this public stance of the Phanariots reflects the schism that existed between the 

newly independent Greece proper and the Greek diaspora that maintained a long history of living 

scattered around the Mediterranean, embedded in alternate societies. Within Istanbul, the Greek 

Orthodox community drew on centuries of having their communal roots in the Empire, feeling a 

strong political and social affinity for their lifestyle and experience living within Ottoman 

society: “As inhabitants of the capital of an Eastern power competing for supremacy among the 

Christian states in the eastern Mediterranean and the Balkans, Istanbulite Greeks took pride in 

their city and considered it far superior and preferable to Athens.”131 Accordingly, this 

bourgeoisie faction of Greek Istanbulite society came to belittle the publicization of Greek 

nationalist sentiments, instead considering the continued benefits of their social standing in 

Ottoman Istanbul as paramount.132 In particular, “Istanbul’s Greek Orthodox bourgeoisie saw its 

future comfortably in the empire, and observed the Kingdom of Greece and its irredentist 

prospects with disapproval and an ironic smile.”133  
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As leaders of the Orthodox community, the Phanariots enjoyed status not only among the 

Greek Istanbulite populace, but also among their Ottoman superiors. Part of the upper echelon of 

the millet, the Phanariots commonly made their living as merchants, bankers, and other 

technocrats.134 Istanbul as a port city (“located near the many docks of the Golden Horn where 

crucial provisions arrived in the capital”) also afforded the community an advantage in their 

access to heavily-trafficked and highly-profitable shipping and industrial supply routes.135 

Therefore, as business officials “benefiting from internationalized trade,” there is a potential 

economic component that explains their propensity to align with the Empire over the West. As 

Erol has surmised, “it is plausible to think that these entrepreneurs wished to enjoy a unified 

economic space in the eastern Mediterranean.”136 

The Phanariots were visible public figures and influential community leaders, and 

controlled the majority of lay and clerical offices within the Orthodox district.137 As Erol 

explains, 

The elite sponsored the building and maintenance of primary and secondary level Greek 
Orthodox schools and donated voluntarily to philanthropical and cultural associations for 
the advancement of Greek language and culture within and beyond the borders of the 
empire. Given official approval for the foundation of such societies, it seems that this was 
not seen by state authorities as a challenge to the ideal of Ottomanism and loyalty to the 
sultan and the government. In fact, especially in the 1860s–1880s, educated Istanbulite 
Greeks often displayed a rhetoric that praised the sultan by virtue of his being an 
enlightened monarch who allowed, and even encouraged, the intellectual progress of his 
subjects.138 
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While they were the primary funders of Greek cultural and educational institutions and 

community centers, they were vocal and straightforward in balancing the Orthodox community’s 

identity and the Greek nature of their social projects with their reverence and support for the 

Ottoman structure under the sultan.139  

 

Modern Social Experiences: Religious and Lay Leadership of the Istanbulite Greeks   
 
 The Tanzimat created a “new framework” in which, “the Ottoman state recognized the 

Orthodox Christians of the empire as the Rum millet and institutionalized its privileges as 

belonging to the millet, not to its religious leader, the patriarch, as had previously been the 

case.140 This transition fundamentally transformed communal self-perception as well as the 

millet’s political organization. The broadening of recognition also paved the way for the 

Ottoman state to bring minority subjects under a more central, bureaucratic political structure, 

which held implications for the long-standing systems of governance within the millets.141 

Instead of defining themselves by their role or place as a minority within the greater Empire, the 

Greek Orthodoxy could now reconfigure in their self-analysis, now to envision a society in 

which they were merely a subject of the Empire, no further qualifications necessary.  

 Within the Rum millet, administrative reorganizations shifted the brokering of power and 

the sharing of responsibility between clergy and laity, engendering tensions over the division of 

political powers and responsibilities. In particular, “the religious leaders of the millets had to 

legitimize not only their spiritual but also their political authority, as the ‘millet’ in the nineteenth 

century was no longer solely a traditional-religious entity but a modern political entity.”142 With 
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new definitions and conventions, the millet was converted to a position of greater political clout, 

forcing clerical leaders to assume greater political decision making roles, which had typically 

been outside of their purview. These structural changes, originating from the sultan and 

cascading down to the level of the millet, held implications for the procedures involved in 

political governance, religious leaders’ appointments, and civil society regulation. This new 

partitioning of political and religious duties required an unprecedented balancing of power 

between the clergy and laity, represented by the Phanariots. Since the latter held considerable 

financial leverage and expressed “their economic power, the voice of the lay members of the 

community was heard more and more in the decision making about community affairs.”143  

Specifically, 

The Rum millet would be administered by two organs: the Holy Synod, composed of 
twelve Metropolitans; and the Permanent National Mixed Council, composed of eight lay 
and four clerical members. The former would appoint bishops and be responsible for the 
spiritual affairs of the millet. The latter would deal with nonspiritual issues, for instance, 
supervising the functioning and financing of the schools, hospitals, and similar 
institutions of the millet.144 
 

While this represents a new and emerging trend, one seemingly countering the centuries of 

unilateral patriarchate decision making in the Rum millet, the “religious establishment and the 

clerical element were still very powerful.”145  

 

Communal Identity Construction: Liturgical Music as Social Belonging 
 

In opposition to the dominant religious and sociopolitical forces exerted by the Ottoman 

Empire, Greek Orthodox society began to reconstruct an independent “cultural identity, 
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Byzantine heritage and church music.”146 During the Phanariots’ expansion of power in the 17th 

and 18th centuries, it was common for members of the community to engage in a variety of 

cultural activities in addition to the carrying out of official administrative duties: “The 

combination of government service, history-writing, and music and poetry composition was 

typical [...].”147 Attempting to connect the storied Greek past with the current political moment, 

liturgical music occupied a pivotal role in this process of cultural identity building and 

formation. Sacred music of the Greek Orthodox religious community became a principal 

component of the formulated social identity promulgated during the Tanzimat.  

Under the political and religious hegemony of the Ottoman Empire, music of the Greek 

Orthodox community was a performative practice that served as a foundational element of the 

sacred, nationalistic, and cultural identities as well as the embodiment of community. An aural 

soundscape that organized and codified religious rituals and experiences, the sounds of the 

community and the actions were directed by music. This direction helps reimagine the ways in 

which the liturgy became interconnected with social, religious, and political movements and 

sentiments. Situating the contemporary musical pedagogy and historical musical discourse with 

the greater geopolitics of the late Ottoman Empire, it can be demonstrated that the contemporary 

reforms ushered in a new wave of dialogue with the West. This dialogue created a critical point 

which forced the Greek Orthodox community to “negotiate their cultural identity, their 

Byzantine heritage, and the role of traditional liturgical music.”148  
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Transforming social regulatory codes modified the composition of lay and clergy in the 

Greek Orthodox community. While the 1862 ordinance augmented the presence and enhanced 

the role of lay community members, a “redemptive, nationalist discourse” that was being 

promulgated in Greece was returning via the diaspora into the confines of the Empire. At the 

same time, increased East-West interaction led to Western European pedagogues and scholars’ 

interest in studying and teaching liturgical music and the theory of Greek music. In addition, the 

patriarch instituted an “ecclesiastical music society” that exhibited a unique duality: the ability to 

“handle the literature of European musicology” and also safeguard the “particular style of 

liturgical chanting” that was founded in the Constantinople Patriarchate in the 1900s.149 Both 

features contributed to the Greek nationalist discourse that became “articulated through the 

musicological discussions at the turn of the century”.150  

******** 
 In the next chapter, we will discuss the inter- and intra-community debates that resulted 

from internal deliberations over a shared history, historical discourse, pedagogy, notational style, 

and performance practices of Greek liturgical music. The unique phenomenon of yphos (style) of 

liturgical music will be discussed as a “microliminality” that exists within the canon of liturgical 

music and accompanies its evolution throughout Orthodox history.  
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Chapter II:  
Confronting Western Paradigms of Music, Identity, and Belonging: 

 Intra- vs. Inter-Community Debates Over Legacy and Tradition 
 

Overview 
 
 During an era defined by irredentist movements, armed conflict, and the reconsideration 

of historical narratives of varying peoples along the Empire’s frontiers, the unique collective 

identity of the Greek community in Istanbul provided several degrees of distance and separation. 

The ingrained orientation and alignment of the Phanariot community towards the Ottoman 

political structures played, for the most part, a sheltering role. During the Greek War of 

Independence (1821-1831), while certain prominent Greek clerics and Greek individuals were 

executed at the behest of the sultan, the majority of Istanbulite Greeks affirmed their social, 

religious, and economic positionality within the confines of the Empire.  

Phanariot Greeks disassociated themselves from any connection with irredentist projects 

occurring across the Mediterranean, instead opting to criticize the revolution and voice support 

for the Ottoman Empire’s legitimacy. Faced with a real, corporeal danger–potential Ottoman 

backlash against subjects deemed revolutionary–Phanariot Greeks played into their history of 

stratified coexistence and acceptance of Ottoman rule. This allowed themorder to hide from 

persecution and continue to safeguard their collective economic, religious, and communal values.  

In the midst of this turn inward, the Phanariot community re-encountered historical 

debates that reforged their patchwork identity as jointly Greek and Ottoman. One such pivotal 

area of collective identity was music–specifically, the liturgical art form of esteemed cantors in 

Istanbul and the unique legacy of yphos (style) that artistically, sonically, and spiritually rooted 

the Greek community in a lived history of distinction and dynamic interplay.   
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Being Greek in Ottoman Istanbul: The Phanariot Experience During Greek Independence 
 
Leaders of the Greek War of Independence aimed to secure support from the Phanariot 

community in Istanbul. Ideologically, the independence movement aspired to bring Istanbul into 

the fold in terms of collectively realizing and bringing about a comprehensive Greek political 

and ethnic unification, known as the “Megali Idea”.151 Strategically, Greek independence leaders 

planned for potential political participation of Phanariot Greeks in Istanbul as the second focal 

point of the revolution. The first locale was represented by the Peloponnese Region of what 

would later become mainland Greece.152 In particular, there were efforts to incite riots in the 

Phanar district in order to encourage widespread demonstrations and eventually armed resistance 

against Ottoman rule.153  

 However, the economic and social privileges afforded to the Phanariots combined with 

the fear of punishment by Ottoman authorities ultimately led to the Phanariot Greek 

community’s abstention from either political protests or merely voicing support for the 

independence cause.154 The latter was not unfounded as, upon the outbreak of the Greek 

revolution, the sultan violently clamped down on both outward and alleged dissent.155 The 

reigning Patriarch in Istanbul, Grigorios V, stressed compliance with Ottoman legal and political 

norms and even denounced the independence movement; however, the sultan ordered his 

execution.156 Seeing the independence movement as a forcible blow against the Ottoman ruling 
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institutions, the sultan believed Grigorious V had failed in his duty to maintain stability in the 

Rum millet. In the sultan’s eyes, Grigorious V’s Christian subjects had been assigned marginal 

religious and social concessions which they unjustly repaid through violence and rebellion.157 

Grigorious’s successor, Eugenius II, swiftly proclaimed his support for the sultan and 

concurrently censured the independence movement.158 This showcase of fidelity and 

subservience was followed and reiterated by other leading Phanariot Greeks who similarly hoped 

to avoid retribution and retain their significant pocket of economic and social power.159  

The public hanging of the Patriarch unleashed a torrent of violence against other 

influential Phanariot Greek figures. Specifically, the sultan proceeded to execute the acting 

Dragoman of the Porte, leading financial and trade individuals, and members of the Orthodox 

religious establishment in Phanar.160 Directed by the sultan, the Islamic religious establishment 

justified and either tacitly or directly condoned the actions of the Ottoman troops at his 

command, including various political and religious assassinations.161 Anti-Greek sentiments 

ballooned as Ottoman forces began a pogrom against Greeks along the West coast of the 

Anatolian peninsula.162  

In the face of this persecution, social rifts between the classes of the Greek diaspora 

became exposed. Within Istanbulite society, the upper echelon of Phanariot Greeks jumped 

behind Patriarch Eugenius II’s condemnation of Greek independence efforts. They chose to 

reaffirm their civic alliance under the Ottoman umbrella of control rather than either voicing or 
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allocating support for the revolution.163 Their ability to secure their political and financial 

interests by seeking theoretical refuge behind the extant Phanar religious establishment displays 

the extensive and disproportionate degrees of clout held by the elite ranks of Istanbulite Greeks. 

In the decades after Greek independence, Phanariot Greeks in Istanbul continued to self-identify 

within the dominant Ottoman conception of politics, religion, and social organization in the East.  

However, their existence under the Ottoman ruling institutions was not devoid of any and 

all “resistance.” Although refraining from overt acts of rebellion, the turn inward toward 

rediscovering, cultivating, and embracing a unique Greek musical identity was, in and of itself, a 

revolutionary act. Intentionally covert as to not be labeled or recognized as confrontational, the 

late 19th century promulgation of Orthodox liturgical music reveals an episode of Phanariot 

infrapolitical resistance. Absent of violent clashes with Ottoman forces, the Phanariot 

community’s quest to reclaim their Greek identity through music displays both a reforging of a 

collective identity and a subtly constructed and enacted differentiation against prevailing 

historical Ottoman social and cultural infrastructures.  

 
A Storied Tradition: Developing the Role of Cantor in Greek Liturgical Chant  
 

The Greek Orthodox (hereafter referenced as Orthodox) sect of Christianity has a long-

standing connection with religious chant. In its simplest form, music of the liturgy serves to 

create, through singing and associated performance practices, a spiritual connection to and with 

the divine. This accompaniment of religious services establishes an ephemeral, collective 

procedure to evoke and to engage sonically and spiritually the text of the liturgy. It also orients 

and directs the supplications of prayer. Merih Erol summarizes the transcendental nature of 

liturgical music as: 
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Liturgical music often generates an affective and emotional experience of religious 
practice that serves as a means to strengthen the bonds within a community. Research on 
Christian communities— for example, Lutheran Protestant groups—has drawn attention 
to the affective power of the sung text and the role of collective singing in the 
constitution of a community.164 
 

Musical analysis of liturgical chants–form, texture, phrasing, modality–as well as the 

performance practices and transformation of a unique style showcases the dynamic history of 

Orthodox chant. This approach reveals the cross-pollination, sometimes bordering on “cultural 

anthropophagy” of artistic traditions, musical cultures, and religious observances. The associated 

historical pedagogy of Orthodox chant further reveals the considerable past of Greek liturgical 

education, study, practice, and performance as well as its relevance throughout centuries of 

reform and evolution. These factors help to develop and posit a strong Greek identity within the 

larger Ottoman cultural context.  

 As Christianity developed throughout late antiquity, a performance dichotomy emerged 

during worship services between the congregation and the soloist. Originally, Christian masses 

featured the entire congregation of worshippers chanting psalms together, musically, in unison of 

pitches and temporally, at the same time and involving the same text.165 Fast-forwarding to the 

300s, a century that saw the institutionalization of Christianity under Roman Emperor 

Constantine the Great and the first two ecumenical councils, Christian liturgical performance 

practices became altered for chant. Amidst the prevailing Christian expansion and doctrinal 

formalization, the paradigm of solo liturgical chant emerged. Specifically,  

In the fourth century AD, chanting became restricted to appointed cantors who were to 
ascend the pulpit and sing from the ecclesiastical Books. Traditionally, the cantor, being a 
lay servant in the church, cannot mediate between the faithful and God in the sense of 
having the authority to provide the sacraments and does not necessarily possess any 
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theological knowledge or learning of the Holy Scriptures. However, he is perhaps the 
most effective bearer of the word of God to the believer through his singing.166 

This passage first touches on the shifting musical roles of cantor and congregation, as the 

cantor, the leader of song and vocal prayer, now physically stands on an elevated platform and 

delivers the psalmic texts to the congregation below. This citation further underlines the greater 

religious implications that are born out of the cantor’s newly augmented position. Not a member 

of the clergy, the cantor is limited in his conduct and unable to carry out the spiritual functions 

that an ordained official would and facilitate reflection, interpretation of text, and direct worship. 

However, as the most talented vocalist, the cantor’s role formalizes around his ability to 

“effectively” present the psalms through song, most likely a reference to his vocal skill providing 

a combination of clarity and comprehension in its diction and phrasing as well as captivation in 

his precise, impressive delivery to the congregation. In these actions, we see the origins of cantor 

specialization. The role of the cantor as a lay member of the ecclesiestical society obtaining a 

heightened status within the service, as the Orthodox religious establishment begins to 

concentrate on the unique spiritual, performative, and expressive roles and responsibilities of the 

figure of the cantor.  

 

A Turn Inward: Reexamining and Revisiting Collective Social Histories 
 
 As Orthodoxy spread throughout Eastern Europe, the tradition of liturgical chant also 

made strides forward. In this canon of liturgical works, one can trace the development of varying 

notational “schools,”, indicative of the continual strong emphasis on musical education, updated 

pedagogy, and the cantor-student relationship, which we will discuss in the subsequent section as 

it relates to the unique yphos or style of chant.  
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We can first draw on Aural Architecture in Byzantium: Music, Acoustics, and Ritual, in 

which Bissera Pentcheva explores the historic geographic boundaries of Byzantium 

(Constantinople, Jerusalem, Rome, and Armenia) and examines the relationship between 

community, religion, liturgy and text, sound(scape), music, and art. The discourse focuses on 

how the “sonic and spatial experiences” of religious communities served as principles of 

organization, regulating daily interactions and group and individual behaviors while serving as a 

marker of identity and belonging. The cumulative findings propose a unique analysis of the 

confluence of aural soundscapes and architectural spaces as well as the sights and sounds that 

occur within them. In particular, the written and spoken text of the Christian liturgy, the verbal 

recitation and group singing of rituals, the style of chant in the sonic space, and its role in 

directing the liturgy are converging forces that cultivate a unique environment of religious 

reception, artistic production, and ethnoreligious identity formation. There is also consideration 

of the impact of the sung liturgy on the nature of the service and its reception by mass goers.167 

Returning to the 19th century, Greek liturgical music also became deeply connected to 

social structures of class and identity. In addition, music also served as an active social agent in 

facilitating communal interactions. In the context of religion, liturgical chant was exclusively a 

receptive art as worshippers in the congregation were auditory observers to the cantor’s delivery 

of the psalms. Nonetheless, the shared space in which the text was recited and the relatively 

equal status among the congregation (as recipient) offers a view of liturgical chant and music, in 

general, as an agent of socialization.  

 Moreover, at a time when modern concepts of nation, state, and identity were being 

constructed, communities turned toward music, and specifically its history, as a source for 
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legitimacy, identity, and narrative. In the case of the Phanariot Greeks, as a minority social group 

living in Ottoman Istanbul, there existed a strong connection between musical history and the 

forging of a communal identity that revolved around both their lineage from Greek antiquity and 

historic stature as a quasi self-sufficient religious entity within the Ottoman Empire.168 During 

the greater 19th century, minority groups, often fueled by nationalistic and/or irrendentist 

motivations, turned toward music as a representative feature of their respective collective 

identities, believing that the distinctions between musical genres among different communities 

could serve as observable points of cultural distinction and uniqueness: 

minority groups considered reforming their liturgical musics, which they saw as part of 
their national self image. Also, it must be mentioned that in industrializing Europe both 
the essence of religious worship and the relationship of the various social strata with 
regard to religion were continuously being reinterpreted.169  

The first half of this passage emphasizes the impact of specifically liturgical music as a 

characteristic feature of a nation’s identity. As the cultural ethos of the Phanariots, living under 

Ottoman institutional oversight in Istanbul, was cultivated in their connection to Christianity and 

Orthodoxy, liturgical music occupied a pivotal space within the collective community.  

Furthermore, the second half of the passage introduces various modern dimensions of the 

Phanariot experience during the latter half of the 19th century, the most pressing was the 

interaction with the West. Increased economic interaction between Western Europe and Istanbul 

ushered in a wave of new ideologies and conceptions of thinking, as Istanbulite society grappled 

over the relationship between society, music, and religion in the revolutionary air of the 19th 

century. Therefore, the “industrializing Europe” paradigm is indicative of the impact of modern 

technology and economic infrastructures reorienting social nodes of communication and 
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communal senses of belonging, which had been traditionally realized through the ritual of 

religious worship and observance. This wave of reconceptualizing both the self within the 

community and the community’s relationship with religion crossed over into Istanbul, further 

demonstrative of the aforementioned permeable frontier.  

In particular, the largely middle class within the Phanariot community contributed to 

formulation of a collective religious identity, forged through a shared musical history and 

common liturgical canon of works. Influenced by the ideological forces traveling East from 

mainland Europe, the Phanariot middle class aimed to rediscover a distinctive national quality 

and increasingly turned to their unique musical style of liturgical chant to recapture this 

seemingly forgotten yet pivotally distinctive piece of their communal identity. This phenomenon 

has been summarized as,   

In the early nineteenth century, as romantic nationalism made music the natural 
representative and identifier of the nation, urban bourgeois groups and nationalist 
intelligentsias sought to rectify what they saw as the nation’s musical heritage, which 
became closely linked with the latter’s reputation. The rising concern of Istanbul’s Greek 
Orthodox middle class regarding its ecclesiastical music, considered and embraced as a 
marker of national and civilizational identity, should be seen in this context.170 

In the aftermath of the Greek War of Independence, Phanariot Greeks in Istanbul continued to 

emphasize their historical roots as an ethnoreligious entity within the Ottoman ruling structure, 

both for security and for safeguarding their relative economic and social benefits.171 However, 

within the Phanariot Greek community, discussions arose regarding the current place and stature 

of liturgical music and religious ritual.  
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The emergence of new forms of religious identity were largely catalyzed by imported 

Western conceptions of self and community.172 Increased economic interactions between 

Istanbul and Western European cities, helped by Istanbul’s geographic position and financial 

power on the Mediterranean, birthed a middle class in the Greek Orthodox community who 

became involved in the trading and commerce sectors.173 In association with this generation of a 

new social tier, a stronger economic relationship with the West precipitated new communal 

identities among the Phanariot middle class.174 Observing the success of Greek Independence 

and flourishing of nationalistic sentiments abroad, the Phanariot Greeks looked inward, turning 

to their history both as the progeny of Byzantium and ancient Greece and religious subjects 

under Ottoman jurisdiction.  

As a result, the Phanariot middle class aimed to reconcile these coexisting identities and 

begin a search for “the articulation of a national discourse” and “assertion of a definition of 

Greekness”, one that uniquely captured the Istanbulite Orthodox experience and worked through 

the existing religious infrastructure in the Phanar district.175 In the aforementioned location, 

eccleseistical reforms throughout the 19th century, brought on by the General Regulations 

ordinance of the Tanzimat, revamped administrative duties in the Orthodox church.176 Now, with 

conciliar control over parish finances, lay representatives from the Phanariot community were 

given more control over the financial affairs of the religious establishment in Istanbul, 

responsibilities traditionally carried out by the clerical hierarchy, alone.177  
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With this revamped administrative organization, the Phanariot community became 

directly more invested in their individual and collective experiences with religion in Istanbul. 

Now, with a stake in the upkeep of the Orthodox religious establishment, the community was 

responsible for a wide range of budgetary items, including allocation for religious education 

programs and even facilities and maintenance of Christian establishments in the district.178 With 

newly defined administrative roles and the impact of Western conventions of religious worship, 

identity-construction, and the function of music within the liturgy, the Phanariot community 

underwent a period of spiritual and religious identity reevaluation.  

 
 
Westernization and the Status of Greek Liturgical Music and Pedagogy  

Western conventions of liturgical music crossed over into Istanbul, affecting the ways in 

which the Phanariot community conceptualized their relationship with religious music. Above all 

else, the prevailing 18th century Western view of religious worship identified music as a pivotal 

component of the greater understanding and meaning of spiritual observance and 

participation.179 In contrast with popular 18th century social idioms of music as an aurally-

satisfying, “entertainment of the external senses,” liturgical music struck deeper, aiming at “the 

evoking of deep sentiments and the noble lifting of the soul.”180 As the Phanariot community 

imported Western conceptions of socio-religious identity construction through music, they 

reconfigured their experience of living under Ottoman rule, especially given the community’s 

change in self-perception following the nearby Greek independence. Feeling a sense of internal 

                                                
178 Ibid.  
179 Ibid. 
180 From Magazin der Musik, vol. 1, ed. Carl Friedrich Cramer (1783), 147, cited in Gottfried Eberle, “‘Ein moralisches Institut 
aus vernuenftigen Wesen’: Zur Soziologie der Sing- Akademie zu Berlin im 19. Jahrhundert,” in Les sociétés de musique en 
Europe 1700–1920: Structures, pratiques musicales, sociabilités, ed. Hans Erich Boedeker and Patrice Veit (Berlin: BWV, 
2007), 131–156, 133. 
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tension between their ethnic Greekness and historic Ottomanness, the post-independence context 

of the Phanariot community is defined by encounter, reconsideration, and a decided push toward 

the future.  

As a community defined by their religious affiliation and its status as the primary 

ingredient of their cultural composition, the Phanariots sense of collective identity was built 

through the direct and indirect experiences of the liturgy. As music was a fundamental 

component of religious worship, liturgical music was instilled with greater meaning, 

functionality, and significance. Not simply an aural extension of the worship, liturgical psalms 

both facilitated worship during the mass and, beyond the confines of the music itself, created a 

collective sonic space and aural palette upon which religious rituals were to be carried out. This 

extends, moreover, to  

The potential in music for group aggregation derives from the possibility of an 
imaginative involvement wherein, especially in certain rituals, the living come in contact 
with the dead. Similarly, [...] religious ritual, with its timeless quality, affirms the 
community as something permanent, absolved from death and decay.181 
 

The passage dives into the concept that music serves, not just as an ephemeral construct to 

accompany the liturgical text, but as a spiritual bridge that both unites the current community of 

worshippers and connects them with their religious ancestors. This sense of spiritual continuity 

and relatability strengthens collective bonds of identity, affirming the religious community’s 

sense of legitimacy and stature through their perceivable descendance from a storied tradition. 

Structuring the mass around music–specifically, the cantor’s soloing and the congregation’s 

reception–elevates the role of liturgical music as an integral component of worship. Namely, one 

in which the congregation can vicariously live through the cantor and his words, experiencing a 
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transcendental connection with the liturgical texts and rituals that serve to link the current 

religious service with its historical spiritual and cultural traditions.  

 Here, we observe a relationship between liturgy, music, and the community whose 

identity is collectively molded by the religious practices that bind together its inhabitants. 

Adding in the context surrounding the aftermath of Greek independence, the Phanariots 

reemployed liturgical music, following widespread debate and deliberation, as a lens through 

which to revisit the connection between spirituality, religious protocol, and their unique 

ethnoreligious status within the Ottoman Empire. Following backlash among alleged supporters 

of independence, the necessity to retain impartiality, and deference to the Ottoman ruling 

institutions, there was a current of decline, loss, and collective social confusion within the 

Phanariot community.182 

Still under the auspices of the Ottoman ruling institutions, the Phanariot social order 

continued to function as a religiously separate and administratively semi-autonomous enclave, 

albeit more precariously following the Greek independence. Accordingly, there was speculation 

among some about a forthcoming collapse or deterioration in the standards, values, and 

heightened economic and social positions enjoyed by the historic Phanariot presence in Istanbul. 

In part brought on by the increased scrutiny of the sultan and Ottoman religious elite following 

Greek independence, the introduction of Western conventions of music, worship, and community 

also greatly impacted the foundations of the Phanariot community. These imported conceptions 

forced a re-evaluation of liturgical music and ritual and its association with community 

formation, self-identification, and spiritual strengthening.  

Throughout the 19th century, the Phanariot community faced the challenge of reconciling  
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and even synthesizing changing musical norms, mostly from external forces. However, this was 

not the first instance of Phanariot music institutions interacting with Western norms. As early as 

the 1500s, Ierōnymos of Cyprus, who received his formal training over the course of nine years 

in Italy–including three in Venice–attempted to introduce in the Phanar district a Western-

adopted version of liturgical chant. Following the Italian-centric model in the West, Ierōnymos 

attempted to bring the major and minor tonalities inherent to Western music theory to Phanar.183 

Later in the 1700s, Agapios Paliermos, a prominent Greek musician born on the island of Chios, 

aspired to “simplify” the Orthodox notational system taught and used by pedagogues in the 

Phanar district. He even succeeded in introducing his own devised pedagogical pentagram as a 

notational device in the Patriarchal Music School.184  

The continued development and spread of Western European liturgical musical 

conventions increased the frequency with which students from this tradition sought to 

incorporate conventions into the musical practices of Orthodox liturgical chant. Most notably, 

The reform of Greek Orthodox liturgical music is generally attributed to the 
“Three Teachers”: Chrysanthos of Madytos, Grēgorios the First Cantor (Protopsaltis), 
and Chourmouzios the Archivist (Chartophylakas). In 1814, a new theoretical system and 
a new music notation were introduced by the Three Teachers. Chrysanthos, to whom the 
theoretical systematization is attributed, replaced the older polysyllable terms, which 
denoted the neumes, with monosyllable notes such as pa, vu, ga, di, etc., inspired by the 
re, mi, fa, sol, etc., of the European system.185 

 
Over the course of the 1800s, there were several attempts to integrate Western harmonic, tonal, 

and textural techniques into the historically untouched and unchanged Orthodox liturgical 

chant.186 Whereas the Orthodox chant had, since the fourth century, been a monophonic art form 

(the singing of the liturgical psalms involved a solo male voice in the cantor of the mass), 
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modern Western musical traditions had developed homophonic and polyphonic textures, 

emphasizing harmonies and counterpoint–the interlocking relationship of interdependent melodic 

voices. 187  

 However, the new musical ideologies and their pedagogical formation in the West 

prompted swift backlash. The Patriarchate, as the chief clerical decision making body with full 

control over the officially-sanctioned pedagogy and practice of liturgical chant, aimed to prevent 

new musical theories and notations that contrasted with the traditional, Istanbul-rooted Orthodox 

tradition. In response to the impositions of Western music by practitioners traveling to the 

Phanar district, the Greek autocephalous Church countered by clamping down on musical styles 

and Western musical forms that breached the official monophonic, highly-structured Orthodox 

religious tradition.188 This has been summarized by Erol, who concludes that, 

It is important to remember that in this era, in the Greek kingdom both the authority of 
the Church and the doctrines of Orthodoxy were questioned or reinterpreted by certain 
popular religious and reformist movements based on new doctrinal, moral, and 
devotional concepts. The Patriarchate’s sensitivity toward what was considered as the 
traditions of the Church, and its persecution of innovations— namely the new notation 
system for the instruction and dissemination of ecclesiastical music— should be 
understood in this context.189  
 

The liturgical music debate of the 19th century proved a highly contentious flashpoint involving 

distinct interpretations of musical chant and the role of the latter in religious services.  

While the Patriarchate held a rigid, uncompromising position (i.e. liturgical chant being 

strictly monophonic and, notationally, mostly based in Eastern traditions), other outside scholars, 

invested in the musical debate, branched out from the Patriarch. Some encouraged a more 

synergistic approach that aimed to adopt Western conventions in Orthodox religious practices. 
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The Greek journalist and writer Emmanuel Roidēs “condemned the liturgical art of the Eastern 

Orthodox Church,” and criticized the “nasal Byzantine singing” in favor of the “beautiful” 

aesthetics of the Western Church, which served as the purest “determinant of genuine piety.”190 

At an Easter mass in 1869, the Metropolitan Cathedral of Athens, part of the relatively newly 

independent Greece yet under the religious jurisdiction of the Patriarchate in Istanbul, 

programmed polyphonic tunes to be performed.191 In 1870, a prominent Athenian scholar 

published a series of articles defending the “introduction of polyphony to the church choirs” in 

the city.192 That same decade, the Holy Synod of Greece distanced itself from the Ecumenical 

Patriarchate of Constantinople (located in Istanbul). It issued “an encyclical that allowed the 

chanting of polyphonic music in the Metropolitan Cathedral during national and royal feasts” 

which was to be allowed “until the necessary improvement of the traditional church music was 

achieved.”193 This edict showcased the continual revision and deliberation surrounding emerging 

notational methods and Western pedagogies and their place in Eastern forms of liturgical chant. 

While the Ecumenical Patriarchate debated the place, if any, of Western musical forms  

and elements in official Greek Orthodox liturgical chant, other Orthodox communities moved 

forward with a synthetic approach. In the mid to late 19th century, the Orthodox Slav and Greek 

diaspora communities were the vanguard of the liturgical music reforms.194 These reforms also 

highlight the agency of the Greek diaspora parish congregations in “voting on” and “deciding” 

the extent to which polyphonic styles would be incorporated into religious worship. Eventually 
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192 Ibid. From Philopoulos, Εισαγωγή στην ελληνική πολυφωνική, 96. 
193 Ibid. From Philopoulos, Εισαγωγή στην ελληνική πολυφωνική, 104. 
194 Ibid., 43.  
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they even decided that liturgical polyphony would be exclusively used, only “restricted to the 

divine services of Easter, Pentecost, and funeral masses.”195 

The Russian and Viennese Orthodox establishments’ confrontation with external musical 

conventions sheds light on the diffusion of Western musical paradigms and their interaction with 

existing Orthodox pedagogical and performance infrastructures. The Russian Orthodox Church 

served as a significant force in the calculated insertion of Western polyphonic textures into 

Eastern liturgical chant.196 For example,  

An important official “backing” to polyphonic liturgical music was the demand of Queen 
Olga, who was of Russian origin, for the implementation of Russian-style polyphonic 
chanting in the palace chapel. In 1870, the prominent musician and ecclesiastical choir 
leader Alexandros Katakouzēnos (1824–1892) was invited from Odessa to undertake this 
task.197 

 
In Vienna, the famed cantor and “architect” of “reformed liturgical music in European Greek 

Orthodox Churches” Iōannēs Chabiaras began to set liturgical hymns to a polyphonic setting for 

four voices in conjunction with the Viennese palace kapellmeister. This reflected the pedagogy 

of chorale composition and practice in the West.198 Iōannēs’s modifications to European Greek 

chant, the synthesis of Western conventions with Eastern forms, remained a “bone of contention 

between the supporters and opponents of westernized church music throughout the century,” as 

the tension over the prospect and institution of liturgical reforms continued.199  

                                                
195 Ibid.  
196 Ibid., 43.  
197 Ibid., 44. From Philopoulos, Εισαγωγή στην ελληνική πολυφωνική, 94. See Giannis Philopoulos, Ρωσσικές επιδράσεις στην 
ελληνική πολυφωνική εκκλησιαστική µουσική (Russian influences on Greek polyphonic ecclesiastical music) (Athens:Nefeli, 
1993). “It is still common to assume that Italian aesthetic influence on Greek polyphonic ecclesiastical music came from the 
Ionian Islands. In his book Philopoulos has challenged this, arguing rather that it came from Russia.” 
198 Ibid., 43-44. See Petros E. Formozēs, “Οι Χωροδιακές εκδόσεις της εκκλησιαστικής µουσικής σε Ευρωπαϊκή µουσική γραφή 
των Ιωάννου Χ. Ν. Χαβιαρά— B. Randhartinger και Ανθίµου Νικολαϊδου— Gottfried Preyer στις δύο ελληνικές εκκλησίες της 
Βιέννης” (Choral versions of ecclesiastical music in the European notation of Iōannēs H. N. Chabiaras— B. Randhartinger and 
Anthimos Nikolaidēs— Gottfried Preyer in two Greek churches of Vienna), Stahis 8/9 (1967): 34–81. See also Iōannēs Chabiaras 
and B. Randhartinger, Επικήδειος Ακολουθία (Funerary mass) (Vienna: Antoniou Benkou, 1848). “The mass is composed for 
soprano, tenor, baritone, and bass voices, accompanied by the piano.” 
199 Ibid., 44.  
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 In Greek diaspora communities, there also existed a tendency to absorb the elements of 

both traditional musical cultures and contemporary popular music. The relationship between 

music and society was traditionally interconnected with class and status in Vienna. Greek 

Orthodox and Sephardic Jewish communities in a parallel manner employed polyphonic 

techniques and Western ideas such as the organ in their religious music. One can deduce that the 

latter was inspired by prevailing musical productions in the Viennese cultural sphere.200 

Nevertheless, 

in a big city where “artful and harmonic” music was present everywhere from 
churches to theaters and cafés, the existing liturgical music performed at the Greek 
Orthodox churches failed to draw believers to divine services.201  
 

Regardless of this lack of religious following, the present cultural and popular aesthetics in 

Vienna, in part supported by a network of wealthy patrons, fused with traditional artistic forms to 

revise the Greek Orthodox liturgical musical practices. Even in Alexandria, the Greek 

community in 1873 aimed to revise their existing liturgical practices by shifting to polyphonic 

music as the source of compositional practice and performance.202 Famed pedagogue Panagiōtēs 

Gritsanēs noted the incorporation of the kata praktikē–a type of traditional harmony indigenous 

to the Ionian islands–within the Alexandrian Greek efforts to “improve” the monophonic 

liturgical chant.203 

 

 

                                                
200 Ibid. “Jewish liturgical music in Vienna, the wealthy and educated members of the community imposed their own will in 
adapting the music of religious ritual to the music that prevailed in the Viennese public space, largely as a manifestation of their 
wish to participate in the public sphere they shared with other ethnic and religious groups.” 
201 Ibid., 44. “This phenomenon was, of course, closely connected to economic and social developments and to the emergence 
and formation of new social groups, new identities and values— a process common to Vienna’s Jews and Greek Orthodox in the 
nineteenth century.” 
202 Ibid.  
203 Ibid., 44-45. From Panagiōtēs Gritsanēs, “Περί της των Ιονίων Νήσων Εκκλησιαστικής Μουσικής” (On the ecclesiastical 
music of the Ionian Islands), Ethnikon Imerologion Bretou 8, no. 1 (1868): 325–336. 
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Rejection and Contention: Western Conventions at Odds with Orthodox Traditions 
 
 Turning back within Istanbul, the Ecumenical Patriarchate took a firm stance in 

opposition to Western conventions. Amidst a wave of inclusion and synthesis with extant Eastern 

liturgical forms, the Patriarchate and leading practitioners of Orthodox chant doubled down on 

their rejection of the imposition of Western forms, reaffirming the sanctity of the traditional 

performance practices and pedagogy of the East. Archimandrite Nathanaēl Iōannēs delivered 

remarks in which he coupled his dismissal of Western musical paradigms with support for the 

functional aspects of liturgical chant: 

In his speech, he rejected westernized liturgical music particularly by pointing to the 
church canons and the decisions of the ecumenical synods that established monophonic 
singing as appropriate for divine service and forbade any innovations.204  
 

In Iōannēs’s view, a position echoed by the leading Orthodox figures in Phanar, the creeping 

imposition of Western traditions, most notably through the movement toward a more polyphonic 

vocal style, was, further, a manifestation of an encroachment of Western liturgical practices on 

long-standing Greek Orthodox traditions.205 The rejectionist school of thought, championed by 

leading cantors and scholars like Iōannēs, was sanctioned by the Ecumenical Patriarchate as they 

employed this absolutist dismissal of Western conventions to maintain the purity and historical 

lineage of Eastern chant from Byzantium to Istanbul.  

 On the other side, Panagiōtēs Gritsanēs, a musician who built a reputation studying 

Ionian church music, offered a point of departure from the staunch position of the Patriarchate. 

As he developed his own writings on the synthesis between Western and Eastern musical forms, 

                                                
204 Ibid.  
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Gritsanēs commented on deeper societal, cultural, and religious forces that contributed to the 

Patriarchate’s immobile defense of the storied Orthodox chant in the East.  

Gritsanēs further stressed that Ottoman rule prevented the progress of the art and 
science of music, which was why monophonic music was still kept in the Greek 
Orthodox churches. For reformists like Gritsanēs, westernized church music 
would qualify the Greek nation as a member of the European family. And to 

  achieve this, he declared, it was necessary to train qualified church musicians who 
could master both the traditional ecclesiastical and Western music and could contribute 
to the creation of a “scientific” psalmody.206 

 
In Gritsanēs’s view, the continued subjugation of Greek Orthodoxy under Ottoman rule no 

matter the marginal concessions gained under the Ottoman ethnoreligious divisions, was directly 

responsible for impeding artistic developments for the Phanariot community in Istanbul. While 

there existed both religious and spiritual explanations for the continued maintenance of 

monophonic chant as the preferred compositional and performance practices for the Ecumenical 

Patriarchate,207 Gritsanēs argued that the overbearance of Ottoman ruling institutions hampered 

any potential growth or emergence of Western-inspired, new artistic forms.208  

Additionally, he posited that the Patriarchate was also averse to the introduction of 

Western paradigms as, culturally, the dilution of Greek Orthodoxy’s “Greek” quality and identity 

would be assured through the incorporation of Western artistic forms.209 This assumes a strong 

connection between music as an artistic production and its cultural significance as a cornerstone 

of a community’s collective identity. In his analysis, we can see the extent to which prevailing 

scholarship recognized and highlighted the theoretical importance and practical impact of unique 
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musical representations as a manifestation of a people's communal expression and senses of 

cultural, social, and religious belonging.  

Often displayed through ideological contrast, Gritsanēs’s viewpoints reveal a functioning 

dichotomy that exists both between the musical forms of East and West and the group cognitive 

processing among the communities in the disparate locations that fuel these contrasting senses of 

togetherness and Otherness. For Gritsanēs, he also preached his belief that education rooted in 

this duality would help usher in an era of “scientific” hymnody, similar to the synthetic approach 

undertaken in Russia.210 Gritsanēs aspired to modernize, cultivating a recognition and acceptance 

of Western conventions within the long-standing Eastern tradition, which would help to advance 

the practice of liturgical chant and, to a greater extent, realize the transcendental nature of the 

mass.  

******** 
In the next chapter, we will discuss the continued debate over Orthodox liturgical chant 

notation, practice, and pedagogy. As the Patriarchate continued to discuss the proper reaction to 

the introduction of Western musical paradigms, we will analyze specific individuals and 

particular places that contributed to this prolonged deliberation over the theory, study, and 

performance of chant. We will highlight the functional and spiritual roles of the cantor, and the 

unique array of artistic influences and cultural backgrounds that impacted a cantor’s career 

trajectory, course of study, and performance venues and styles. 

Transitioning to a study on infrapolitical action, we will first define this theory before 

more deeply analyzing the Phanariot experience under the Ottoman politico-religious structure. 

Exploring the Phanariot community’s collective historic mindset and their orientation toward 

newly-imported concepts of Western, Enlightened thought, we will dissect how the period of the 
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Phanariots’ political ascendancy served as part of a covert, strategic resistance against Ottoman 

authorities. 
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Chapter III:  
An Ongoing Debate: A Century of Musical Change, The Role of Cantor,  

and Phanariot Infrapolitical Resistance 
 

Overview 
 
 During the 17th and 18th centuries, the Phanariots’ political and civic power grew to new 

heights. Over this early modern period, the Phanariot community expanded their access to 

Eastern European patronage networks and further ingratiated themselves to Ottoman authorities 

by working within the Empire’ prevailing politico-religious structure. At the same time, the 

Ecumenical Patriarchate intensely debated the status of liturgical chant, questioning its notation, 

theory, pedagogy, and performance in the face of imposing Western musical conventions. While 

leading cantors and other practitioners took sides in this East vs. West deliberation, a collective 

sense of religious decadence befell the Greek community in Istanbul. As both symbolic and 

practical representatives of the liturgy, the cantors embodied the religious challenges faced by 

the Phanariot community at the crossroads of modernity, tradition, and change.  

 While the Phanariots never attempted a fully-mobilized, overt, and direct rebellion 

against the predominant Ottoman authorities, they, nevertheless, meticulously engaged in 

degrees of tactical, yet concealed, resistance. On the political front, the Phanariots became 

experts at leveraging their multi-tiered patronage networks and opposing regional rivals in their 

own political and civic pursuits.211 While this self-interest was a method of acquiring greater 

marginal power for the Orthodox community, it was also a means of ensuring the continuation 

and preservation of Phanariot religious and cultural traditions. One such legacy, liturgical chant, 

became infused with new infrapolitical meaning during the onset of the Tanzimat, as yphos now 
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served as a representation of Phanariot identity and the community’s struggle for survival in the 

Ottoman Empire.  

 
A Prolonged Debate: Notational Changes, Reformation Efforts, and the Patriarchate  

In the Tanzimat, confrontation with Western paradigms forced a reexamination of the 

liturgical tradition. Throughout the centuries of Phanariot existence in Istanbul, periods of 

notational and stylistic reforms generated an old-new dichotomy, heavily debated among leading 

practitioners of liturgical chant. Within the Phanariot cantor community, this deliberation also 

involved the question of historical lineage: was Byzantium the chief source for liturgical texts 

and pedagogy?212 Or, should the Phanariots, as a religious community, look even further back 

and study music making in ancient Greece given its cultural and geographic connections to the 

history of the Phanariot people?213  

As discussed in the preceding chapter, Panagiōtēs Gritsanēs, a seminal pedagogue and 

practitioner during the Tanzimat, championed a measured approach. He outlined the musical 

elements of Orthodox chant to be prioritized and retained with those to be fused with 

conventions of Western music. Specifically, he noted the obligation to cultivate a uniform 

traditional monophonic singing rendered in a solemn manner. He wrote, “Principally during the 

holy service and the Divine Liturgy, chanting should be distinct and clear and be rendered with 

due attention and veneration. In any case, unified, homogeneous, and old-style singing should 

reign, instead of what is novel and different.”214 

                                                
212 Philliou, “Communities on the Verge,” 167. “Photeinos, and presumably his fellow Phanariots, took the connection to the 
Roman Empire seriously and were implying that their patrimony was not a Byzantine (in the Greek national sense) one but 
instead a Roman (imperial) one.”  
213 Ibid. “The key to understanding lies perhaps in the multiple meanings of the term ‘Romaios’ (T. Rum), meaning Roman (and 
by extension what we would call Byzantine) and Orthodox Christian subject of the Ottoman sultan (The term is also a geographic 
signifier for what we now call Anatolia [Rum], in Arabic and Persian, and for what we now call the Balkans [Rumeli] for the 
Ottomans).” 
214 Erol, Greek Orthodox Music, 48. From Raptarchēs, Πικρά η αλήθεια, 33. 
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While Istanbulite society confronted Western aesthetics and conventions of music 

performance and reception, Gritsanēs advocated artistic conservatism, respect for musical 

traditions, and the continuity of concise chant form and order. These features were to be married 

to elements from Western music theory. For this school of thought, the spiritual sanctity of the 

Mass was paramount. Therefore, an unfiltered, pure liturgical chant was the principal medium 

through which worship and religious adherence could be realized.  

 As the East-West debate raged throughout the 19th century, competing practitioners, 

mostly split intergenerationally, deliberated steadied inclusion and outright rejection of Western 

paradigms.215 As previously analyzed, the 1814 notational reforms introduced by the Three 

Teachers engendered a heated chapter of contestation between old and new generations of 

musical thought, theory, and pedagogy, not to mention between individual pedagogues and 

cantors. The Ecumenical Patriarchate initially struck a rejectionist tone, perceiving notational 

reforms as a rapid, fundamental alteration to the longstanding liturgical chant traditions.216 

However, as Gritsanēs’s calculated approach aimed to preserve the Mass and imbue the chant 

with Western conventions, one of the Three Teachers, Chrysanthos of Madytos, similarly 

embraced the new notation in order “to facilitate the instruction and practice of liturgical music 

and to save the religious chants from falling into oblivion.”217 

Therefore, even reformers whose ideas were subsequently dismissed by the Patriarchate  

aspired to maintain the holiness of the liturgical form, attempting to rejuvenate the chant 

tradition, a reality that eventually forced the Patriarchate’s hand. Amid a period of increased 

                                                
215 Ibid., 67. “Though the new notation was accepted and sanctioned by the Patriarchate, many cantors considered the result an 
impoverishment of the traditional church music. They typically lamented that the knowledge of the old notation was perishing 
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216 Ibid., 40-66. Cf. 56, 60-62 on the Ecumenical Patriarchate’s stance toward liturgical chant reforms.  
217 Ibid., 41.  
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exposure to Western conventions, many reformers sought to make the Mass more relevant by 

adopting Western elements but appropriating them within the Eastern chant tradition. Teachers 

like Athanasios Abramiadēs and Georgios Lesbios even brought Western paradigms to 

orphanages and schools, attempting to more publicly broadcast inclusion of Western models and 

introduce polyphonic singing to choirs in the East.218 However, the Patriarchate initially deemed 

base reformation efforts too radical and too much of a departure from the Orthodox Greek 

legacy, prolonging the debate and pushing back the clergy’s revision and eventual acceptance of 

the notational reform until 1881.219   

In April 1863, the Musical Society of Constantinople (O en Kōnstantinoupolei Mousikos 

Syllogos, hereafter MSC) was founded.220 Composed primarily of leading cantors and 

practitioners of liturgical chant, the MSC was a pivotal cultural organ in Istanbul, contributing 

greatly to the elevation of liturgical music in Istanbulite Orthodox society. The MSC occupied a 

significant role among the circles of practitioners and pedagogues in Istanbul, serving as a ripe 

environment for intense discussion on the past, present, and futures of liturgical chant.221 The 

MSC, in an effort to foster collaboration among leading cantors and the ecumenical 

establishment in Istanbul, waived its annual membership fee and moved weekly meetings from 

Saturday to Sunday, which allowed for a larger number of regular participants.222 Eventually 

                                                
218 Ibid. “In the 1830s, the music teacher Athanasios Abramiadēs was following Western musical models and eventually 
established a polyphonic church choir at the orphanage.”  
219 Ibid. In the 1840s, “the use of a new notation system in ecclesiastical music instruction in this school, invented by Georgios 
Lesbios, alarmed the Patriarchate in Istanbul. Lesbios’s notation was condemned by two encyclicals issued in 1846 and 1848.”  
220 Ibid., 64.  
221 Ibid. “the high number of cantors among its members, and probably pointing to the intense discussions on the reform of 
liturgical music that took place during its meetings.”  
222 Ibid. “As evidence of patriarchal sanctioning, in his letter to the MSC dated February 7, 1864, Patriarch Sōphronios (1863–
1866) expressed his support for the society and encouraged the fulfillment of its goals. In response, the chairman, Dimitrios 
Paspallēs, published a letter to the patriarch in the Greek daily Armonia, declaring that all cantors were exempted from the annual 
membership fee of the MSC— the monthly contribution was 10 piasters—as a return for their collaboration. Also, in order to 
remove any obstacles preventing the participation of members, especially the cantors, the regular meetings of the society were 
shifted from Saturday to Sunday.” See Armonia, April 8, 1864. “The letter dated March 25, 1864, was signed by the MSC’s 
chairman, Dimitrios Paspallēs, and its general secretary, Gabriēl Sophoklēs.”  
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moving its physical location from the neighborhood of Pera to the Phanar district, a move 

destined to increase dialogue with the Patriarchate, the MSC devoted itself as “a society for the 

enhancement of ecclesiastical music.”223 

While the MSC dedicated its mission toward the “purification” of liturgical chant, a 

position seemingly aligned with that of the Patriarchate, in reality the society provided an 

accessible, professional platform for fruitful discussion between aspiring musical reformers and 

establishment conservatives.224 The 1814 reforms, in creating a novel neumatic (or graphic)  

notation, had allowed “for the expression of refined details, [which] opened the way for new 

compositional tendencies and facilitated the incorporation of ‘foreign’ idioms and influences.”225 

Confronting these Western, “foreign” paradigms, the Patriarchate originally desired to purge 

liturgical chant from their encroachment.  Instead, the aim was to disclose of “foreign/new 

elements (xenismoi) that had been inserted, due to circumstance and time, into the tunes of 

ecclesiastical music.”226 The Church’s filtration effort attempted to remove “excessive 

ornamentations adopted from lay music or the influence of Western music, but also any 

innovation or attempt at renewal.”227  

Although in committed defense against Western conventions, the publicity of the 1814 

notational reforms of the Three Teachers forced the Patriarchate to digest the proposed changes. 

At their core, the efforts of the Three Teachers and other musical reformers aimed to reinvigorate 

                                                
223 Ibid.  
224 Ibid., 64-66. “Indicated in the statute, the cantors at the MSC searched for another method or corrective measures against the 
shortcomings of the new notation, setting their goal as ‘finding a more suitable method to study [our] music, either only based on 
the vocal tradition or with the help of a musical instrument.’” See Κανονισµός του εν Κωνσταντινούπολει Μουσικού Συλλόγου, 
article 7, 12. 
225 Ibid., 67. See Andrikos, Η Εκκλησιαστική Μουσική της Σµύρνης, 90–91. 
226 Ibid. See Κανονισµός του εν Κωνσταντινούπολει Μουσικού Συλλόγου (Statute of the Musical Society of Constantinople) 
(Constantinople: Koromilas and P. Paspallis, 1863), article 11, 12. 136. Ibid., 11: “the clarification of the different music 
notations used by ancient Greeks (Aristoxenus, Alypios, etc.) and by Christian composers (St. John of Damascus, Iōannēs 
Koukouzelēs, Petros of Morea, Three Teachers, Grēgorios Levytēs, Chourmouzios Chartophylax and Archbishop Chrysanthos) 
and comparing their methods with the notation of the foreigners’ (ξένων) [Western notation].” 
227 Ibid. See Nikos Andrikos, Η Εκκλησιαστική Μουσική της Σµύρνης, 61 for the “concept of purification”.  
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interest in the Orthodox liturgical tradition, a goal that was ultimately equivalent to that of the 

Patriarchate. As a result, the leading liturgical bodies in Phanar moved to simplify the 1814 

system, sculpting a solution that would incorporate the notational reforms, yet maintain the 

religious sanctity of the rituals of chant and Mass.228 However, as this concession was a 

departure from the legacy of the Patriarchate’s strict adherence to tradition, it remained 

“extremely reactive” to any further “innovations and insertions.”229  

The Patriarchate’s response to and calculated synthesis with the reforms of the Three 

Teachers was a central topic of discussion and analysis in the MSC. In fact, during this period, 

the MSC published a series of articles addressing the ongoing debate within the music 

community, noting “the issue of capturing and fixing the authentic melody of the hymns in their 

correct and precise forms.”230 The volume of articles concentrating on this initiative displays the 

attention it received within the society, as both sides engaged in what was the most important 

concern within the liturgical musical community. Following the Patriarchate’s official 

sanctioning of the revised 1814 notational system in 1881, traditionalists pitted themselves 

against reformists, using the physical and creative space generated by the MSC as an arena for 

argumentation.231  

As previously mentioned, this ideological divide was born mostly out of generational 

distinctions. Traditionalists typically viewed the Patriarchate as becoming increasingly 

capitulatory, leading to the “impoverishment of the traditional church music” and lamenting over 

                                                
228 Ibid., 61-64.  
229 Ibid., 63.  
230 Ibid., 66.  
231 Ibid.  
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a perceived loss of knowledge and use of older notations.232 Following his Western-education, 

Andreas Spatharēs returned to Istanbul and became the general secretary of the MSC.233 He was 

instrumental in setting up the MSC’s ecclesiastical commissions, inviting various pedagogues 

and leading practitioners of chant together to cultivate an environment of productive debate, 

regardless of his personal affinity toward “original chant” and defense of traditional forms.234 On 

the other hand, the reformist group of cantors, led by, namely, Sōtērios Blachopoulos, Theodōros 

Aristoklēs, and Onouphrios Byzantios were themselves students of the Three Teachers, and they 

carried with them the legacy of the 1814 reforms.235 They saw the Patriarchate’s gradual 

inclusion of the 1814 reforms as only the first stepping stone toward a more holistic synthesis 

with Western conventions.236 Nevertheless, the MSC provided a crucial medium for engagement 

across this theoretical rift, bridging both sides through discussion first and then published 

works.237  

                                                
232 Ibid., 66. “A member of the MSC, cantor Georgios Biolakēs, in his later years mentioned how difficult it was to find a 
teacher in his childhood who would teach the old notation because many of the elderly cantors did not want to teach it as it 
required 
much effort.” See Georgios Biolakēs, “Μελέτη Συγκριτική της νυν εν χρήσει µουσικής γραφής προς την του Πέτρου του 
Πελοποννησίου και προς την αρχαιότεραν γραφήν” (The comparison of the present musical notation with that of Petros 
Peloponnesios and older notations), Παράρτηµα της Εκκλησιαστικής Αλήθειας (The Supplement of Ecclesiastical Truth) 1 
(1900): 28–53.  
233 Ibid., 64-65.  
234 Ibid., 66. Prior to the MSC, “He took part in various commissions that were assembled by certain patriarchs and other patrons 
for the examination of ecclesiastical music and its restoration to its ‘original’ form as well as its defense against the supporters of 
polyphonic church music. Spatharēs also conducted experiments on the physical qualities of sound and calculated the ratios of 
musical intervals. His efforts legitimized the work of the musical commissions he contributed to for those who equated science 
with progress.”  
235 Ibid.  
236 Ibid.  
237 Ibid., 67. “Another issue that seems to have been discussed at the MSC was the history of ecclesiastical music and the local 
traditions. Coinciding with the assumptions of Western historiography on the Italian Renaissance, after the fall of Constantinople 
the chanting tradition of Byzantine Greeks survived in the churches of the Peloponnese and Crete. And subsequently, according 
to the standard historiography, after the capture of Crete by the Ottomans in the seventeenth century, this ecclesiastical music 
tradition formed the basis of polyphonic chanting in the Ionian Islands with the settlement of Cretan immigrants there. Linked to 
the inquiry about the origins of the Greek Enlightenment, this narrative was propagated by nineteenth-century Greek 
intelligentsia as an argument for the continuity of Greek musical culture. Thus, research on the ecclesiastical music traditions in 
Crete and the Ionian Islands was considered particularly important.” See Κανονισµός του εν Κωνσταντινούπολει Μουσικού 
Συλλόγου, article 12, 12-13; Also, “In 1867, the MSC commissioned a treatise on the ecclesiastical music of the Ionian Islands 
from the previously introduced musician Panagiōtēs Gritsanēs. [...] The Ionian Islands had been recently annexed to Greece after 
the preceding English rule (1814–1864). As an eminent musicologist has noted, this particular assignment of the treatise was ‘an 
attempt to show that the Orthodox tradition in the Ionian Islands was not alienated from the tradition of Constantinople.’” From 
Katy Romanou, “The Ionian Islands,” in Serbian and Greek Art Music: A Patch to Western Music History, ed. Katy Romanou 
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Pedagogue and Performer: The Spiritual and Functional Roles of Cantor  
 

In the Greek Orthodox Mass and the tradition of the liturgy in the East, the  

responsibilities of the cantor were carried out in both the temporal and spiritual realms. The 

cantors in the Greek tradition–pious and studied male individuals–served as the church’s artistic 

director, their cantoral services constructing a religious bridge between the word of the divine 

and the observant congregation. Acting as a representative of the clergy during services as well 

as an intermediary in worship, the prominent position of cantor was instilled with profound 

religious meaning.238  

 In the Eastern tradition, the position of cantor was held in high esteem, requiring years of 

psalm study and diligent practice of vocal technique and skill. During the Mass, the cantor is 

located at the front of the congregation, and, in larger parishes, the first cantor (Protopsaltis) is 

situated to the right of the priest. It is the cantor’s duty to recite a given responsorial psalm 

(prokeimenon), which is both a temporal manifestation of the transcendent nature of the words 

and symbols of the liturgy as well as a performative experience in front of the congregation.239 

While the cantor is an irreplaceable and essential element of the religious services (the Orthodox 

tradition does not offer masses said by the priest, alone), he also functions as a “liturgical artist”–

the religious community’s most senior musical authority240–and as a practitioner and scholar 

                                                
(Bristol, UK: Intellect, 2009), 99–124, at 106. Georgios I. Papadopoulos mentions that Patriarch Sōphronios commissioned the 
research to Gritsanēs; Papadopoulos, Συµβολαί είς την Ιστορίαν, 470; See Panagiōtēs Gritsanēs, “Περί της των Ιονίων Νήσων 
Εκκλησιαστικής Μουσικής” (On the ecclesiastical music of the Ionian Islands), Ethnikon Imerologion Bretou, 8, no. 1 (1868): 
325–336. 
238 Ibid., 60. “Music’s affective working during the religious ritual and its large emotional and aesthetic significance for the 
community have been mentioned.” 
239 “Orthodox Music: Byzantine Chant,” Orthodox Christian Fellowship, Accessed March 13, 2020. 
https://www.ocf.net/orthodox-music-byzantine-chant/. “While it is certainly meant to provide aesthetic pleasure to the listeners, 
the primary function of chanting is to make manifest the grace that resides in the sacred hymnology. Rather than being an art for 
the sake of art, Byzantine music is the ‘liturgical garment’ with which the poetic text of a hymn is vested.”  
240 Erol, Greek Orthodox Music, 59. “The formation and maintenance of the church choirs were taken so seriously by 
communities’ notables that the statute of the Greek Orthodox community in Khalkēdona ordained that the cantors in the 
community’s churches had the obligation to form the church choirs, and failure to do so, as the statute emphasized, would be 
severely punished. In the assignment of this task, the responsibility delegated to the first cantor was not only because of his senior 
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responsible for the continued maintenance and practice of the sacred tradition of chant.241 This 

duality can be summarized by the below quote:  

This liturgical aspect of music has a threefold purpose: first, to penetrate the soul of the 
faithful in a way that mere speech can’t and, by extension, to make the doctrines of the 
Church easier to instill in the hearts of the people; second, to expand and transform the 
words from means of exchange of information between humans to vehicles of 
communication between God and man; and third, to facilitate the sanctification of the 
praying community.242  

At the same time, the cantors were lay administrators and professionals working out of 

the minor offices of their respective parishes. While they were the linchpin of liturgical worship, 

the cantors, as lay members of the religious community, frequently traversed between clerical 

and lay circles. Balancing between these spheres, the diverse artistic talents and cross-cultural 

influences of many cantors reveals Istanbulite and, more broadly, the multi-confessional 

landscape of the East, as a musically dynamic environment. Analyzing the typical cantor’s career 

ladder helps not only to uncover the longstanding teacher-pupil relationship, but also the 

extensive professional infrastructure that existed in the Greek Orthodox tradition. The gradual 

advancement for prospective cantors has been characterized as: 

Traditionally, a cantor would start singing in church as a young boy, learning the 
liturgical music from an elder cantor and practicing it by singing at services. Then, as a 
choirboy, he could become the first Canonarch, then, by order of increasing rank, second 

                                                
professional position but also had to do with the community’s trust in his opinion about the candidate cantors’ musical- aesthetic 
qualities and his convictions regarding the immediate staffing needs of the choirs.” See Κανονισµός της εν Χαλκηδόνι Ελληνικής 
Ορθόδοξου Κοινότητος (Statute of the Greek Orthodox community in Khalkēdona) (Khalkēdona/Istanbul: Koromila Press, 
1910), no. 87. 
241 “The Role of Psaltis (Cantor) in the Orthodox Church and Parish,” St. Andrew Greek Orthodox Church, January 21, 2016, 
Accessed March 13, 2020. http://saintandrewgoc.org/home/2016/1/21/the-role-of-psaltis-cantor-in-the-orthodox-chruch-and-
parish.  
“The Psaltis (Chanter or Cantor) is an indispensable necessity in the serving of most if not all of the Divine Offices (Services) as 
well as the Divine Liturgy itself. Orthodox Christianity has no ‘low masses’ said by the priest alone. As a psaltis, a man is not 
only a participant in the Sacred Services of the Church, but is himself, a liturgical artist  charged with the preserving and 
spreading of his art to others, much as the iconographer.”  
242 Ibid. “According to Elder Timotheos Tzanis of Crete (1928-1991), ‘The cantor who chants with the grace of God is captured 
by the Holy Spirit, he does not live in this world, he ascends to the heavens! And he imparts this grace to the entire congregation! 
If only we had eyes to see the rays of light that come out of the cantor’s mouth and fall on the heads of the faithful!’” 
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Domestikos, first Domestikos, second cantor or Lambadarios, and finally the Protopsaltis 
(first cantor).243 
 

 While rising through the ranks, the cantors however maintained their status as middle 

class members of the community, revealing the widespread cognizance of familial markers of 

class and status that were indigenous to the Ottoman social landscape.244 Although their services 

during Mass and to the artistic well-being of the parish were essential to the sanctity of the 

worship, the cantors were lay members of the community and embodied a “spirit of frugality.”245 

It was not uncommon for cantors to also be shopkeepers, artisans, or other small-business 

owners.246 At the same time, their important liturgical services warranted appreciation from the 

religious community, and they enjoyed a recognized status akin to that of working professionals 

and educators: 

“[...] cantors had the status of communal employees similar to that of schoolteachers, 
priests, deacons, and servants in the community’s buildings. Some cantors also worked at 
community schools, earning additional income by teaching not only music but other 
subjects as well.”247 

 

                                                
243 Erol, Greek Orthodox Music, 54-56. “In terms of their employment patterns, Istanbul’s Greek Orthodox cantors were rather 
mobile. Typically, the Protopsaltis of a church in a parish situated on the outskirts of the city could expect to be appointed to a 
church in a wealthier parish after having served for six or seven years. The most prestigious rank was, of course, held by the 
Protopsaltis of the Great Church in Phanar, and generally an experienced Protopsaltis from one of the ‘first-tier’ parish churches 
was promoted to this service.” 
244 Ibid., 54. “As far as social status and social identity were concerned, cantors belonged to the middling ranks of the society; 
they typically came from artisan but sometimes also from merchant families. Some cantors who originated from towns in 
Anatolia repeatedly referred to their hometowns as part of their social identities, for example, cantor ‘Panagiōtēs Kēltzanidēs of 
Bursa’ or ‘Iōannēs Zōgraphos of Geyve.’ This should not surprise us, because even in the seventeenth century Ottoman 
townspeople had an urban sense of identity and recognized their own towns as distinct from any other.” “Two examples could be 
Panagiōtēs Kēltzanidēs and Nēlefs Kamarados, who belonged to merchant families.” See Papadopoulos, Συµβολαί είς την 
Ιστορίαν, 443; Georgios D. Kamarados-Byzantios, Βιογραφία Νηλέως Καµαράδου, µουσικοδιδασκάλου (Biography of Nēlefs 
Kamarados, the music teacher) (Athens, 1976); See Suraiya Faroqhi, Subjects of the Sultan: Culture and Daily Life in the 
Ottoman Empire (New York: I. B. Tauris, 201), 146–161. 
245 Ibid., 55. “The notables who sat on community boards were not very freehanded regarding cantors’ salaries, and it was not 
uncommon for them to be cut. As “in the spirit of frugality” (upo pneumatos oikonomias).” 
246 Ibid. “Therefore, it is plausible to think that in the last quarter of the nineteenth century, the first and second cantors in the 
churches of Istanbul’s relatively wealthy Greek Orthodox parishes belonged to the middle ranks of the middle classes.”  
247 Ibid., 60. “cantors also accompanied parishioners through the religious cycle of the year, a phenomenon that connected the 
two groups in certain ways. Despite the existence of stereotypes that may suggest a low social status for those who occasionally 
sang at parish churches, by and large, as communal employees more or less like priests and teachers, the cantor’s social standing 
was medium.”  
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 In addition to their spiritual and artistic role within the Greek Orthodox clerical and lay 

spheres, analyzing the profession of cantor in 19th century Istanbul reveals their positionality at a 

crossroads of diverse art, culture, and language. Many cantors of the 19th century acquired the 

ability to navigate through musical idioms of the Ottoman Empire’s multi-layered cultural 

influences, in addition to the sacred chant. A measure of “respectability,” many cantors’ 

reputation hinged on their capability to understand musically and to participate artistically 

(through performance, notation and arrangement, and/or pedagogy) in a variety of musical 

genres.248 With this capacity to comprehend different music theories of diverse cultures across 

the Eurasian area, cantors compartmentalized this practical and theoretical knowledge, retaining 

a unique performance style for each genre and, therefore, distinguishing between lay and 

ecclesiastical musics.249 

 At the individual level, Greek cantors contributed to and embodied this cross-cultural 

exchange, both through their performative abilities and their theoretical knowledge (i.e. 

pedagogy and scholarship). In fact:  

Many of the cantors who sang in Greek Orthodox churches knew Ottoman court 
music, whose principles and genres originated in centuries-old encounters in Arab, 
Persian, and Turkish cultural spheres.250 
 

Not only were these cantors educated on the style and theory of the Ottoman court tradition, but 

they were also able to participate musically in this genre. In particular, replicating through their 

voice an understanding of the patchwork composition of the Ottoman itself, which historically 

                                                
248 Ibid., 61. “Regarding his artistic and professional reputation, an important factor that determined his respectability as an 
accomplished musician was his knowledge of the exōterikē mousikē (lay music).”  
249 Ibid., 60-61. “In contemporary biographies, a cantor’s knowledge of European and Ottoman lay music was often mentioned 
with praise. What is important to note, however, is that a cantor’s performance of ecclesiastical music was distinct from the styles 
and idioms of lay music.” 
250 Ibid., 61.  
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drew on an array of Central and Middle Eastern localized art traditions.251 In addition to the 

music of the court, cantors were well-versed in popular idioms, showcasing their flexibility in 

aesthetic preferences and ability to extend across sacred and secular circles. It was not 

uncommon to hear cantors perform popular songs in coffee shops and urban town centers, 

utilizing a mnemonic rhythmic beat pattern called meşk, and then serve at Mass on the 

weekend.252  

Cantors even published popular song anthologies, revealing the extent of their knowledge 

of Turkish, Greek, Jewish, and Armenian traditions as well as their artistic interaction with 

neighboring musical communities.253 The cantors’ depth of understanding of these popular songs 

allowed them to transcribe the tunes from other languages and notations into their own Greek 

alphabet and Byzantine system.254 Trained and practiced in this duality, their exposure to both 

realms permitted the cantors to also publish scholarly works comparing and analyzing systems of 

sacred and secular music. This area of activity further contributed to a rich artistic environment 

of cultural interaction and musical crossover. 

Having mastered both lay and ecclesiastical music systems, the eminent cantors of the 
Great Church wrote theoretical tracts on music. These cantors were instructed in 
ecclesiastical chanting and worldly (exōterikē) music by more senior cantors and 
musicians who had deep knowledge of music, a prominent style (yphos), and a wide 
repertory of songs. These cantors published musical treatises in which they compared the 
two systems— namely, the modal structures of ecclesiastical music and Ottoman court 
music.255  
 

                                                
251 Ibid., 61-63.  
252 Ibid., 51. “songs that one heard in the coffee houses and taverns of the time were passed on to later generations by a system 
called meşk— beating the rhythmic pattern as a mnemonic tool.” See Cem Behar, Aşk Olmayınca Meşk Olmaz (No 
meṣk without love) (Istanbul: YKY, 1998) for “the concept and practice of meşk.” 
253 Ibid., 63. “These adept church musicians, who knew both traditions of music, often also published popular song collections. 
These anthologies reveal a great deal of cultural exchange, transference, and collaboration among Turkish, Greek, Jewish, and 
Armenian musicians. The most astounding feature of these songbooks is that the lyrics of Turkish popular songs were written in 
Greek letters and their music fixed in Byzantine notation.” 
254 Ibid.  
255 Ibid., 61-63.  
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Recent scholarship also questions the extent to which a cantor’s geographic, cultural, and 

familial background impacted their approach to sacred performance. Some cantors’ replication of 

ecclesiastical chant style (yphos) seemingly was infused with certain cultural markers from their 

formative years. For these cantors and others, the particular attitude of their respective parishes 

toward outside cultural musical influences (i.e. graduation acceptance or staunch rejection) 

impacted the degree of inclusion in their performance style.256  

 

Reconciling Change in Phanar: Sentiments of Spiritual Loss and Impurity  
 

As discussed in the preceding chapter (Cf. pp. 45-47), the role of cantor as leader of  

religious worship and esteemed musical artist emerged over time. Throughout centuries of 

liturgical reform and religious expansion, the music of Orthodoxy in the East underwent a series 

of transformations. Accordingly, the position of the cantor in Orthodox parishes was imbued 

with both spiritual and practical/pedagogical meanings.  

As 19th century Istanbulite society interacted with novel influences from the West, the 

impact on Phanariot society was the gradual onset of a collective feeling of religious depletion. A 

collective sentiment of impurity was soon felt by the Phanariot community, brought on by the 

introduction of Western philosophical, aesthetic, and social conventions. In addition, liturgical 

music became a resultant sphere of this sense of loss. Inevitably, cantors and the clergy debated 

19th century Western musical “insertions” into the Orthodox liturgical chant. There remained an 

                                                
256 Ibid., 57. “Regarding the performance style of chanting, given the absence of sound recordings, it is difficult to say whether 
or not those cantors with island backgrounds distinguished themselves from others with their particular styles. Rather than the 
cantors, it may be somewhat easier to speculate about the orientations of the churches. It is worthwhile to mention that the 
Church of Hagios Iōannēs tōn Chiōn had the particular reputation of being open to new trends and innovations. In a recent 
monograph it has been claimed that, throughout the nineteenth century, this church represented a modernist disposition in terms 
of its musical idiom compared to other parish churches and the Patriarchate, and was particularly associated with the 
‘progressive’ musicians of the era.” See Nikos Andrikos, Η Εκκλησιαστική Μουσική της Σµύρνης 1800–1922 (Ecclesiastical 
music of Smyrna, 1800–1922) (Thessaloniki: Methexis, 2012), 81–82. 
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air of “ambivalence” over the proper terminology and methodology with which to discuss, 

analyze, and eventually decide upon gradual inclusion or strict rejection of Western conventions 

in Eastern chant.257 While the 1814 notational reforms of the Three Teachers were eventually 

modified and adopted by the Patriarchate, there loomed a sense of gradual degradation, as the 

religious community struggled to reconcile their longstanding Eastern tradition with new 

exposures to Western intellectual, artistic, religious, and social ideals. 

While difficult to characterize this emotion of loss, it can be inferred that, to the 

conservative elements within the Phanariot community, overexposure and willing incorporation 

of Western social and religious ideals directly interfered with sanctity of Orthodox services and 

the legacy of communal worship. On the other hand, in this confrontation with imposing Western 

norms, affluent sects of the Phanariot community, benefited economically from increased 

commercial interaction with Western Europe, began to view the enduring Greek cantoral 

tradition as outdated and past-its-prime.258 Nonetheless, the increased flood of Western thought 

into Istanbul caused the practice and performance of liturgical music to be viewed as inextricably 

swept up in this diminishment of Orthodox religious purity.259  

As the representative of the worshipping congregation, the cantor served as both the 

symbolic and practical interlocutor with the divine. Therefore, any impact to his functionality 

was emblematic of the religious community’s collective spiritual experience. Their connection to 

the divine, channeled by the cantor’s performance, entered a state of flux amidst the Phanariot 

                                                
257 Ibid., 63. “Whether or not the liturgical hymns composed by Rum church musicians bore influences from Ottoman music has 
long been debated. The position of the musicians and experts, who situated themselves within the discourse of rescuing 
traditional ecclesiastical music from later innovations and insertions, was ambivalent in the nineteenth century. What the notion 
of ‘insertion’ was referring to— such as structure, intonation, style, or melody— was always determined discursively. And this 
discourse was the main leitmotif in the debate on the reform of the church music.”  
258 Ibid., 53. “Furthermore, as organization and professionalization ebbed in its lower ranks, the profession of church singing 
suffered severely from the contempt of the economically and socially better-off groups.” 
259 Ibid., 40. Under these rising sentiments, the perception of the cantoral tradition suffered. “Theology lacked consensus about 
what constituted ‘acceptable’ ecclesiastical singing.”  
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community’s continued debate over gradual introduction or steadfast rejection of Western 

liturgical and musical elements.  

the cantor related the loss of contemplating and feeling the divine to the decline in 
musical knowledge, which led to the loss of the beauty and purity of liturgical music: 
“The first reason for this evil is, we lost the meaning and the soul of the divine hymns, 
and without grasping the salvational power of the truths in them, we cannot feel the 
emotion and the delight that comes from understanding. Second, due to ignorance we lost 
the musical aesthetic and inserted verses and theses arbitrarily and corrupted the purity of 
the ecclesiastical melody.”260  
  
 

Infrapolitical Action: The Phanariots’ Concealed Confrontation and Resistance 

 As discussed in the preceding chapter, the Phanariot community’s deep-rooted legacy as 

a protected minority within the web of Ottoman governance limited the efficacy of any potential 

outward resistance. Although sects of Phanariot civil society prepared for a greater material role 

to aid Greek revolutionaries in 1821, the sultan’s brutal crackdown forced the Phanariot 

community to revert to a position of condemning the revolutionary effort or maintaining their 

abstention.  

However, while the Phanariots refrained from full-scale mobilization in confrontation 

with Ottoman authorities, they, nonetheless, were wholly aware of their positionality both at the 

crossroads of civilization in Istanbul and under the prevailing Ottoman politico-religious and 

social infrastructures. Aware of the potential repercussions in resisting Ottoman rule, the 

Phanariot community developed a lived history of infrapolitical resistance. By being 

infrapolitical, it took the shape of a concealed, semi-conscious, and tactically-driven rebellion 

against the Empire. Operating largely undetected by Ottoman authorities, the Phanariot 

community was skillful in their marginal resistance to predominant Ottoman religious and 

                                                
260 Ibid, 46.  
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political forces, using their expansive Eastern patronage networks and strategic alliances built 

upon an affinity for cultural Greekness to leverage their political self-interests.  

Over the 19th century and the onset of the Tanzimat, the Phanariot community’s 

infrapolitical resistance was two-fold: 1) to seek cultural and even physical refuge from the 

sultan’s brutal clampdown and 2) to counter the aforementioned sentiment of spiritual decline 

and preserve the sanctity of both the Phanariot unique dual identity and Greek Orthodox 

religious traditions. Accordingly, as the Phanariot community calculated ways of attaining 

increased political and social power in Istanbul, they sought to safeguard their political and 

religious self-interests, guarantee their physical survival, and ensure the preservation of 

community-defining and historic traditions. Namely, liturgical chant and, in particular, the 

practice and performance of its representative, yet ineffable, style (yphos).   

Infrapolitical action can be defined as symbolic action, including communal action that is 

covert and largely indirect.261 In confrontation with oppressive political and religious institutions, 

infrapolitical action is deliberately circumspect, becoming a “hidden transcript,”262 and a  

“strategic form that resistance must assume under conditions of great peril.”263 Using “cultural 

practices and discourses” instead of direct politicized actions, infrapolitical resistance “allows 

actors to retain, uphold, or perpetuate their capacity for agency when the political context 

precludes any serious chance of making tangible political gains.”264  

This analytical structure can be mapped onto the Phanariot experience under Ottoman 

politico-religious and cultural hegemony. Throughout its history, the Ottoman Empire featured 

an expansive network of interlocking social and religious tiers, and measured privileges were 

                                                
261 Marche, “Why Infrapolitics Matters,” 3.  
262 Ibid.  
263 Plant, “Primitive Resistance: An Advanced Concept?” 1. 
264 Marche, “Why Infrapolitics Matters,” 4.  
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afforded to subject peoples within the Empire’s confines. Nevertheless, powerful hierarchical 

forces remained intact, and certain administrative systems, like the aforementioned devshirme, 

reveal the extent of Ottoman control over its population. Accordingly, as religious minorities 

under, ultimately, the Empire’s jurisdiction, the experience of the Phanariot community is one of 

continued systemic struggle and gradual, calculated, politico-religious and social growth. While 

locked into this hierarchy, however, the privileges afforded to the minority groups provided them 

with limited agency to function semi-autonomously within their delineated religious jurisdiction.  

From the consolidation of Ottoman power following the fall of Constantinople in 1453, 

the Phanariot Greeks first occupied the liminal social space between that of the Muslim ruling 

party and that of rival political or religious factions that challenged, typically in armed struggle, 

the Ottoman authorities. A type of communal interstitiality, this “in-betweenness” became a 

staple of the Phanariot collective experience under Ottoman rule. With this liminal identity ever 

present, the Orthodox religious community of Istanbul and Phanariot officials were cognizant of 

their positionality and the limits thereof even amidst their ascendancy during the 17th and 18th 

centuries. Simply put, Phanariots were Greek administrators and professionals “subjected to the 

[Ottoman] imperial system. More importantly, they were Greeks and Christians under Muslim 

[...] masters, and their situation required them to be crafty and often dubious calculators.”265 

Due to their religious identity coupled with their precarious living situation under 

prevailing Ottoman politico-religious structures, Phanariots were forced to act within the 

Empire’s system, as subversion was either impossible or, at the very least, extremely costly and 

potentially destructive. Comprehending these realities, Phanariot officials engaged in political 

subterfuge, subtle deception designed to further their interests and conceal their intent. While 

                                                
265 Papachristou, “The Three Faces,” 161.  
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their commitment under the Ottoman system inscribed certain economic, political, and 

commercial duties, it did not preclude the Phanariots from allying with external powers in 

pursuit of their own political gains. For example,  

The Phanariot commitment [...], however, did not prevent them from seeking the support 
of the Great Powers, particularly coreligionist Russia, when the Ottmoan Empire entered 
an era of internal difficulties in the second half of the eighteenth century. Thus, the 
Phanariots were diplomats who served the Porte and the Principalities while serving their 
own interests as nobles, Greeks, and Orthodox Christians. These interests were the 
counterpart of the services they rendered to the Porte [central Ottoman administration]. 
Indeed, utilizing the credit they had obtained in foreign courts, the Greek aristocrats 
struggled through collaboration and diplomacy to acquire a form of self-reliance that 
would gradually strengthen the Greco-Christian position within the empire vis-à-vis 
[Ottoman] arbitrary power and Catholic encroachment.266   
 

 Over time coming to an understanding of the limits to their power and methods to expand 

the scope of their influence, the Phanariots shrewdly developed and strengthened their patronage 

system. Sharing an affinity for either Greek culture and/or Orthodoxy, the Phanariot community 

allied with Eastern European counterparts, methodically yet covertly maneuvering in opposition 

to the ruling Ottoman regime. Therefore, the Phanariot position was clearly “extremely delicate” 

and, in order to conceal their motives, “their thought [was] hidden.”267 As previously discussed, 

the Phanariots aimed for “consolidation and international ratification of their position,” 

benefitting from their relatively heightened status as a minority group within the Ottoman 

Empire’s patchwork composition.268 

 The Phanariots, therefore, can be viewed as gradualists. During their political rise in the 

17th and 18th centuries, they refrained from outward political demonstration, instead working 

under the prevailing hierarchy to further their self-interests. The Phanariots were not an 

inherently revolutionary group, as they understood that the consequences associated with a failed 

                                                
266 Ibid.  
267 Ibid. 
268 Ibid.  
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rebellion could “destroy the complex network of Greek influence within the Ottoman 

government and the privileges and future hopes associated with it.”269 Aware of potential 

repercussions, the Phanariots continued to work below the level of detection by Ottoman 

authorities, the subtle pursuit of their political interests evolving into a form of infrapolitical 

resistance.  

 Leveraging their cultural Greekness and connections to the Greek Orthodox churches of 

Eastern Europe with their position under the Ottoman structure, the Phanariots appealed to both 

sides. An example of leveraging their dual identity, while the Orthodox Church network was 

comforted with cultural Greeks and religious Christians (Phanariots) in power, the Ottoman 

authorities were able to digest Phanariots in a position of marginal power, as they remained a 

second-class community under the veil of Ottoman governance.  In particular,  

Ottoman administration would begin to choose these princes exclusively from among the 
Phanariot families. In this way, the Eastern Patriarchates, who had already acquired some 
fruitful economic resources in the trans-Danubian principalities, would further benefit 
from these resources through the assistance of these Phanariot rulers.270  
 

As a result, the Phanariot position was relatively safeguarded from both sides. Endearing 

themselves to both the Greek Orthodox patronage network in Eastern Europe and the overseeing 

vessels of the central Ottoman politico-religious administration, the Phanariots gradually 

exercised increased control over political appointments in Eastern Europe and the inner workings 

of the Patriarchate in Istanbul.271 More importantly,  

                                                
269 Ibid., 163.  
270 Çolak Hasan, “RELATIONS BETWEEN THE OTTOMAN CENTRAL ADMINISTRATION AND THE GREEK 
ORTHODOX PATRIARCHATES OF ANTIOCH, JERUSALEM AND ALEXANDRIA: 16TH-18TH CENTURIES,” 
(Unpublished Doctoral Thesis, University of Birmingham, 2012), 85. See Soutzo, D. S. 1974. ‘Les familles princi res grecques de 
Valachie et de Moldavie’ in Symposium l’Epoque Phanariote, 21-25 Octobre 1970 à la mémoire de Cléobule Tsourkas, 
Thessaloniki, in which “Soutzo analyses each and every Phanariot prince of Moldavia and Wallachia.”; See Iorga, N. 2000. 
Byzantium After Byzantium (trans. L. Treptow), Iaşi for “an account of the princes of Moldavia and Wallachia during the 
Ottoman times before Phanariots.”  
271 Ibid., 141. “It is during this period of Phanariot domination over the Patriarchate in Istanbul that they gained an 
unprecedented success in terms of its internal jurisdiction.” 
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The [Phanariots] were able to take control of the Great Church [Ecumenical Patriarchate] 
and it can easily be said that the Phanariots experienced a golden age in terms of its 
cooperation with the Ottoman central administration.272 
 
During this Phanariot “golden age”, the Greek community experienced a “phase of 

development engaging in the core of the Ottoman economic, administrative and political 

apparatus.”273 As the Phanariots succeeded in establishing administrative relationships with both 

the Ottoman authorities and Eastern European clerical bodies, the Ottoman religious institutions 

gradually turned to the Phanariots as proxies. Due to the Phanariots’ burgeoning network on both 

sides of the Ottoman frontier, they developed a trusted reputation, and more administrative 

powers were subsequently imparted to them.  

When enforcing policy vis-à-vis the Empire’s religious minorities, the Phanariots were 

viewed by Ottoman authorities as palatable appointments due to their loyalty to the Ottoman 

structure. In turn, “The Ottomans used the Phanariots and the Patriarchate of Constantinople as 

means for centralisation of the Orthodox ecclesiastical organisational authority in Istanbul.”274 

Also, as the Phanariots themselves were a protected religious minority, their relative leadership 

in Istanbul was accepted by others who shared the same status.275 The Phanariot ascendancy 

brought with it expanded control over clerical and lay responsibilities in Istanbul and increased 

legitimacy and authority across the cultural Greek and Orthodox Christian zones in Eastern 

Europe.276 As the Phanariot relative power basin grew, the community continued to craft and 

hone their political toolkit, exercising strategic and hidden infrapolitical resistance to ruling 

Ottoman authorities.  

                                                
272 Ibid., 112.  
273 Ibid, 149.  
274 Ibid., 145.  
275 Ibid., 157.  
276 Ibid. “From the beginning of the 18th century onwards, the Phanariots, who were entrusted with many political and economic 
duties by the central administration, took part in the ecclesiastical governance of the Orthodox community as well.” 
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The Phanariot Mind: Visions for a Fundamental Geopolitical Transformation? 

 While the Phanariot dual identity and political orientation as gradualists kept the 

community from open rebellion, during the period of growth, recent scholarship proposes a long-

term vision held by the community and the infrapolitical tactics they envisioned as the means to 

reach that goal. For centuries, the Phanariots grew into their professional niche, operating within 

the Ottoman politico-religious structure. However, recent scholarship presumes that certain sects 

of the Phanariot community, albeit in the back of their collective mind, held a long-term vision to 

bring about the return to a Byzantium in the East, a multi-confessional state based on cultural 

Greekness and Orthodox Christianity. For this revolutionary strand, although keeping with the 

gradualist orientation of the Phanariot community, they aspired to “undermine the Ottoman 

empire and replace it with their own regime.”277  

During the Phanariot ascendancy across the early modern era, Western philosophical and 

ideological conceptions spread across the European continent. Carrying Enlightenment ideals 

and the pertinent example of the French Revolution predicated on concepts of constitutional 

government and the overthrow of outdated, antiquated form of governance, a wave of Western 

thought made its way into the collective minds of the Phanariots. With increased interaction with 

the West via trade and commercial routes and traveling professionals and administrators, the 

concepts of the French Revolution soon arrived within the gates of Istanbul. However, viewing 

the French attempt as a dangerously rapid, fundamental overhaul of an ingrained system and 

                                                
277 Papachristou, “The Three Faces,” 161.  
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averse to outright rebellion that could jeopardize their relative privileges, the Phanariots instead 

turned to Russia and its imperial legacy as a replicable model.278  

Although Russia slowly oriented itself commercially and economically to the West, its 

longstanding political tradition of monarchical centralization and strong top-down leadership 

remained intact. While these political elements were appealing to the Phanariots, the Russian 

legacy of Orthodoxy was also a convincing feature. The enduring, comprehensive connection 

between the Orthodox church and Russian state were further religious facets of the Russian 

state’s composition that attracted the Phanariot community. Accordingly, the gradualist, 

revolutionary strand of the Phanariot community sought: 

the liberation from the foreign yoke and the establishment of a “Byzantine”  
multinational state based on Greek language and Orthodox religion. And although French 
enlightened ideas had started to influence them, it was Tsarist Russia that became the 
political model for their aspirations.279  
 
Discussing the Phanariot perception of Western European Enlightenment ideals and their  

affinity for the Russian political and religious models, the Phanariots’ collective mindset 

reconciled strains of imposing Western thought. The Phanariot mind was situated between the 

“old” world, the ideal return to a Byzantium, and the “new” world, their current position within 

the multi-confessional Ottoman Empire and amid burgeoning Enlightenment thought on the 

European continent.280 The Phanariot old-new dichotomy impacted their Greek counterparts in 

Eastern Europe, who were influenced by Enlightenment ideals to adopt a more secular “spirit” of 

education. Nonetheless, the Phanariot “old” mindset kept the community partially rooted in the 

                                                
278 Ibid., 163. “The Byzantine component of the Phanariot mind, however, prevented them from appreciating the new era that 
was inaugurated by the French Revolution. Indeed, the Phanariots, although influenced by the eighteenth century enlightened 
though, never considered accommodating their Greco-Byzantine vision to liberal or radical views. To be sure, as Byzantinists and 
‘enlightened despots’ the Phanariots were capable of envisioning a cosmopolitan environment receptive to new ideas, but they 
could not by virtue of their position in the empire and the sources of their wealth accept the French ideas of liberty and equality.” 
279 Ibid.  
280 Ibid., 162.  
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past, as their spirit of Byzantinism, a return to the ethnoreligious Orthodox Empire before the 

Ottoman takeover, was a persistent and widely shared belief. This contrasted with the Eastern 

European “Megali ideal” (Cf. pp. 43) of a unified Greek state centered on national statehood: 

Phanariot Byzantinism, however, could not be completely replaced by modern 
nationalism. This idea, when spread in the late eighteenth century among the Greek 
middle class, called for the foundation on the territories of ancient Greece of an 
exclusively Greek state imbued with a national rather than Byzantine conscience.281   
 
As a result, the European Greek national project was therefore “incompatible” with the  

Phanariot ethnoreligious mindset.282 For the Phanariots, the concept of a nation-state was 

inherently exclusionary and limiting. A new Greek nation would isolate other Christian 

minorities along the frontier, which would risk dismantling the various commercial and religious 

concessions afforded to the Greeks within the Ottoman system.283 The Phanariots instead 

perceived themselves as a unique “race,” historically tracing their political lineage to the time of 

Orthodox Byzantine rule, yet their cultural identity back to ancient Greece.284 

The Phanariots’ gradual approach to systemic change was marked by their commitment 

to subtle action from underneath the structure itself. The community as a whole was weary of 

brazen acts of rebellion, as this risked undermining the steady political and social progress that 

the Phanariots had achieved.285 Over the early modern era, their professional growth reached an 

                                                
281 Ibid. “Phanariots guided the Greeks to a new sentiment of political self-awareness and attempted to re-hellenize their 
religious identity. Consequently, the Greek aristocracy came gradually to represent a lay spirit of education and self-awareness as 
opposed to the old ecclesiastical spirit.” 
282 Ibid., 163. “For these reasons, the Phanariots reserved for the Greeks an imperial destiny and chose to superimpose the new 
idea of nationalism upon their Byzantinism [...].” 
283 Ibid., 162. “A national state would exclude the majority of Orthodox Christians within the Ottoman empire from the new 
political unit. [The] Greek position was based on the loose influence of commerce, religion, literature, language, and tradition. In 
a large empire (i.e. Ottoman) the Greeks could always be in a position to develop and establish themselves in great commercial 
and educational centers where their active nature would find plentiful opportunities and resources to prosper and lead the way in 
education and politics.”  
284 Ibid., 163. “Accordingly, the Phanariots felt themselves to be the proud members of a ‘race’ that was the sole representative 
of both Byzantine imperial greatness and ancient Greek wisdom [...] dreamt of a new center of Christian and Greek civilization.”  
285 Ibid., 164. “The Phanariots were afraid of revolutionary action based merely on enthusiasm. [...] such an eventuality would 
inhibit sound reflection and would put the whole project of Greek emancipation in peril before the cautious process of the 
circumstances provide gradually the means for a durable success.”  
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apex, as Phanariots became important Ottoman administrative officials. Exercising this limited 

agency, the community capitalized on opportunities to advance covertly their political and civic 

self-interests. Recent scholarship goes further to suggest that certain strands of the community 

employed their infrapolitical resistance to further an ethnoreligious project to bring about the 

return of an Orthodox Byzantium.  

Nonetheless, the Phanariot orientation toward gradualism, realized through working 

within the Ottoman system, reveals the strategic mechanisms utilized to generate systemic 

change. This infrapolitical resistance, in contrast with the armed Greek rebellion in 1821, 

displays the conservative attitude, mentality, and covert methods of the Phanariot Greeks to 

leverage their relative political, social, and religious power that was accumulated over the period 

of their ascendancy in Istanbul.286   

******** 
In the following chapter, we will analyze yphos in action, discussing the infrapolitical 

dimensions of this unique liturgical chant style. Specifically, how yphos manifests itself as 

infrapolitical action through musical expression. We will explore the modality, texture, form, 

and phrasing of representative pieces to illustrate yphos as a “microliminality” that mirrors the 

macro concept of “in-betweenness” experienced by Phanariot Greeks in Ottoman Istanbul.  

The term modality references specifically the ancient derivations of melodic scales. The 

present inquiry centers on how it can embody diverse manners of rhetoric, specifically 

expressing and presenting differing affects of solemnity, jubilation, and other emotions 

throughout the liturgical season. In addition, how can it be used as a function of spiritual 

                                                
286 Ibid. Seemingly, the Phanariots “sentiments as subject people made them candidates for action against [Ottoman] arbitrary 
power.” Initially, minor strands of the Phanariot community were “influenced by revolutionary ideas and, when their 
conspiratorial involvement reached a point of no return, they threw their lot in with the insurgents.” However, the Phanariot 
community as a whole largely remained faithful to their “anti-revolutionary tradition.” 
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transcendence during mass? Noting the monophonic texture (or single line of melody) of the 

chant, how does this doubly serve as a vessel through which the cantor as song leader 

communicates beyond the spatial confines of the mass to the spiritual and in which ways is this 

restricted by Ottoman overarching limiting structures, akin to Gritsanēs’s claims? Regarding 

form, how do the organizational parameters of the chants themselves (mainly as repetitive 

strophic constructs) serve as motivic formulae, presenting a beginning and end to textural 

phrases? How does phrasing function as a structural element, serving to both order the text and 

organize its performance during mass? 
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Chapter IV:  
Analyzing Yphos: Liturgical Musical “Style” and  

its Manifestation as Infrapolitical  
 

Overview 
 
 Can a musical style be exclusively representative of a people’s identity? Furthermore, can 

specific musical elements be indicative of a particular genre? And, can an artistic practice, even 

genre, assume a greater role as a definitive part of a people’s history? In the case of Greek 

liturgical chant, the musical productions of the Mass embody the storied legacy of Orthodoxy in 

the East. Specifically, the unique yphos of Greek liturgical chant became emblematic of the 

Greek Phanariot experience throughout the Tanzimat. Representative of their struggle under 

ruling Ottoman establishments, the yphos of the 19th century reformed Orthodox church 

combined historical pedagogical nodes with underpinnings of modernization. Raising the 

question of historical lineage (i.e. Byzantium or ancient Greece), the modern iteration of 

liturgical chant reveals a deeper impact of the unique style of the sacred music, an impact on the 

multilayered processes of communal belonging and identity that are forged under 

marginalization and even repression.287  

 In considering the unique musical characteristics of Orthodox chant, two features are of 

primary importance. Ekphrasis translates to “execution” and refers to the process of orally 

realizing the melody of the chant, while ektelesis translates to “inflection” and describes the 

various melodic interpretations and performative vocal nuances.288 Yet, it is in the very nature of 

ekphrasis and ektelesis as unable to be strictly defined that authorizes the circumspect form of 

                                                
287 Alexander Konrad Khalil, “Echoes of Constantinople: oral and written tradition of the psaltes of the Ecumenical Patriarchate 
of Constantinople,” (Ph.D. diss., University of California San Diego, 2009).  
288 Ibid., 78.  
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chant. Not written down, but passed on through memory and oral tradition, the location of 

ekphrasis and ektelesis within the oral and experiential defines it as rarefied. As an esoteric 

concept and performance practice, yphos becomes both a physical and intellectual tool of 

exclusion and distinction from the ruling Ottoman body.  

 Applying methods of aural and musical analysis to representative psalms, we can discuss 

locating and defining yphos contextually, spiritually (date, religious season and calendar, clerical 

year), historically (different periods of reform) and aesthetically. It is the liminality of yphos in 

its performance and lineage that permits its existence in rarefied circles. As a part of these 

exclusive musical and spiritual spheres, the Greek Orthodox chant style became emblematic of 

Phanariot infrapolitical resistance against the Ottoman regime.  

 The Phanariots’ gradual infrapolitical efforts were a strategy to remain guarded from 

potential Ottoman backlash, while acquiring greater political and civic power in Istanbul. This 

also extended to the Greek cultural zone in Eastern Europe, with focus on preserving the sanctity 

of longstanding Orthodox religious and cultural traditions. One such legacy, liturgical chant, 

became infused with new infrapolitical meaning during the onset of the Tanzimat, as yphos now 

served as a representation of Phanariot identity and the community’s struggle for survival in the 

Ottoman Empire. 

Elevated beyond the page of the music or the walls of the church, yphos embodied 

Phanariot Greek Orthodox identity, both as cultural and religious expression. Mirroring the 

unique Phanariot dual identity–the macro “in-betweenness” of both Ottoman and Greek–yphos 

as a musical construct and performance practice occupies a role as a musical and ethno-religious 

microliminality. The study and performance of yphos provides not only a unique musical 

identity, but also an unreplicable rarity and exclusion and one that is accessed only by Phanariot 
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Greeks. Therefore, the yphos of sacred liturgical chant manifests itself as infrapolitical 

resistance, itself representative of the social interstitiality of Phanariot identity. 

  

Defining Yphos: Identifying a “Style” of Liturgical Chant 
 
 Yphos literally translates to style, referring to the particular vocal style of Greek Orthodox 

liturgical chant. However, yphos is more than a musical element; it is a living tradition, a 

timeless religious relic that is closely associated with the long history of Byzantium and Greek 

Orthodoxy in Eastern Europe and the Ottoman Empire. Artistically, yphos itself exists as the 

highly stylized musical material between the written notation and the cantor’s vocal realization, 

often entwined in improvisation.289 Yphos does not refer to the melodic content or “structural, 

unrealized melody” of the psalm (metrophonia), but instead the performative “manner in which 

this content is realized (melos, “realized melody”).290 In addition, yphos is a cultural and 

historical marker of Phanariot religious identity through its representation of Orthodox 

sentiments, community, tradition, and legacy.291 Therefore, the process of locating yphos exposes 

a duality in its manifestation as musical/performative and cultural/historical.  

 On the musical/performative dyad, yphos is the oral outcome of the written notation, the 

vocal realization of the text. The Orthodox liturgical chant is performed only by a trained cantor, 

one who has devoted years to the musical study, practice, and performance of the religious art 

form. Therefore, the performance of yphos, itself an ingrained musical element of the liturgy, 

becomes a feature of the cantor’s identity. Discussing the impact of culture and history, having 

                                                
289 Ibid., 6. “yphos existed, or came briefly into existence in the space between the written neume and its realization as chant.”  
290 Ibid., 216, 49.“It is much more likely that the written metrophonia functions as more of a structural melody whose realization 
could take a number of possible forms.”  
291 Ibid., 2. “Like acoustic echoes, they tend to diffuse one’s sense of the present by making actions, events, andeven personages 
of the past feel ‘present.’ The ‘space’ through which these memories resonate, however, is larger than the individual. Rather, it is 
the community of which each individual is a part.” 
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learned their techniques and music history from accomplished teachers, cantors, through their 

vocal performances, brought to life the rich legacy of the Orthodox liturgy from Byzantium to 

modern day Istanbul. Therefore, the performance of yphos is also an intergenerational and 

vicarious phenomenon. The melodic realization of chant in real time (ekphrasis) serves as a form 

of implicit knowledge, tying the cantor to the lineage, tradition, geographic location, and 

religious identity of the sacrosanct chant and its meaning for Orthodoxy. As the religious 

representative of the congregation, the cantor, while performing chant, embodies the collective 

lived experience of Orthodoxy in the East and, in the Phanariot case, their unique dual identity 

under the Ottoman politico-religious structure. The cantor’s melodic interpretation of the text 

and vocal nuances produce an ephemeral experience, an ineffable artistic quality that 

accompanies the singing of the text. For the cantor, the voice is a metaphor for his body, his 

presence at the head of the Mass and spiritual interlocution with the divine. Yphos is also an 

expression of agency, as the subtle musical nuances contribute to the esoteric nature of the 

liturgical chant, a style of music that is emblematic of the Greek Orthodox community’s 

religious experience and distinction.  

When searching to define yphos, two definitions of “space” appear relevant. On one 

hand, yphos is manifest in the musical space between the structural melody of the notated psalm 

(metrophonia) and the cantor’s interpretation (ekphrasis) of that structure. This “realized” 

melody (melos) contains the cantor’s choice of a variety of vocal ornaments, embellishes and 

performance techniques (ektelesis). This liminal music space, existing between the written 

notation, is filled with the cantor’s interpretative elements of his choice.292 This musical disjunct 

between text and its vocal realization creates a musical “space” in which the cantor can 

                                                
292 Ibid., 52. The psalm’s “realization– and thus its transcription–is subject to modal and melodic contexts in which it appears.”  
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creatively engage with both the written notation and his performative skillset.293 This musical 

space opens up a palette for further interaction with the written psalm, suggesting “room for 

negotiation, and also re-creation.”294  

When analyzing a musical score and practicing performative alterations and vocal 

derivations thereof, the trained cantor first locates the underlying melodic formulation that is 

embedded within the melody, itself (théseis). Similar to the foundation of a house, théseis are the 

“melodic formulae of varying lengths [...] specific to accent pattern, form, rhythmic genre, and 

mode.”295 Therefore, the skilled cantor identifies the théseis present “beneath the surface of the 

melody,” and uses this musical roadmap as a method with which to interpret the psalm and 

position his vocal embellishments and additions.296 The théseis is not labeled in the score and is, 

thus, abstract in musical nature. The cantor, trained in the liturgical art form, first works to 

discover the underlying melodic and rhythmic framework and then uses this information to steer 

his approach to musically realizing the melody, in which yphos as liturgical style comes to 

occupy the musical space between the notated score and its vocalized performance.  

 The second definition of “space” is akin to the previously mentioned intergenerational 

and vicarious nature of yphos. This cultural-historic space is manifest in the performance of the 

liturgy as a longstanding Orthodox religious ritual and yphos being a representative element of 

the performance style that accompanies the Mass. A form of reconstructive memory, the cantor’s 

temporal vocal performance during the Mass is also an active recreation of the liturgical 

                                                
293 Ibid., 71. “This creates a disjunct between the written neume and its oral realization as chant. This disjunct is caused by the 
fact that one realizing a [...] score according to oral tradition will need to ignore much of the melodic detail on the page.” 
294 Ibid., 53. “A psaltis [cantor] chanting something other than the melody before him, written on the page in [...] neumes, may 
actually be chanting an equally valid melos that relates to the unseen yet underlying metrophonia. In this way, it may be 
determined that a disjunctive space exists between the written neume and its realization as chant, and that this space has long 
been part of this tradition”  
295 Ibid., 144.  
296 Ibid., 133.  
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tradition. Studying under cantors before him, he represents, both symbolically and practically 

through his stylized performance, the learned tradition. Learning the study of deconstructing and 

interpreting théseis from his teachers, the cantor participates in a reconceptualization of the 

melody by which he “engages creatively, or constructively” with the melodic content.297  

This active performativity–the performance of a psalm with yphos following the 

reconfiguration of the musical material according to the underlying théseis–places the cantor on 

a spectrum ranging from the storied Byzantium to the present. By melodically realizing the score 

(ektelesis), the cantor engages in “reconstruction by recognition and reconstruction of the 

abstract and implicit structures known as théseis.”298 For the cantor, his approach to ektelesis and 

sculpting a realization around the implicit théseis is inherently based on his studies and practice 

under trained cantors before him. Therefore, the cantor’s engagement with the théseis is, in part, 

an attempt to recreate his teachers’ approaches from his formative studies.299 This transmission 

of knowledge and theory is indicative of the teacher-pupil relationship embedded in the liturgical 

tradition. Generations of pedagogy and practice are contained in the individual cantor’s 

experience performing yphos, as his solo performance is inherently a vicarious, collective 

phenomenon.300  

The understanding of théseis comes from knowledge transmitted from older generations, 
not simply creativity or theoretical knowledge of music. Stelios Berberis [prominent 
Istanbulite cantor], in a similar line of thought, argues that yphos, for him the most 
important musical aspect of psaltiki, is manifest in ektelesis, a process that is centered on 
the realization of formulae that are implied—but not described—by the written 
melody.301  

                                                
297 Ibid., 148.  
298 Ibid., 153. The existence of this intergenerational and vicarious space “caused much of the oral tradition surrounding 
realization to become implicit.” 
299 Ibid., 125. However, the immense breadth of the musical tradition makes the complete emulation of one’s teacher impossible. 
“Thus, all elements of ekphrasis, to be considered authentic, must remain somewhat beyond Stelios’ ability to manipulate fully.”  
300 Ibid., 81. “The manifestation of yphos is to a large extent the means by which Stelios negotiates his identity in his community 
and locates himself historically.” 
301 Ibid., 146. See Chrysaphes, Manuel, and Dimitri E. Conomos. 1985. The treatise of Manuel Chrysaphes, the lampadarios: On 
the theory of the art of chanting and on certain erroneous views that some hold about it (Mount Athos, Iviron Monastery MS 
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Therefore, the cultural-historic space is forged through the cantor’s remembrance of the practical 

elements during his study as well as his place within the long legacy of liturgical chant. This 

process has been described as,  

In this space, a psaltis [cantor] remembers. Other versions associated with other psaltes  
and perhaps other times present themselves as possible realizations. In this space, the 
psaltis creates. He is free to arrange his choices of realization in any way, or vary them to 
suit his feeling in the moment. In this space the psaltis defines himself. By engaging 
memories creatively, the psaltis negotiates a sense of identity locating himself 
geographically and temporally, in relation to remembered material. It is in this space that 
Stelios claims that yphos is manifest.302  

 
While cantors throughout Orthodox history have long debated the particular granular 

musical and artistic details that work to identify and locate yphos, two prevailing schools of 

thought have emerged. The first sees yphos as manifest in ekphrasis, the stylized musical 

expression that comes about upon melodic realization of the text.303 The second holds yphos to 

be present in ektelesis, the various vocal nuances performed by the cantor.304 The process of 

ektelesis is inherently associated with agency and choice, as the cantor, building on years of 

study and centuries of tradition, decides the specific location and type of vocal embellishments. 

Having the practical skill set for realizing the melody of the chant, the cantor has the agency to 

flexibly decide how much or how little of the written, notated melody to follow.  

Analysis of Orthodox chant conducted by Alexander Khalil on Stelios Berberis presents 

his decisions to sing notated melodies with and without yphos. Making this conscious choice, 

Khalil identifies five points of comparison between Stelios’s vocal style with and without yphos: 

                                                
1120, July 1458), Monumenta Musicae Byzantinae. Corpus Scriptorum de re Musica, vol. 2. Vienna: Verlag der Österreichischen 
Akademie der Wissenschaften, 41.  
302 Ibid., 72.  
303 Ibid., 127.  
304 Ibid., 126. “[Stelios] feels his ektelesis— the interpretive realization and variation of chant melodies—to be a true expression 
and manifestation of his yphos.”  
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sameness (exactly as written), embellishment (extra melodic material), reduction (simplifying 

existing melodic material), variation (a change in the existing melody), and other (substituting 

“other” material).305 Through aural and pitch analysis, Khalil depicts particular inflection points 

where Stelios digresses from the written line. He discusses how Stelios employs his agency in his 

confrontation with the notated line; the “other” category appears only in the with-yphos versions 

where Stelios decides which material to avoid and replace with his own.306  

Accordingly, since “Stelios never deploys this strategy in the without-yphos versions, this 

‘other’ category of ektelesis must be directly related to his production of yphos.”307 Khalil 

concludes that yphos is therefore manifest in the “melodic variation between [Stelios’s] 

realizations and the written score,” which details how his agency, both individual and as a 

member of an enduring tradition, is an integral component of ektelesis and yphos.308 Therefore, 

Khalil writes that “Stelios’ yphos is manifest in the process of ektelesis, and it is now apparent 

that ektelesis takes place through the realization of théseis.”309 

While Khalil’s evidence is compelling, I argue that ektelesis serves as the practical, 

performative tool in the production of yphos, while ekphrasis provides the intellectual, 

theoretical foundation to realize the given melodic material. Combined, ekphrasis explains the 

procedures with which cantors, both as an individual artist and member of a longstanding ritual, 

conceive of theoretical methods and performative means to realize the given notated line. Then, 

ektelesis serves as the tool with which to bring yphos to life, as the cantor’s unique vocal 

decisions illuminate the text and produce the ephemeral quality of the sung liturgical word.  

                                                
305 Ibid, 131.  
306 Ibid., 135. “Stelios feels a strong enough sense of agency to seemingly ignore the written line.” 
307 Ibid., 131.  
308 Ibid. “Since the process of realization that involves interpretive melodic variation is known as ektelesis, Stelios’ claim can 
now be verified: yphos is manifest in ektelesis.” 
309 Ibid., 144.  
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Yphos is not manifest in vocal ornamentation alone, yet it is itself an alive and rarefied 

musical and cultural liminality. Yphos is generated through the musical/performative and 

cultural/historic dyads and the aforementioned, complementary processes of ekphrasis and 

ektelsis. In addition, yphos itself occupies the musical space in between the text and the 

performance, a manifestation of the ineffable, which highlights the word of the liturgy. Yphos as 

a living cultural and historic tradition is also an inseparable piece of Greek Orthodoxy’s 

intergenerational fabric.  

 

Analysis: Yphos in Comparative Musical Contexts 

 Aural analysis of five musical excerpts provides practical case studies for a deeper dive 

into the production of yphos during liturgical chant. This analysis retroactively constructs the 

aural landscapes of the given performances. Understanding the impossibility to hear the voices of 

19th century Orthodox chant, these excerpts are from contemporary practices, yet allow the 

listener to inductively describe the musical features representative of the liturgical tradition. Each 

excerpt will be discussed in terms of modality, texture, form, and phrasing. Modality refers to the 

musical derivations of melodic scales and explains how different affects and emotions are 

realized through musical content and vocal style. Liturgical chant, sung by one vocalist, is 

typically a monophonic texture; however, our examples present different textures. How is the 

word of the liturgy impacted by the number and interplay of voices? Typically in strophic form 

(a repetitive construct utilizing the same melody for multiple verses), how do the structural 

parameters organize the textural passages? For phrasing, how do the melodic episodes structure 

not only the vocalization of the text, but also the varied melodic and extra-melodic materials?    
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Example 1: “Αnastaseōs ēmera” (trans.“It is the Day of Resurrection”), doxastikon (glory) of 

Easter310 

 This psalm is sung by two male cantors, lead by the lead Protopsaltis Iakōbos Nafpliōtēs, 

whose voice is more prominently featured on the recording.311 In the Byzantine octoechos modal 

system, this short excerpt is sung in the Plagal of the First, equivalent to the hypodorian mode.312 

Although the temperament and tuning between the Byzantine modal system and that of Western 

European are not equal, we can roughly estimate the distance between pitches (intervals). For our 

purposes, we can start with an octave beginning on the note of C and constructed in ascending 

pitch (C D E F G A B C). This octave contains eight notes and extends the range of twelve half-

steps with the composition of the following: 1 step - 1 step - 1
2
step - 1 step - 1 step - 1 step - 1

2
step. 

In the octoechos, a system of eight modes originating with the construction of the dorian mode 

(D E F G A B C D), the hypodorian is constructed by starting a fourth below, its plagal 

equivalent (A B C D E F G A). By changing our starting point, we end up with a different order 

of whole steps and half steps (1 step -1
2
step - 1 step- 1 step -1

2
step - 1 step - 1 step).  

The unique composition of the hypodorian mode is significant; namely, the 

rearrangement of whole steps and half steps imbues a characteristic sound. The hypodorian, or 

                                                
310 Ethnomusicology Multimedia, “Greek Orthodox Music in Ottoman Istanbul: Nation and Community in the Era of Reform,” 
Accessed April 9, 2020. https://ethnomultimedia.org/media.html?aid=910298&bid=33.  
“Sung in the ēchos plagal of 1st. Performed by Protopsaltis (Lead Cantor) Iakōbos Nafpliōtēs, gramophone recording by Orfeon 
Record in ca. 1914.” 
311 Erol, Greek Orthodox Music, 57, 190. “The eminent cantor Iakōbos Nafpliōtēs, born on the Cyclades island Naxos in 1864, 
went to Istanbul at a young age and became a student at the Great School of the Nation. Nafpliōtēs, who would later be 
transferred by Patriarch Iōakeim III to the patriarchal church where he would rise to the office of the Protopsaltis, in his early 
youth served as a Canonarch at the Holy Church of the Savior in Galata. Also, Nafpliōtēs’s teacher at the Patriarchal Church, the 
Protopsaltis Georgios Biolakēs (d. 1911), whose family came from the island of Siphnos, served in his youth (1843–1851) at the 
Church of Hagios Iōannēs tōn Chiōn, which was the parish church of the migrants from Chios who settled in Galata. Likewise, 
another well- respected cantor, Nēlefs Kamarados (1847–1922) of Chios, sang at one point in his career, expectedly, at the 
above- mentioned church of the Chiots.” From Erol’s notes: “Georgios Biolakēs was born circa 1820 on the Aegean island of 
Siphnos. He studied ecclesiastical music with Theodoros of Phocaea and was also renowned for his knowledge about both 
Ottoman court music and European music.”  
312 Peter Jeffery, ed. The Study of Medieval Chant: Paths and Bridges, East and West: In Honor of Kenneth Levy. (Woodbridge, 
Suffolk: Boydell Press, 2002), 157.   
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Plagal of the First, is known for being the mode sung in Easter traditions, including the psalms 

“Christ is Risen” and the Paschal Sticharia as well as the example above.313 Described as 

“stimulating, dancing, and rhythmical,” this mode is an expression of the jubilee and euphoria of 

the Easter scripture, a story of resurrection and joy.314 In this example, Nafpliōtēs opts for a more 

“solemn” style, potentially as a pedagogical method to make the yphos of the chant more audible 

and therefore accessible to future generations of students.315 However, the modality of the psalm 

is intentionally chosen as hypodorian for its musical qualities of exultation and rejoicing. This 

deliberate compositional choice, realized by cantors at the corresponding Easter liturgy of rebirth 

and elation, exemplifies the intertwined concepts of modality and yphos. The hypodorian musical 

material seeks to illuminate the underlying textual elements of the psalm and, marrying the two 

together, create a collective moment of spiritual transcendence for both the performing cantor 

and listening congregation.  

 While Nafpliōtēs is more audible, the presence of two cantors singing the same melodic 

line creates a heterophonic texture. While both sing the same written line, the melody is 

nonetheless subject to slight melodic variations and vocal nuances between the two. The melody 

therefore “shimmers” as both read the same notated score and sing the same pitches and same 

rhythms at roughly the same time. While the melody is largely conjunct, defined by an arching 

contour in stepwise motion, there are certain disjunct passages that feature intervals or leaps 

between notes. These intervals are almost exclusively octaves, a third, or fourth apart (for 

example, from A-A, A-C, and A-D, respectively), which are typically used intervals for the 

                                                
313 “Byzantine Chant.” Holy Cross Orthodox Church. Accessed April 9, 2020. https://www.holycrossonline.org/byzantine-chant.  
314 Ibid.  
315 Ethnomusicology Multimedia. Accessed April 9, 2020. https://ethnomultimedia.org/media.html?aid=910298&bid=33.  
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given octoechos. The heterophony also exposes moments when the two voices are singing out of 

sync, which reveals close voicings of usually a third or fourth.   

 In terms of form and phrasing, both singers start every melodic phrase together, although 

the absence of a strict rhythmic meter and beat causes them to not always change notes at the 

same time. There are, nonetheless, clear cadential points in the psalm, musical locations where 

the textual and musical passages jointly conclude. Two long passages end at timestamp 1:26 and 

2:16, respectively. At these moments, the phrases cadence in the lower register and there is a 

brief pause before both vocalists begin the next phrase at the same time. Typically, the next 

phrase begins at a higher starting note, as the vocalists jump up, usually the interval of a fourth, 

which is indicative of this plagal mode, from the low cadence point to the first note of the next 

passage.  

While Nafpliōtēs is heard with more vocal embellishments, both cantors can be heard 

melodically and rhythmically engaging with the text. Their performance is both syllabic (one 

pitch per syllable) and melismatic (many pitches per syllable), which is derived from the 

meaning of the text as well as the length and sound of the sung words. The melismas are highly 

ornamented moments, featuring ascending and descending vocal slides and glissandi by 

microtones (divisions of pitch smaller than a half step). They sing in a well-defined range, the 

middle-low register of their voices. Their performance style is highly expressive, as the tone of 

their voice seeks to highlight the words of the text, which contain the lyrics “Let us shine with 

the feast” or “Let us be radiant!”316  

                                                
316 “Sacred Music Library.” Sacred Music Library | Antiochian Orthodox Christian Archdiocese. Accessed April 9, 2020. 
http://ww1.antiochian.org/music/library/866?search=day+of+resurrection. “While many variations of this psalm exist, each 
version contains lyrics relevant to the Easter Mass, discussing themes of rebirth, rejoicing, and light.”   
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To evoke the sanctity of the text, the cantors clearly line up at timestamp 2:41 to sing the 

line “Christ is risen,” which is marked by an ascending melodic figure. An element of text 

painting, by which the musical material seeks to depict the sung text, the “Christ is risen” figure 

serves as the musical climax of the psalm. Both vocalists' attention to this passage and their 

complete unison singing at this measure is indicative of the highly spiritual nature of the singing. 

Therefore, their attention to textual detail is indicative of their performative desire to dovetail the 

sanctity of the text with the lyricism in their vocal tone and expression. Adding layers of vocal 

embellishments to the notated line (ektelsis), the cantors’ melodic realization (ekphrasis) 

provides an example of the highly expressive lyrical style (yphos) in action. In this particular 

example, the yphos of this performance seeks to uplift this Easter psalm and recreate the 

ineffable spiritual qualities embedded in the text, through song.  

Representing the themes inherent to Christianity, Easter and the Resurrection, the yphos 

of this example provides a spiritual distinction from other religions, such as Islam. As such, 

yphos represents the ephemeral characteristics of the Christian liturgy and provides degrees of 

separation and exclusion, as it resides within Orthodoxy and recreates and contextualizes the 

sentiments of the Christian Mass. 

 

Example 2: “Hymne Chrétienne d’Oxyrhynchus” (trans. “Hymn to Trinity”), from the 3rd/4th c. 

AD317 

An archaeological expedition to Oxyrhynchus, Egypt in 1897-1907 uncovered this hymn, 

inscribed on papyrus. It is the oldest known piece of music from Byzantium, and the first 

                                                
317 Ethnomusicology Multimedia. Harmonia Mundi USA. Accessed April 9, 2020. 
https://ethnomultimedia.org/media.html?aid=910298&bid=33. From Musique de la Grèce Antique. Burbank, CA: Harmonia 
Mundi, 1979. 
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example of chant.318 This version is recorded by the Atrium Musicae de Madrid, an early music 

ensemble led by Gregorio Paniagua. The ensemble’s recreation of the hymn brings up several 

interesting points of comparison. Unlike the tradition of Orhtodox liturgical chant, the 

performance involves instruments coupled with vocals. The ensemble is composed mostly of 

idiophones (percussive bells, shakers, rattles) as well as a stringed instrument–some type of 

harp–which provides the ensemble with a melodic instrument that doubles the sung vocal line. 

The Atrium’s musical recreation of the score attempts to portray the Mass of early Christianity; 

therefore, it is plausible that these instruments would accompany the ritual.319 Used to enhance 

the vocal line and add an additional layer of sound to the hymn, these instruments are neither 

overpowering, nor do they compete with the vocals for sonic importance. Instead, there is a 

clearly delineated role as the idiophones provide a palette of percussive sounds and the stringed 

instrument accompanies the sung line.  

Aural analysis reveals the piece to be in the fourth mode of the octoechos, the Mixolydian 

mode containing the notes (A B C♯ D E F♯ G A) in the construction (1 step - 1 step - 1
2
step - 1 

step - 1 step - 1
2
step - 1 step). This mode is known for its characteristic “festive, dancing flavor,” 

and it “is joyous and capable of expressing deep piety.”320 We can extrapolate that this hymn is 

then a mode of rejoicing and praising the Holy Trinity of Christianity: the Father, the Son, and 

the Holy Spirit, again a distinctive thematic quality of the Christian religion.    

                                                
318 Ibid.  
319 The Bible references the use of idiophones widely. We also know that these instruments existed through archaeological 
excavations and physical relics. See Burgh, Theodore W. “Music and Musical Instruments in the Hebrew Bible and Ancient 
Israel/Palestine.” Music and Musical Instruments in the Hebrew Bible and Ancient Israel/Palestine | Bible Interp. University of 
Notre Dame, 2019. https://bibleinterp.arizona.edu/articles/Music.; Burgh, Theodore W. “The Music of Israel during the Iron 
Age.” Chapter. In The Cambridge Companion to Jewish Music, edited by Joshua S. Walden, 75–83. Cambridge Companions to 
Music. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2015. doi:10.1017/CCO9781139151214.006. 
320 “Byzantine Chant.” Holy Cross Orthodox Church.  
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The texture of this excerpt or the interrelationship of voices, is unique. Unlike the 

monophonic tradition of chant, this hymn is sung as a responsorial psalm. The hymn is led by a 

vocal leader who assumes the role of soloist followed by the congregation who sings together, in 

unison, and responds to the soloist. This call-and-response form, labeled antiphony, sees 

moments of heterophony, as in 00:00-00:13, when the soloist and all-male congregation chant 

the melody together. From 00:14-00:20, the vocal soloist sings alone. This textural shift, from 

solo to group singing, is emblematic of the early Christian liturgical tradition of responsorial 

psalms and antiphonal choirs. Eventually, the schism in 1054 between Western Roman 

Catholicism and Eastern Orthodox Christianity separated musical traditions, splintering into the 

responsorial choir in the West and the solo cantor in the East. The text of the hymn contains five 

short lines, which depict three groups and the exaltation of the Trinity.321 In particular: 

Three groups of participants and their actions: natural elements, which are called to be 
still; a “we,” who sing the hymn to the Trinity; and powers, who answer the Trinitarian 
hymn with a doxology [or blessing].322   
 

The brief excerpt contains three short musical passages, the first sung together, the second a solo 

by the vocalist, and the last, the congregation all together from 00:21-00:36. In this last passage, 

a bell is rung, corresponding to the final two lines of the hymn:  

Father and Son and Holy Spirit, let the powers answer, “Amen, amen. Strength, praise 
[and glory forever to God], the sole giver of all good things. Amen, amen.”323 
 

This final refrain, the unison singing and ringing of the bell provides a musical manifestation of 

the text. In this final phrase, the marriage of text with musical accompaniment and group singing 

underscores the hymn’s purpose: the expression of religious praise and the exaltation of the 

                                                
321 Charles H. Cosgrove, An Ancient Christian Hymn with Musical Notation: Papyrus Oxyrhynchus 1786: Text and Commentary 
(Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2011), 37.  
322 Ibid.  
323 Ibid.  
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Trinity. While searching for a definitive style (yphos) in this early Christian example, we can 

instead come to a realization of the musical elements intrinsic to early sacred music, which 

strived for a marriage between musical expression and the spiritual meanings embedded in the 

religious text. Although a separation between East and West ensued, ecclesiastical music 

retained select musical and liturgical missions. Namely, to preserve and uphold the uplifting 

characteristic of religious chant, to use musical performance of representative hymns for the 

realization of the text and to generate a shared environment of spiritual transcendence.  

 

Example 3: “Kratēma, ēchos 4th legetos”, composed by Petros Peloponnesios (1730–1778)324 

This kratēma,325 in the fourth mode of the octoechos, was “converted to the New Method  

[1814 notation] by Grēgorios Protopsaltis,” who was one of the Three Teachers.326 Composer, 

pedagogue, and performer Kyriakos Kalaitzides notes that this liturgical composition contains 

elements of both sacred and secular composition, pointing to the 1814 notation as a synthesis of 

Western secular paradigms within Eastern sacred musical forms.327  

 This piece is performed by a male choir and divided between drone (sustained, stagnant 

pitch usually in the bass voice) and melody.328 The extended drone sits below the melody and 

provides a musical foundation and resonant pitch. The vocalists singing the melodic line in 

unison jointly embellish the notated line, together ornamenting over the sustained drone. Those 

                                                
324 Ethnomusicology Multimedia. Accessed April 9, 2020. Reproduced courtesy of Kyriakos Kalaitzides. 
325 Arsinoi Ioannidou, “The Kalophonic Settings Of The Second Psalm In The Byzantine Chant Tradition Of The Fourteenth 
And 
Fifteenth Centuries,” (Ph.D. diss., The City University of New York, 2014), 10. “Kratema or kratemata (in plural) are extended 
melismas over syllables from the text and/or extended melismas over nonsense syllables called teretismata. Kratemata are either 
part of a kalophonic [Byzantine “beautified chant”] composition or music pieces that stand on their own.” 
326 Ethnomusicology Multimedia. Accessed April 9, 2020. Cf. pp. 55, 66-70, 77 on the Three Teachers and the 1814 reforms.   
327 Ibid. “Kyriakos Kalaitzides writes [...], the ecclesiastical piece ‘stylistically lies on the border between ecclesiastical and 
secular music.’” 
328 From: Petros Peloponnesios. Thessaloniki: Music Ensemble En Chordais, 2005. 
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singing the drone remain in the lowest register of their voices while those singing the melodic 

line range from the middle-high register of their voices. This musical division of melody and 

accompaniment creates a homophonic texture, unlike either the monophonic liturgical tradition 

or the heterophonic pedagogical examples analyzed above. There are even several moments of 

harmony within the melodic voices, a feature unheard of in a monophonic tradition. From 00:07-

00:12, 00:50-00:53, 01:24-01:28, the male vocalists break into brief harmonies on the intervals 

of fourths and thirds. These slight harmonic passages may suggest the influence of Western 

paradigms as well as elements of secular music making in the 1814 notation.329  

In addition, the excerpt presents melodic phrase structures and cadences similar to those 

of the Western European tradition. The cadence at 00:19-00:21 concludes the preceding phrase 

and takes the forms of an authentic cadence (a melodic movement from the fifth scale degree 

“dominant” to the original, first scale degree “tonic”). This is the fundamental cadential 

movement found in Western music. The excerpt is also marked by brief, clearly delineated 

passages, akin to brief succinct motifs rather than the long, extended phrases heard in the other 

hymns. This organization and terseness of the melodic material, punctuated by clear cadential 

moments mark this piece as a dynamic representation of the crossover between Eastern and 

Western musical traditions and the diverse sacred and secular idioms embedded in the patchwork 

artistic identity of Eastern Europe. Although homophonic, the piece also provides an example of 

a type of collective ektelesis where the choir, mostly together, sings vocal slides, glissandi, and 

other ornaments. This highly lyrical and stylized performance helps locate the yphos inherent in 

the choir’s joint melodic realization. This yphos exists in this rarefied space as the melody is 

                                                
329 In particular, the earliest form of polyphony in Western Christianity was called “organum.” This refers to a plainchant 
melody with added voices, initially in the intervals of a perfect fourth or fifth, for harmony. See Hoppin, Richard H. Cypriot 
Plainchant of the Manuscript Torino, Biblioteca Nazionale J. II. 9. Rome: American Institute of Musicology, 1968; Hoppin, 
Richard H. Medieval Music. New York: W. W. Norton & Company, 2005.  
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realized (ekphrasis) and the vocal embellishments (ektelesis) added only by trained cantors in a 

performative context.  

 

Example 4: “Axion estin” (trans. “You are truly worth”), (enarmonion)330 

This hymn is dedicated to the Virgin Mary, the mother of Jesus and most important 

female figure in Christianity. This excerpt was also performed by Protopsaltis Iakōbos Nafpliōtēs 

and one other male soloist.331 Similar to the first example, this hymn is written in the Plagal of 

the First, evoking an animating musical spirit to exalt the Virgin Mary. The heterophonic texture 

is heard throughout as both cantors chant the same melodic line.  

The excerpt is marked by long, intertwined phrases: 01:01-01:26. The passages contain 

mostly conjunct phrases with some containing disjunct figures mostly built on the ascending or 

descending interval of a fourth. The repetitive stepwise melodic motion (C, B♭, C, D) heard 

clearly at 00:45, 01:26, 01:49, and 02:21 is representative of the conjunct melody that binds the 

piece and displays the recalling of previously stated melodic material throughout the hymn. Both 

vocalists’ use of embellishments and other ornaments are heard throughout, as they sing in the 

middle-high register of their vocal ranges. The highest range, reached around 01:52 and 02:42 

further exemplify the stepwise nature of the melody. In addition, the stretch into the upper 

register is a musical manifestation of the textual intent, the magnification of the Virgin Mary. 

Together, the cantors ascend a perfect fourth (02:46-02:47) with a striking rhythmic unity. The 

                                                
330 Ethnomusicology Multimedia. Accessed April 9, 2020. From: 78 RPM Orfeon- Odeon (1914–1926). Byzantine Music. The 
Protopsaltis of the Holy Great Church of Christ Iakovos Nafpliotis. Research and texts by Prof. Dr. Antonios E. Alygizakes. 
Istanbul: Kalan Müzik, 2008. Reproduced courtesy of Hasan Saltık. 
331 Ibid.  
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precision with which this figure is sung suggests that it is a climactic moment of the hymn and 

the vocalization of this melodic figure is integral to the realization of the text.  

With the intent to venerate the Virgin Mary (“More honorable [...] more glorious beyond 

compare [...]”), the cantors melodically realize the notated text, employing vocal techniques to 

unlock the spiritual qualities that are dovetailed in the text and the music.332 Together, their vocal 

performance is expressive of the liturgical yphos that seeks to express the inexpressible qualities 

of the sacred text. They also connect culturally and historically to both Orthodoxy’s religious 

history and its artistic and spiritual legacy among religious communities in the East.  

 

Example 5:333 “Oti sōtēra etekes, ēchos barus,” Kratēma from “Hymn to the Virgin Mary” of 

Petros Bereketis334 

 Composed in the Plagal of the Fourth (Vareis (trans. Grave)), this mode is characterized 

by a bold and “strong” melody.335 Like the preceding chant, this is dedicated to the Virgin Mary. 

A more modern recording, we can clearly and audibly hear the solo cantor and the background 

choir, who sustain the pitch of A underneath the soloist. Thrasuboulos Stanitsas, the featured 

                                                
332 The translated text reads: “It is truly meet to bless you, O Theotokos [Mary, Mother of God], ever-blessed and most pure, and 
the Mother of our God. More honorable than the Cherubim [angels, “guardians”], and more glorious beyond compare than the 
Seraphim [noble angels, “burning ones”], without defilement you gave birth to God the Word. True Theotokos we magnify you!” 
From “The Hymn of ‘Axion Estin.’” keliaxionestin RSS. Accessed April 19, 2020. https://www.keliaxionestin.com/eng/.  
333 Ethnomusicology Multimedia. Accessed April 9, 2020. From Μνηµεία Εκκλησιαστικής Μουσικής. 3 Θεοτόκε Παρθένε. 
Πέτρου Μπερεκέτη, research  by Manolis K. Hatzigiakoumis, Athens: Κέντρον Ερευνών και Εκδόσεων, 2001.  
 
“This audio example cannot be embedded due to copyright restrictions. To access the media, visit the Byzantine Ecclesiastical 
Music Research & Publications Centre website by clicking here or visiting the following url: http://e-kere.gr/english/byzantine-
music. Scroll down the page to “Introductory Series. Anthologies,” click on “Music Demos-First Anthology,” and select the fifth 
track.” 
 
334 Ibid. “This kratēma is from the masterpiece of Petros Bereketis (active in ca.1680-1710) Theotoke Parthene which is one of 
the most well-known and popular ecclesiastical tunes. This hymn is still used in the Orthodox liturgical practice and it has an 
interpretational oral tradition of three centuries. In this recording, the chanter is Thrasuboulos Stanitsas (1910-1987). He was born 
in Istanbul and sang in various churches of the city, namely Hagios Nikolaos of Galata (1929-1939), and finally at the Patriarchal 
Church, first as the Chief Lambadarios (1939-1959), and then as the Protopsaltis from 1959 until 1964 when he was expelled 
from Istanbul [...].” 
335 “Byzantine Chant.” Holy Cross Orthodox Church. See Connor, Carolyn Loessel. Saints and Spectacle: Byzantine Mosaics in 
Their Cultural Setting. New York, NY: Oxford University Press, 2016. 
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cantor, embodies the ēchos barus’s “strong” quality in his commanding tone, diction, and deep 

timbre (quality of sound).  

This excerpt features long phrases (for example, 00:01-00:22, 01:06-01:22), and the 

melodic passages are marked with extensive vocal ornaments. Stanitsas’s phrases end typically 

the resolution down to A, and then sustaining this pitch within the choir’s drone (00:26, 00:48, 

01:55, 02:36). Stanitsas’s vocal embellishments also expose minor and augmented second 

intervals, which generate passages of dissonance or clashing against the drone, followed by his 

resolution within the drone of A. At 02:02, the interval of a tritone (three whole steps apart) is 

briefly created between Stanitsas, who sings a pitch of D♯, over the choir’s A. This pattern of 

tension and release shapes his vocal approach and his melodic realization of the text.  

Beginning at 01:30 and lasting until the end of the excerpt (02:40), Stanitsas moves into 

the upper register of his vocal range. This extended passage showcases Stanitsas’s sonically 

powerful range and his ability to push his vocals to new acoustic heights. At the same time, his 

commanding, deep timbre remains present. The solo cantor engages notably with the notated 

melody, subjecting the written line to expansive melodic ornaments and variations. Through his 

vocal realization, he employs not only a variety of vocal techniques that highlight his abilities as 

a cantor, but also his understanding of the synthesis of text and music. In addition, he is 

cognizant of his role within a longstanding liturgical tradition, as his yphos is representative both 

of his musical skill and the manifestation of the rich tradition of chant.  

 

Yphos as “Microliminality”: Mirroring the Macro “In-Betweenness” of Phanariot Identity 
 

 The five examples provide varying settings–liturgical, musical, and cultural–of the 

performance of chant and its associated style (yphos). Although differing in context, the musical 
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excerpts provide practical, corroborative evidence in the search to identify and locate yphos. 

Each piece displays the intentional efforts the cantor takes to bring unity between the text and the 

music of the liturgy. There is possibly an element of functionality at play; the cantor’s 

engagement with the text, both ekphrasis and ektelesis, seeks to illuminate the yphos embedded 

in the music, serving as a tool to realize spiritually the sanctity of the liturgical word. The 

musical examples also present a deep connection between yphos and integral themes of 

Orthodoxy and Christianity: the Holy Trinity, Easter, the Resurrection, etc. Therefore, in the 

above performances, yphos is also an agent of distinction and separation from Islam, as its 

expressive qualities serve the scripture of the Christian Mass. Through its illumination of the 

Christian text and spiritual themes, yphos is an artistic manifestation of the religious tenets of 

Orthodox worship, alone. Echoing the religious symbols and spirit of Orthodox services, yphos 

becomes unmistakably identifiable with the liturgy of the Christian East. This esoteric character 

of yphos further validates its existence in rarefied Christian spaces, only accessible by cantors 

and the congregation.  

Nonetheless, while analyzing the above excerpts, it is also shown that locking down a 

comprehensive definition of yphos is difficult. The cantor’s audible vocal nuances (ektelesis) 

reveal a heightened degree of skill and talent, requiring years of study, practice, and performance 

to exact and replicate. However, the above examples portray yphos’s existence at both an 

interstitial cultural-historical and musical space, revealing yphos to be a type of 

“microliminality.” The five examples present a lineage from early Christianity to the 1814 

notational reformation, depicting the linearity of the tradition and the several cantors’ 

engagement with the rich legacy. For each performer, he is conscious of the living tradition that 

he embodies and extends.  
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His chanting transmits the sound of his tradition, a sound that through countless 
repetitions and reiterations has become indistinguishable from his own voice. This sound 
is manifest by his chanting. It both reflects his chanting and is reflected in it. The echoing 
space that is the tradition is brought into the experiential world by chanting, which 
provides a living context, at once nearby yet beyond reach.336 
 

Theoretical knowledge and performative decisions are made according to study completed under 

his instructors and the resulting cognizance of the historical chant tradition. As present in the 

above examples, yphos is infused with a sense of cultural importance and historical continuity.337  

Musically, the examples depict the multiple types of vocal ornaments and embellishments 

used to realize the religious text. Even the untrained ear can detect the highly lyrical, highly 

stylized manner in which the cantor performs. This pairing of ekphrasis and ektelesis further 

presents the liminality of yphos as the summation of theoretical tools and performance 

techniques that exist between the written score and the vocalized text.  

The microliminality of yphos, the Orthodox liturgical musical style, reflects the larger, 

cultural “in-betweenness” experienced by the Phanariot Greek Orthodox community in Istanbul. 

In this micro-macro paradox, yphos as a musical and cultural expression of liminality echoes the 

sense of Phanariot dual identity, caught between exclusively Greek and Ottoman classifications. 

Yphos is therefore a manifestation of the Phanariot cultural and historic existence between Greek 

Orthodox religious and Ottoman political identities. Constantly balancing their belonging to both 

groups, the Phanariot community experienced a complicated cultural history marked by their 

necessity to navigate this dichotomy of identity. Existing in between rigid definitions of cultural 

identity, the Phanariot community lived a collective in-betweenness.  

                                                
336 Khalil, “Echoes of Constantinople”, 222.   
337 Ibid., 221. “Ultimately, psaltiki [cantorial singing] is an oral phenomenon, being transmitted through lineages of teachers and 
students. When I write of chant echoing through a resonating space, I am referring less to the architecture [...], which dutifully 
reflects sound waves through its hallowed spaces, and more to an internal space, the palimpsestic memorial space through which 
the psaltic tradition resonates. Tradition as a resonating space, however, shapes and smoothes the voices it transmits into its own 
image just as much as space shapes sound.” 
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At the micro level, this interstitial identity reveals itself in the liturgical style of yphos. As 

yphos is manifest in musical and cultural-historic spaces, it is an intergenerational and vicarious 

tool of both religious transcendence and identity construction. The performance of yphos seeks to 

preserve and uplift the sacrosanct text while contributing to the rich pedagogical and 

performative history of liturgical chant. The cantor, communicating to the divine on behalf of the 

congregation, has the agency to choose various vocal ornamentations to fulfill his melodic 

realization. Also, having absorbed centuries of liturgical history through his study, his 

performative choices also originate from a subconscious realm. These conscious and 

subconscious choices, based on his formative years of study and knowledge of the longstanding 

cantorial tradition, reveal yphos as an active ingredient in the cantor’s artistic performance and 

role as bearer of Orthodox history and Phanariot culture. Therefore, yphos is an active part of the 

cantor’s agency as both musical performer as well as spiritual and cultural representative of the 

religious community.  

 Furthermore, the microliminality of yphos mirroring the macro in-betweenness of the 

Phanariot identity presents what Khalil describes as a “past-in-present” experience, similar to the 

intergenerational and vicarious spaces that are inhibited by yphos. The cantor’s reproduction of 

the liturgical word, subject to his melodic realization based on the tradition that precedes him, 

inherently connects him and his yphos to, not only the cantors before him, but also the 

congregations who beared witness to the liturgy.338 

The effect this creates, characterized by a feeling of dialogue, or interaction with the past, 
is one of presence. This constitutes a quality I term, “past-in-present,” which is itself the 

                                                
338 Ibid., 213-14. “This palimpsestuous experience, in which Zheng interacts with memories of his teacher, is reminiscent of 
Stelios’ dialogue. Zheng’s description of playing with—and sometimes against—his memories of his teacher suggests that the 
resonance this creates. The idea that Zheng feels he can almost ‘see’ his teacher further enhances the idea that he is experiencing 
some form of past-in-present as he practices because Zheng is legally blind. He is not only remembering the visual experience of 
his teacher, but also visual experience as a whole imbues his experience with that of past-in-present.”  
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central experience of yphos. This experience is only available to those who are 
experientially informed, [...] through repeated listening or chanting.339 
 

The experience of performing and listening to chant is imbued with musical memories from the 

past.340 Then, the unique style (yphos) of Orthodox chant is the active element in this memory 

reconstruction and reproduction of this storied vocal art form, one that exists in the micro liminal 

musical space and imitates the larger cultural in-betweenness of the Phanariots.  

 Khalil mentions that Protopsaltis Stelios conceives of yphos as a “dialogue,”a description 

that explains the cantor’s agency as performer and safeguard of a longstanding religious 

tradition.341 However, it is also descriptive of the cantor’s relationship with the congregation, as 

he transmits the liturgy on behalf of the worshippers who, in response, bear audible witness to 

the chant and the cantor’s yphos. This creates a physical space of connectivity, the Mass, as well 

as a memorial space of remembrance, within the hearts and minds, both first-hand and vicarious, 

of the congregation.342 Regarding the latter, Khalil describes how hymns have the ability to 

survive in the collective psyches of both the cantors and the congregation. Religious worshippers 

remember the “historical imagery” of relevant hymns that they either experienced first-hand or 

have lived in their community’s memory.343 

                                                
339 Ibid., 205.  
340 Ibid., 208-09. “An old psaltis [cantor] is empowered by the accumulation of memories that arise as he chants, making his 
chant feel as though it were imbued with great intensity.” 
341 Ibid., 164.  
342 Ibid., 207-08. “However, the Cathedral is not a point at which time and space fuse, but rather a point that allows 
accumulation of material in the flow of time, like a net stretched across a river. Time passes and events take place, leaving a 
lasting sense of immanence that overlays with other senses, producing a complex and palimpsestuous experience. The idea of 
chronotopic location would seem to imply a sense of monumentalization in which time and place may seem to 
fuse but somehow remain removed from the sphere of action and agency.”  
343 Ibid., 138 “Until the fall of Constantinople in 1453, [the hymn Stelios performed] was chanted on Christmas by the emperor 
before a congregation of several thousand people. Today, it is chanted on Christmas by the Patriarch, head of the Rum since the 
fall. Imagine for a moment, an emperor standing in front of a throne in the enormous cathedral of Agia Sophia, chanting this 
cathartic phrase, calling the people to “praise.” Such historical imagery is embedded in the minds of those chanting these hymns 
and adds to the overall catharsis at these moments.” 
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 Therefore, the vocal performance of the cantor and the presence of the congregation 

seeks to evoke the ineffable qualities intrinsic to yphos.344 In the Mass, there is a directness of the 

moment in the cantor’s addressing the congregation and reciting the text of the liturgy, realized 

according to his means and performed with his choice of vocal techniques. The agency exercised 

by the cantor here is both direct and subconscious, as his encounter with the liturgy is a product 

of both active study and years of internalizing the history of the religious musical tradition. 

Nonetheless, there is a sense of extemporization in the cantor’s yphos, as the ineffable qualities 

of the liturgical style seek to animate the space in between the text and exact a moment of 

transcendence for the worshipping congregation. In this, yphos exists as both a liminal element 

within the musical practice and performance of chant as well as a facet of the cultural dual 

identity of the Phanariot religious community.  

 

Yphos’s Manifestation as Infrapolitical: Rarefied and Exclusive 
 
 The lived experience of yphos both musically and culturally-historically presents it not 

only as an animating spirit, an agent of performance and artistry, but also identity construction 

and solidification. It is the microliminality of yphos in its performance and lineage that permits 

its existence in rarefied circles. Yphos exists between the text and its vocal realization; in 

addition, it mirrors the in-between identity of the Phanariots, neither fully Greek nor Ottoman, 

but a syncretic form between the two. Yphos defines the musical and spiritual spheres that were 

exclusive to and only accessible by the Phanariot Greeks. Therefore, yphos is manifest in 

                                                
344 Ibid., 206. See Khalil’s Palimpsest Theory of Yphos: “In this way, a palimpsestic overlay is created. The melody is such a 
point. I identify this point as “anchor” because, like an anchor, it prevents movement in an otherwise fluid space. A chant melody 
is conceived of as having an extra-temporal ontology, and when brought into the experiential sphere by its performance, multiple 
layers of experience from other temporalities also enter this sphere.” 
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Phanariot infrapolitical resistance against the Ottoman regime as an agent of musical, cultural, 

historical, and thus, political and social distinction.  

 The Phanariot community constructed their identity partially through forging a 

connection between ecclesiastical music, their cultural Greekness, and religious Orthodoxy. 

Exploring and highlighting their political lineage from Byzantium and their heritage stemming 

from ancient Greece, the Phanariots relied on ancient Greek symbols and mythology to sculpt 

their identity. The Phanariots wanted to highlight their status within the Ottoman Empire and 

among the ranks of Eastern European states. Therefore, they actively modeled their modern 

identity by emphasizing the Phanariot political legitimacy as derived from Byzantine rule and 

their cultural connection as connected to the classical wisdom of ancient Greece.  

In developing their reputation as a community, both Greek and Ottoman, the Phanariots 

turned to music as a method to promote their unique dual identity and embolden their sense of 

legacy. While establishing the narrative of a political connection to Byzantium, the age of 

Orthodox rule over the East, the Phanariots reached back to ancient Greece as a means to 

connect themselves with the age of classical antiquity.345 For this, the Phanariots frequently 

invoked the symbolism and mythology of Orpheus, which served as a “civilizing mission” 

centered around music and the arts.346 Orpheus was chosen as a representative for the Phanariots’ 

ethnoreligious identity as his mythological extraordinary feats completed by the “music of his 

lyre” were deemed emblematic of the “affective powers of music.”347 The establishment of the 

                                                
345 Erol, Greek Orthodox Music, 65. “First, the Istanbulite Greek Orthodox affirmed their identity as Greeks by paying tribute to 
the ancient Greek ideal, which they considered their own past.” 
346 Ibid. “The myth of Orpheus was a frequent reference that combined the message of the ‘civilizing mission’ of music with 
reverence for that ancient Greek heritage which was one of the central elements in the identity discourses of the community and a 
past to which it felt a particular cultural attachment.” 
347 Ibid. “The affective powers of music were personified in the legendary figure of Orpheus, who could tame animals, stop the 
flow of rivers, and hence control the natural forces with the music of his lyre. The choice of the lyre of Orpheus by the well- to-
do and the literate Istanbulite Greek Orthodox as the logo of the MSC is telling for two reasons.”  
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Musical Society of Constantinople (O en Kōnstantinoupolei Mousikos Syllogos, MSC) was  a 

powerful cultural and social marker. In particular,   

[the Phanariots] joined the ancients and at the same time contemporary Europe in 
championing the moral mission attributed to music, and by establishing a musical society 
they revealed their belief in the transforming and pedagogical power of music over their 
own community and the larger society. In other words, by founding a musical society, 
Istanbulite Greeks expressed their wish to promote their music as a marker of their 
ethnoreligious identity in a multiethnic and multireligious empire.348 
 

 The MSC was, further, an institution devoted to the cultivation of this collective 

Phanariot identity. Members of the MSC strove for a type of musical “archaeological 

excavation” attempting to identify, examine, and reconcile centuries of liturgical chant with its 

modern form, hoping to forge a connection to the chants of Byzantium and even ancient Greece 

before.349 Heracles Basiadēs, a founding member of the MSC, strove to piece together a 

“seamless” timeline of culture, art, language, and music that extended from ancient Athens to 

modern day Istanbul. He believed this linearity would be indicative of the Phanariots’ important 

connection to the fundamental cultural and artistic traditions of ancient Greece as well as the 

preservation of the community’s storied identity.350 

The goal of the society [was] “the ascertainment, improvement, and dissemination 
of [our] national (ethnikē) religious and lay music, regarding both its practice and 
theory.”351 
 

 Then, the Phanariots sculpted their modern identity through the incorporation of musical 

idioms. For them, the legacy of liturgical chant represented a connection to the rich past of 

Byzantium and ancient Greece as well as its nature as a living religious and musical tradition. As 

                                                
348 Ibid.  
349 Ibid., 64.  
350 Ibid. “One of the founders of the MSC was the medical doctor Heracles Basiadēs, an ardent classicist interested in the origins 
of the Greek alphabet, classical ancient Greek art, and music. Regarding Greek music and language, he subscribed to the 
existence of a seamless continuity from the cultural idioms of the ancient Greeks, which, according to him, distinguished modern 
Greeks as a nation.” 
351 Ibid. See Κανονισµός του εν Κωνσταντινούπολει Μουσικού Συλλόγου (Statute of the Musical Society of Constantinople) 
(Constantinople: Koromilas and P. Paspallis, 1863), article 2, 5. 
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the musical examples show, there is a long and storied history between music of and for the 

liturgy. It is the nature of yphos and the processes of ekphrasis and ektelsis to not only exist in 

interstitial spaces, but also be difficult to classify and locate.352 As such, it is the very quality of 

this liminality that permits the liturgical chant tradition and its representative style to exist 

exclusively. Yphos is grounded in the oral and experiential realms by the performing cantor and 

listening congregation, respectively. Therefore, yphos is rarefied, passed down mainly through 

memory, tradition, and intimate teacher-student education.    

 Yphos as a rarefied quality of the liturgical art form and living tradition reveal it to be a 

physical and intellectual tool of exclusion from the prevailing Ottoman system. The production 

of sacred music, in which yphos resides, takes place during the Mass in Orthodox churches and 

cathedrals. These locations are only accessed by religiously observant Orthodox Christians. In 

addition, yphos is manifest in the collective psyche of the Phanariot community, an intellectually 

guarded and distinct, exclusive space.  

 As discussed in the preceding chapters, the Phanariots’ gradualist political approach and 

infrapolitical efforts were tactics to hide from potential Ottoman persecution and obtain 

increased political and social power in Istanbul. In addition, their infrapolitical tactics assisted 

them in leveraging their patronage network in Eastern Europe to rise to new political heights. At 

the same time, the Phanariots utilized this expanded authority to ensure the preservation of the 

longstanding Orthodox religious and musical traditions. As the community sculpted their identity 

through music, the unique yphos of their ecclesiastical music became instilled with infrapolitical 

meaning, demonstrative of the Phanariots’ dual identity and legacy of cultural distinction from 

the Ottoman authorities. As yphos provides an irreplicable musical and cultural-historic 

                                                
352 Khalil, “Echoes of Constantinople”, 205. ““obscure art, one which truly can be described as ‘Byzantine’ in both its 
complexity and esoteric nature.” 
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experience, it manifests itself–in its presence in rarefied and exclusive spaces–as an agent of 

Phanariot infrapolitical resistance.  
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Conclusion 
________________________ 

Our work has explored the unique lived history of the Phanariot community. Exhibiting a 

dual identity, both Greek and Ottoman, yet neither exclusively one nor the other, the Phanariots 

navigated their living at the crossroads of religion, culture, and history. Leveraging their strategic 

political power, they displayed a form of infrapolitical resistance in their subtle, covert tactics to 

undermine the prevailing Ottoman structure. One such manifestation of this infrapolitical 

resistance was the theory and practices surrounding yphos, the unique style of liturgical chant. 

Analyzed for its musical/performative and cultural/historic dimensions as well as its presence 

within and construction of intergenerational “space,” yphos is as much a performance practice as 

it is a living component of the liturgy.  

The musical examples analyzed seek to locate and identify yphos across a variety of 

recordings and performance contexts. The examples reveal yphos as manifest within the 

combination of the vocalists’ ekphrasis and ektelesis. In addition, the particular yphos of the 

examples further reveals its distinctive qualities and its deep connection to the Orthodox 

Christian liturgy. In the examples, the yphos of the performances seek to uplift the hymn and 

recreate the ineffable, ephemeral spiritual qualities embedded in the text.  

With emphasis on the religious themes inherent to Christianity, the performance of yphos 

is in its very nature an agent of distinction from Islam. Occupying the liminal space between the 

notated music and performed version, yphos is in itself a microliminality. This quality mirrors 

the larger, macro “in-betweenness” of the Phanariot dual identity. Therefore, existing in this 

rarified space, the micro and macro interstitiality of yphos permits it to act as a type of 

infrapolitical resistance. Only accessible by trained Orthodox cantors or the listening 

congregation, yphos reveals its exclusive qualities, further an element of Phanariot identity of 
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distinction and undetection. Existing within the Ottoman structure yet marked by its esoteric 

nature, yphos was a component of the Phanariots’ hidden, infrapolitical resistance to the Ottoman 

authorities. While the Phanariot community continued to operate within the prevailing Ottoman 

politico-religious structure and they never pushed their resistance out into the open, yphos 

remained one such element of their unique identity and dynamic living experience in Istanbul.  

Further cross-cultural comparative studies should explore the connection between the 

musical and social utility of yphos linking them to extra-musical elements of social organization 

and national identity. Khalil discusses the potential of comparing yphos and his palimpsest 

theory to Javanese and Balinese Gamelan, Indian Carnatic music, Chinese guqin, and hoomei 

“throat singing” from cultures originating in the Mongolian steppe.353 An element of further 

inquiry could concentrate on the inextricable links among collective identity, shared history, and 

performance style. As demonstrated through yphos, the liturgical style of Phanariot Greek 

Orthodoxy was a crucial component in the community’s development of the liturgy, preservation 

of their religious tradition, and crafting of an identity of distinction underneath the prevailing 

Ottoman system. As yphos sought to provide a musical means for spiritual transcendence, so too 

did it provide the foundation for the Phanariots to cultivate a complex self-image and collective 

narrative centered on their rich and storied tradition of the Greek Orthodox liturgical chant.   

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                
353 Ibid., 210.  
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